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TO

OUR GREAT ENGLISH OLDLORIST,

THE GIFTED AND GENEROUS

AUGUSTUS WOLLASTON FRANKS

IN THANKFUL MINNE.
I have often been asked to publish in a cheap and handy shape the runelaves in my great folio volumes, which many cannot well buy or have time to read. And this I have long wished to do; but I waited for more finds and a better knowledge of this hard science. The day has now come when I can lay this Handbook before all lovers of our Northern mother-tong, sametimely with my third folio tome, which holds more than 70 new pieces bearing Old-Northern staves. This additional gathering and the on-flow of runic studies have, of course, thrown fresh light on the monuments already known. I have therefore been able, as I think, here and there to amend a former version or an approximate date, and I give these ameliorations accordingly. Some more of the Bracteates now seem to me barbarized copies, and therefore meaningless. But, as before, all I do is only tentative. The engravings have also been corrected, where any fault has been discovered.

On the whole, my system of transliteration and translation remains, as far as I can see, not only unshaken, but abundantly strengthened and proved by the many new finds. We thus clench the conclusion — so probable on the mere ground of Comparative Philology — to which I have pointed again and again, that in the very early period to which these Scando-Anglic remains chiefly belong (say the first 700 years after Christ), the Northern dialects here treated were on very much the same footing in essentials as all the other olden Scando-Gothic folk-talks. Those peculiar features, (especially the Passive or Middle Verb and Post-article), which now stamp the Scandinavian branches of the Scando-Gothic tree, are quite simply of later local Scandian growth. They were unknown when the first great Northern settlements

---

1 The whole tale of these O. N. rune-bearers is now about 250, of which nearly 1-third is from England alone, Scandinavia’s oldest colony.

2 Chieffly drawn and chemityped by Prof. Magnus Petersen, the woodcuts by Hr. J. F. Rosenstand, whom I thank for all their friendly aid.
FOREWORD.

wrested England from the partly Romanized Kelts, and they were not yet formed
when the same mother-lands sent out their wiking-swarms in the 9th and 10th
centuries. Hence they have never been found in Britain.

Consequently I see no reason to alter any one of my fundamental opinions,
which I should otherwise have been happy to do, and think it best to reprint here,
without change, my general conclusions when my second band was printed in 1868.
See my Vol. 1, Foreword, pp. viii—xxv:

"1. That the rune-values I have laid down are really so, and particularly that
the Old-Northern stave Ψ was always A, certainly no consonant, still less M as in the
later Runic Staverow.

All the oldest and best skinbook futhoress give to Ψ (the provincial English
substitute for the older Ψ, but which Ψ is also found in England with the same
power of A) the sound-value A, and to $ (the common Old-Northern — Scandan
and English — Ξ, afterwards the provincial-Scandanavian O) the sound-value Ξ.
But the scholars at the beginning of this century and up to the appearance of my
First Part who first tried to read the Old-Northern letters, and who were unanimous
in giving to Ψ (really A) the power of M, which it has in the later runic system,
consequently had no A in their new-made alphabet. Yet an A could not be wanting.
Therefore, taking advantage of the well-known fact that A sometimes tends to an
Ξ-sound in certain districts, and that Ξ sometimes tends to an A-sound in certain
districts, as is accordingly shown by a couple of the later futhoress, they followed
each other in giving to $ the universal and standing sound-value A. Thus Ψ was
M, $ was A. But as it is now evident, from the futhoress themselves and from all the
Old-Northern monuments, that Ψ is undoubtedly and always A, the simple mistake of
giving to $ the power of Ψ should now be at once laid aside. To perpetuate error
is foolish, alike highly perplexing and often destructive both of language and of
grammar. On one single excessively ancient stone for instance (Sigdal, Norway), we
have in close juxtaposition, within the compass of the first 28 clear and undeniable
letters, $ = Ξ 4 times and Ψ = A 6 times. How is it possible to smear them all
into one uniform A? What common sense can there be in so doing? What is
gained by it? Surely, even learned zeal should not be carried so far as this. The
cause being taken away, the effect ceases. An A (and the real A) being now identified,
the Ξ should no longer be compelled to do duty both for Ξ and A.

I have already referred to and protested against the guess (p. 326) that
this Ψ is -r. There are five objections to this theory:

a. It is plainly contrary to all the monuments. This is surely decisive.

But also

b. It is plainly contrary to all the ancient parchment alphabets.
c. It can only have even a momentary and mechanical short-lived plausibility with regard to a couple of the inscribed pieces, one in twenty of the whole number, in some of which it is so plainly and precisely and glaringly and decisively contradicted that the whole supposition becomes simply ridiculous.

d. It leads us into endless contradictions. Thus if we read \( \text{H}_1^\text{p} \text{Pwol}_1^\text{e} \text{fr} \) at p. 170 (Stentoftten), what shall we do with the \( \text{H}_1^\text{p} \text{Pwol}_1^\text{e} \text{fr} \) of the Gommor stone (207)? If we read on the Stentoften block \( \text{H}_1^\text{p} \text{Rwol}_1^\text{e} \text{fr} \), what shall we do with the \( \text{Hyrwul} \text{e} \text{fr} \) of the Istaby pillar? If we read on the Golden Horn (p. 326):

"\text{EK} \text{Hleva-gastir Holtingar} \text{Horn} \text{tavido}"

and on the Tanum stone (p. 197):

"\text{Prawingan Hatinar was}"

(Throwingan hight (called) he-was)

(this last as privately proposed to me by a Danish scholar and since printed in Ny Illustrerad Tidning, Stockholm, June 29, 1867, p. 207), what do we get? These pieces are undoubtedly among the very oldest in the whole North, as indeed is admitted on all sides. And yet we are called upon to believe that in "Gothic" times, when the s was still a characteristic, and side by side with such archaisms as \( \text{vas} \) (for \( \text{var} \)) and such extra-archaisms as \( \text{horn} \) (for \( \text{horn} \)) and \( \text{tavido} \) (for \( \text{tavide}, \text{tavide} \)), and such extra-extra-archaisms as \( \text{Prawingan} \) ("nom. sing., a weak noun in \( \text{n} \), with the \( \text{n} \) still left" for \( \text{praving} \)) and \( \text{Hatinar} \) ("past part. n. s. m. with the AR still left" for \( \text{hatin} \)), — we are to accept such comparative modernisms as \( \text{Hatinar} \) for \( \text{Hatinas} \) and \( \text{Gastir} \) for \( \text{Gastis} \) and \( \text{Holtingar} \) for \( \text{Holtingas} \)!

So on the Tune stone (p. 247) we are seriously askt to read \( \text{Dohtrie} \) (with \( \text{n} \) close to the word \( \text{Dalidun} \) (3 pl. past. with \( \text{n} \) still left)! And then we must bow our necks to such "nominatives of some sort" as \( \text{Hatinar} \) (p. 197) and \( \text{Holtingar} \) (p. 326) and \( \text{Vivar} \) (p. 247) and \( \text{Iupingar} \) (p. 256) and \( \text{Halak} \) (p. 254) and \( \text{Hilgar} \) (p. 258) and \( \text{Varur} \) (p. 264) and so on, with some charming examples of \( \text{runar}, \text{stainar}, \) &c. as in "middle Scandinavian".

e. But the worst is, that in spite of all this self-contradiction and violence and caprice — the whole thing breaks down. Scarcely one or two monuments out of all the 60 can in this way be even plausibly translated. We are called upon to believe that all our oldest written remains are "unreadable", "unintelligible", "nearly inexplicable", "only here and there a word to be understood", "gibberish", "some outlandish tung", "carved by a foreign slave who had learned the runes", "miscut",

---

1 Since then Prof. S. Bugge has proposed nearly the same version. But he makes \( \text{Prawingan} \) to be in the genitive sing., and was to mean it became.
and the like. And all because people will not abandon their school-creed about "Icelandic", and their German contempt for the evidence of the monuments themselves!

2. That the Runic Alphabet whether the older (or Old-Northern) or its modification and simplification the younger (or Scandinavian) — in one word the Art of Writing — was apparently altogether unknown to the first outflow of the Scando-Gothic tribes, the Germans¹; equally so to the second, the Saxons or Lowcountry men or Flemings; and was first brought to Scando-Gothic Europe or early learned or developed therein by the third (and latest) clan-wave, the Northern or Scandinavian, the facts and monuments thus absolutely confirming the very oldest Northern and Latin traditions. Let us see why for the present, till new facts compel us to form new conclusions, we must hold fast this interesting and curious result:

a. German or Saxon Runes, or Runes in Germany (High-Germany) or in Saxony (the real Old Saxony, = Holstein and adjoining cantons in Mecklenburg and Westphalia) were never heard of till in modern times, in the lucubrations of modern German "annexers" and system-makers.

b. No hint of or reference to Runic Monuments, direct or indirect has ever been found even in the very oldest German or Saxon chroniclers or historians or other writers, tho many such mentionings occur in Anglo-Scandic skinbooks. The monuments themselves might be destroyed and disappear; but, if they had ever existed in German or Saxon lands, they would have left some trace behind them in living words or dead parchments.

c. In English and Scandian Boundaries and Charters Runic Burial-Stones are repeatedly spoken of as "marks". In the very oldest similar German and Saxon documents, some of which go back to semi-heathen times — no such reference has ever been found. Thus if the Northern lands had lost every single Runic Block, we could dig them up again out of our ancient bookfells.

d. No Runic Alphabet has ever been discovered in any original German or Saxon Manuscript. The few codices found abroad containing Runic staverows were either brought from England by English or Irish missionaries, or copied by German or Saxon Scribes from English originals for missionary and epistolary purposes. This is Frankly admitted by Wilhelm Grimm himself, and some other Germans of the better sort.

e. No Runic Stone or other "fast" Runic piece has ever turned up on German or Saxon soil. This also is Frankly admitted by Wilhelm Grimm himself, and some other Germans of the better sort. The half-dozen Loose Pieces (Movables, Jewels)

¹ Some think that the Saxons came first to Europe, and then the Germans. This will nowise affect what is here stated.
found beyond the present borders of Scandinavia and England — out of so many thousands of Runic Remains already known and daily turning up in the Anglo-Scandinic lands — are therefore clearly wanderers, or the Runes upon them were risted by Northmen who were abroad. This is also proved by the details in each separate instance. It would have been a miracle if no single Runic Jewel or any single Rune-writing Northman had ever wandered from a Northern country, and we may yet hope to find other such stray pieces.

f. No Runic Coin was ever struck in any German or Saxon shire, the hundreds of different runes of types were regularly minted in the Northern kingdoms, till these rune-bearers gradually disappeared before Roman-lettered pieces.

g. Runic and non-Runic Golden Bracteates, all which are heathen Jewels and Amulets, have been found by hundreds in the Northern lands, by ones and twoes outside the North. Their findstead, their make, their types and patterns, all show that they were struck by heathen Northmen or in the heathen North. They could not have been made by tribes who had no runes. The half-dozen of these pieces hitherto found outside the North have therefore been carried over the border, are wanderers.

h. As old buildings are repaired or taken down and various diggings made in the Northern lands, Runic Stones are continually turning up. Under the like circumstances, not one ever comes to light in any Saxon or German territory.

In German lands, in woods and fields and out on hills and at crossroads and beside sea and stream and in crypts and churches and cellars and mills and public and private buildings, lying open or buried out of sight or long since used as building-materials — exactly as is the case with our own runic monuments — have been found thousands of inscribed remains from the first century downwards, and every year new ones are dug up. But what are these pieces? Is one single one a runic block? No! They are all Roman Tiles and Altars and Funeral Stones and other such. And yet, if ever Germany had runes, it must have been during the first 500 winters after Christ!

i. Rune-clogs (Rune-staves, Runic Calendars), of all sorts of material and of every size, have been known in the Anglo-Scandinic lands from the early Christian times to our own day, those still older having disappeared. Not one such piece has ever been heard of in any Saxon or German folkland.

j. The language on all hitherto discovered Runic laves is one and the same — old northern in some one or other of its many dialects, certainly not German or Saxon.

Each one of these facts is a shock to the "German" theory. Taken all together they are a wall of bayonets, and no shadow of doubt can remain. But I dare say we shall long continue to hear of these so-called "German Runes" and —
as other such archaeological fictions and cobwebs have already been used for hounding on to the Germanization and annexation of North and South Jutland — so also this new humbug may become a welcome weapon and holy argument for trying to butcher and enslave and "Germanize" and "annex" all the free and noble races yet living in our Anglo-Scandic lands. The free and noble "Saxon" peoples have already been largely overwhelmed and happily "incorporated", and their far superior language annihilated or placed under a High-German ban.

All Northern folksayings agree in this, that the iron-wielding clans of cavalry who swarmed over to Scandinavia from the East, and who obtained supremacy over and gave their impress and culture to the runeless bronze-wielding populations they found in Scandinavia, brought the Runes with them. At what era they came, is not known. Grave-finds show that it was at least as early as some time (how long?) before Christ. But where and when on their long march from Northern or Central India did they learn or invent these letters? Or did they learn and modify or invent them after their arrival in the Scandan lands? We can give no answer. Perhaps all our appliances on this side the Caucasus will never avail to clear up the difficulty. So the band of lore-men must now begin at the other end — in India itself, and slowly trace and test the graves northward and westward. A beginning is already made. In many parts of India great numbers of grave-mounds from the Iron age, with weapons and horse-harness and ornaments similar to those in the barrows of the North, and with the like stone-settings raised around them, have been discovered and many of them opened. Several Archæological Societies have been formed to pursue these and kindred studies, and by degrees they may push their enquiries nearer and nearer the Northern lands. Perhaps somewhere on the line Runes may be met with. But there is here a difficulty. Immense districts on this enormous route are endless plains and steppes where there is no stone, consequently, there at least, no inscribed stones. Runes on iron and wood soon wear away, runes on hard metals always are mere exceptions. Still fortune may favor us, and perhaps in future years some point east and south of Scandinavia may be found with tombs containing our olden staves — possibly enough not minutely similar but still evidently the same. Then a further link will be added to the chain of this eventful history.

One thing is certain, that the Northern Runes were no mere direct loan or copy or adaptation from the Roman letters. Their order is different. The Roman are in ABC, the Runic in FUPORC. Their number is different, the Runic being far more multitudinous than the Roman. Their shape in many cases is so unlike, as to show a different (tho common) origin. Many staves are more or less the same in both. Some of these belong to the Old-Northern alphabet, and therefore should have subsisted (if mere Roman) as the great stream of Roman culture set in. But on the
contrary, as Scandinavia became more and more Romanized these particular staves died out, and assumed other forms in the later Runic staverow. Properly speaking, if they had a Roman source, the Runes should have been more and more “Romanized” as Roman influence grew supreme. But just the contrary took place.

Nor do we know what violent or silent or political or religious revolution led to the gradual simplification of the Old-Northern thurhorc, and to the sound-power of $\Psi$ being changed from $\Lambda$ into $\phi$, the older $\pi$ ($\phi$) being altogether laid aside. All this, and a thousand questions mo\textsuperscript{1}, wait for “new lights”. Some of these “lights” may come when least expected. Let us only go on working, and all our work be honest and true and thoro. The Father of Lights may then reward us with yet other glimpses into the history of the past\textsuperscript{2}.

3. That — these Runes and this Northern Tung in which they are written never having been found outside the North (all Scandinavia from Lapland to the Eider and all England from Kent to the Firth of Forth), while they are everywhere the ancient characteristic within all these Anglo-Scandic lands down to our own day, and the Mother-Tung and the art of writing being the clearest and most decided of all known and accessible proofs of nationality — there is no longer a doubt as to that great historical fact (of which we have so many other independent evidences, archaeological and historical and linguistic and geographical and topographical and ethnographical, as well as an endless flow of ancient tradition on either side the North Sea) that the old population of Danish South and North Jutland the old outflowing Angic and Jutish and Frisic settlers, mixt with Norse and svensk adventurers and emigrants, who flock to England in the 3rd and 4th and 5th and following centuries, were chiefly Scandinavians, Northmen, not Saxons, still less Germans. Of course all this does not affect the fact that England had an independent mixt population, native Kelts and incoming various-blooded strangers among its Roman cohorts and its mercantile settlers. Every country has more or less a mixt population, and always has had. Wise men only speak in the general.

4. That this is so much the clearer, as this Runic brand, this broad arrow, this outstanding mark of a peculiar Culture and Nationality, is not confined to one particular

\textsuperscript{1} “The extent of the unknown which each discovery exposes is generally larger than its own revelation” — John Hill Burton, The History of Scotland from Agricola’s Invasion to the Revolution of 1688. 8vo. Vol. 1. Edinburgh 1867, p. 117.

\textsuperscript{2} Since the above was written, the birth of the Runes has been cleared up. The Rev. Dr. Isaac Taylor has shown that these staves were an independent offshoot from the old Greek Alphabet in “Scythia” (from Thrace and the Black Sea and the Crimean and Dnieper up towards the Vistula). There numerous and flourishing highly-civilized Greek Colonies were in daily warlike and peaceful contact with the Gothic clans of Scandia and its nearest marches. See Dr. Taylor’s “Greeks and Goths” 8vo. London 1879, the chapter on the Runes in his “The Alphabet” 2 vols. 8vo. London 1888, my Old-N. Run. Mon. Vol. 3, folio, p. 183, 285, and page 10 of my “Studies on Northern Mythology”, London 1888, 8vo. The date was some 6 or 7 centuries before Christ.
spot in each Northern land. It was not the special heirloom or invention of one single Northern clan, one conquering Northern tribe, and communicated by war or peace by force or fraud to the other Northern races nearest to them. The Runes meet us in Sweden from the North to the South, in Norway from the North to the South, in Denmark from the North to the South, in England from the North to the South. And everywhere from the oldest Northern days and at one common period. There is therefore neither time nor place for a certain Runefolk to carry its letters from land to land. All the Northmen had these staves everywhere, and at the same time. And so with the gradual modification of the older Runic Futhorc. There can be no “conquest”, no “carrying”; for everywhere in Scandinavia we see the older staverow slowly — and at the same time, from common internal causes — passing over from the more copious and complex to the simpler and fewer-lettered. The same “development”, would, as I have said, have taken place in England, and did partially so, had not the whole Runic culture there been early stopt by Christianity and the Latin alphabet — which eventually took place in all Scandinavia also. But this oneness between the English and the Scandinavians is many times directly asserted on both sides. The time came when the classical “Germania” (which signified “Barbaria”, “Non Romania”, “Celtic”, and what not) came to be misunderstood and to mislead. But the oldest statements all agree — the English came from the North, the Northmen settled in England, and both spoke one tung. I could add many very old and plain Scandinavian testimonies. I will only give two: —

"Ver erum einnar tungu, po at greinzt hafi mjök ömnur tveggia esa nakkvat báðar".

We are of one tung (we speak the same language), tho that the one of the two, or in somewhat both of them, be now much changed.

Spoken of the Norse-Icelandic and the Old-English talks before the Norman Conquest. — “Um Stajroft”, written about the year 1140 (see note 1, p. 10), Prose Edda, Vol. 2, Hafnior 1852, 8vo p. 12.

"Ein var þá túngh á Einglendi sem í Noregi ok í Danmörku; en þá skiptust túngr í Einglendi er Vilhjalmr Bastarð vann Einglánd".

One was tho (then) the tung on (in) England [in the time of king Ethelred, an. 979—1016] sum (as) in Norway eke (and) in Denmark; an (but) tho shifted (were altered) the-tungs in England as (when) William the Bastard van England.

The above writers do not notice the great fact, that the Scandian talks themselves on the one hand, as well as those of Anglia on the other, had — from within and from local causes — greatly altered and developed and separated — each branching off in its own way — before the Norman Conquest; and they could not point out, but we can, that the Anglo-Norman was only a passing fashion among the ruling classes, that the speech of the Commons continued to live and thrive, and that in a short time (the old South-English Court-dialect having been broken up by the shock) the olden English folk-speech returned — tho far more Latinized than any of the Scandinavian languages, which on their side became largely Saxonized and Germanized — in the shape of that mighty and noble and thoroughly Scandinavian (Old Scandinavian) NORTH ENGLISH, which is now the birth-tung of England and her colonies.

5. That the many lettered Runic Alphabet is the forner, the shorter one the later; the former alone being found over the whole North and always on the oldest pieces, the latter being provincially Scandinavian and occurring only on younger monuments. Hence it is that no objects bearing the multitudinous runes, or Old-Northern staves, have ever appeared in any of the later Scandinavian colonies (Iceland, Greenland, Faeröes, the Ile of Man, &c.) while they abound in England, the oldest Scandian settlement. Hence also is it that every purely Old-Northern piece in Scandinavia, and almost every overgang runic lave there, is — as being so very old — distinctively and decidedly heathen; while, on the contrary, every such Old-Northern piece found in the so rapidly Romanized and Christianized England is (with the exception of the two Sandwich Stones and probably of the Thames Sword) as distinctively and decidedly christian.

6. That, the Northern settlements in England being so very old, the oldest English dialects give us the best idea of and the best key to what the oldest Scandian folk-talks must have been in the 3rd and 4th and next following yearhundreds, and will and must be the best help to our understanding the very oldest laves in our Scandinavian homeland. Hence it is that I have been able to read (if I have read) some of these pieces. I have mastered the rune-marks and I am an Englishman. I have no other merit.

7. That the efforts to translate all the oldest Scandian Runic pieces into "Icelandic" are futile, and have everywhere necessarily failed; "Icelandic" being only one Northern dialect out of many — tho it afterwards largely became a Mandarin lingua franca in Scandinavia and partly in England among the "educated classes", especially as to bookwriting — and this one comparatively modern, Iceland itself not having been discovered and colonized till the end of the 9th and the beginning of the 10th century, by which time the Old-Northern Runes as a system had died out on the Scandian
main and were followed by the later Runic alphabet. But even this modern "Icelandic" of the 10th century has not come down to us. FAR FROM IT. If it had, it would be very different from what is now vulgarly so called, which is the greatly altered so-called "polish" and "classical" "Icelandic" of the 13th—14th century. At the best, "Icelandic" is on the face of it a peculiarly developed and artificial local School-tung, largely — even of old — little understood of the common folk in the rest of Scandinavia. Several of its specific characteristics have never been found outside its own local sphere. The oldest written "Icelandic" known to us is in a couple of pieces said to date from about the year 1200. In one word, to translate the oldest Runic inscriptions, written in their local floating dialects from 200 to 700 or 800 years after Christ, into a modern "uniformized" "Icelandic" of the 13th or 14th age, is as reasonable as it would be to read Latin monuments from the times of the Kings and the Republic as if they answered to the "classical" dialect of Florentine Dante!

8. That the whole modern doctrine of ONE UNIFORM CLASSICAL MORE OR LESS "ICELANDIC" LANGUAGE all over the immense North, from Finland and Halogoland to the Eider and the Thames, in the first 1000 winters after Christ, is an impossible absurdity, there being then and there, as everywhere else, no unity in government or in race, but scores of independent "states" and "kingdoms", and equally so "tungs" manifold and running into each other and always changing in the various clans and folklands, dialects in various stages of development, tho all were bound together by certain common national characteristics. Time and Commerce and the local influence of other clans or of the remains of far older tribes and greater or less isolation and War and Slavery and a thousand Accidents, NOT RACE, explain among cognate peoples the presence or absence of particular forms and words and phrases and idioms and technical terms, here more or less olden and "hoary", there more or less worn and "advanced".

9. That the Runic and other oldest art remains of our Northern forefathers show that these peoples posset not only the Art of Writing, in itself a great proof of power and mastership and development, but, generally (in like manner as all the other Scando-Gothic races), a very high degree of "BARBARIC" (= NOT GREEK OR ROMAN) civilization and technical skill, in some things higher than our own, even now, and this for war as for peace, for the home as for out-of-doors, for the family as for the commonweal. This explains how it was possible for these dauntless clans so largely to remodel and invigorate a considerable part of Europe, so easily to overrun and overturn the rich but rotten the mighty but marrowless the disciplined but diseased "Roman Empire"; that gigantic and heartless and merciless usurpation, that strange conglomerations of hard straightforward materialism and abject overthrow, worldwide grinding
despotism, systematized and relentless Imperial and Proconsular and Fiscal plunder,
and of depravity deep as hell.

10. That the thousands of stately Hows — Barrows, Cairns, Gravemounds —
from the Iron Age, still found in our Northern lands (altho thousands many mo
have been destroyed), and the Inscribed and Uninscribed Standing Stones so often
on or near them, and often the very funeral words employed — speaking of PEACE
and REST for the departed, are the best commentary to our own oldest national written
descriptions of THE SANCTITY AND REPOSE OF THE DEAD. I might give ten thousand
extracts. I confine myself to 2 or 3. Let us listen to the solemn injunction in
the Elder Edda:

“Pat raedo ek þér it niunda,
at þu nám bjargar
hvars þu á foldu finnr;
hvárt eru sóttduaðir
enda sæduaðir,
enda ’ro vápuðaðir verar.
“Haug skal göra
hvein er liðinn er,
hendr þva ok häoð;
kemba ok þerra,
áðr i kistu fari,
ok bíaþa sælan sofða”.

Rede ninth rede I thee: —
rescue the lifeless,
a-field where’er thou find them;
whether sank he on sick-bed
or sea-dead lieth,
or was hewn by hungry weapon.
O’er the breathless body
a Barrow raise thou,
hands and head clean washen;
comb’d and dried eke
in his kist fare he,
and bid him SOFTLY SLUMBER.

The Elder Edda. Sigdrifumál, verses 33, 34, ed. P. A. Munch.

And again, that fine picture of raising the grave-mound over the folklord,
as found in our noblest English Epic. After his awsome kamp (battle) with the
fire-drake — which he slays, but at the cost of his own life — the dying Wægmunding’s
last words are:

Ne mæg ic her leng wesan.
Hátad heano-mière
hlæw gewyrcean,
beorhtne ætter biele,
aet brimes nosan;
se scel to ge-myndum
mínnum leódum
heáh hliðfan
on Hrones næsse;

My life-day’s now over.
Bid my good barons
to build me A LOW —
fair after fire-heap —
at the flood-dasht Headland.
A minne shall it stand there
to my mates and landsmen,
high looming
on Hronesness,
Accordingly, farther on, after some fragmentary lines describing Beowulf's lik-brand (the burning of his body), the lay tells us:

Ge-worhton só
Wedra leóde
HLÆW on líðe,
se wæs hǽah and brád,
[wæ-]g-líðëndum
wide g(e)-syne,
and be-timbredon
on tyn dagum
beadu-rófes bécn;
bronda lǽfe
wealle be-worhton
swá hyt weorólicost
fore snotre men
findan mihton:
hi on beorg dydon
beg and siglu,
eall swylce hyrsta
swylce on horde ër
nín-hedige men
ge-numen hældon;
forleto eorla gestrǽn
coræn healdan,
gold on greóte,
þær hit nú gen lifad
eldum swá unnýt
swá hit [féor] wæs.
Da ymbe hlæw riodan
so that seafarers
sithance shall call it
BIOWULF'S BARROW,
as their beak-carved galleys
out of hazy distance
float haughtily by.

Beowulf. Near the end of Fíte 38.

Gan then to make them —
those Gothic heroes —
A LOW on the lithe,
lofty and broad,
by the fearless foam-plougher
seen far and wide,
till on the tenth day
towering stood there
the battle-chief's beacon.
The brand-scorcht floor
a mound covered
mighty and worshipful,
as found most fitting
their famousest sages.

Within THE BARROW,
laid they beaths and ornaments,
and such driven drink-cups
as in the drake-hoard
the furious warriors
a-fore had taken.
The earth be-gem they
with earl-sprung jewels,
fling gold on the gravel,
where a-gain it shall lie
to all as useless
as erewhile it was.

Round THE HOW rode then
hillededére,                              those Hilde-champions,  
æbelinga bearn                              all the troop  
ealra twelfa,                                of those twelve athelings,  
woldon [ceare] cwidan,                      their Keen raising,  
kyning méanán,                             their King mourning,  
wordgyd wrecan                               word-lays chanting  

And as to the Stone. What says the Edda?

"Sour er betri                              Blissful a Son is
þótt sé sís of alinn                       tho born but lately,
eptr genginn guma;                          his father already fallen;
sjaldan bautarsteinar                      seldom Bauta-stones
standa brautu nær;                          bound the folk-path,
nema reisi niðr at nið."                   save raised by kin to kindred!


The Bauta-stone (Beaten-one’s Stone, Standing Stone in memory of one who had fallen in battle) was mostly runeless. The word is sometimes employed for a Runic Block, or for a Minne-stone in general inscribed or not.

This has been happily applied by a modern Danish poet:

"Ruster Ederl rask, eï seen,                               Rush to arms with ready tread,
Rister mig en Runesteen!                          Raise a Rune-stone o’er mine head;
Runesteen, som reist bestaer,                     Rune-stone rist, as Ættin strong,
Risen lig, i tusind Åar."                          Ringing my fame time’s waves along!

A. G. Oehlenslager, Harald Hildetand.

11. That we have undeniable proofs that many of the Inscribed Runic Stones were, in the oldest Iron Age, deposited inside the cairn, not outside. This is a striking illustration of the same custom in Egyptian and other Oriental tombs, which were often carefully hewn and finely decorated tho more or less invisible to the passer-by, — and of our own inscribed rich coffins let down into the earth for the worms to read. We here see that the grave was a continued House, and that the departed lived a mystic life therein, visiting it at pleasure when they chose to leave their other-land abode.

12. That the heathen runic inscriptions, the formula of rest, and even the occasional invocation of the Gods themselves, all show that our ancestors held
fast the belief of a future state, the ever-life of the soul, Personal Deities, and all
the other comforts and joys of faith in the Godhead. Thus Christianity had only to
give clearer views and to teach the name of the Great Unknown whom all felt after,
to gain a wide and rapid acceptance. As we know, only a part of Scandinavia was
“converted by force”, and even this was the act of their own Kings. As much “force”
was used in carrying out the Reformation in Scandinavia as in introducing Christianity.

13. That, as far as we can see, the monuments before us yield no single
instance of anything like a date or fixt chronological era, or of any Time-measure (name
of a Month or Week or Day or Hour), or of the age of the deceast, as little as they
have any numerical figures. Consequently we do not know how they reckoned events
or time, or what were their ciphers for numeration (if they had any), in our oldest
North. But all these things are also absent on the great mass of the later Runic
monuments deep down into the Christian period, when the Christian era and Numeral
marks were well known. It is very seldom that any of the Scandinavian-runic stones
bear a date, still rarer that the “forthfaren’s” age is mentioned on them. Among
these few slabs, perhaps the earliest using Christian chronology are found in the
isle of Gotland. But no such dated runic grave-stone is older than the 14th century.
Dated runic Bells go a hundred years farther back. Runic Coins (with Scandinavian
runes) appear in Scandinavia at the end of the 10th century, in England (with Old-
Northern runes) as early as the 7th. Golden Bracteates (O. N. runes) begun in
the 4th or 5th.

Place-names are occasionally found both on Old-Northern and on Scandinavian-
runic pieces, those on the oldest monuments being of course — from the enormous
lapse of time — very hard to identify. On the later monuments the place-names
are often familiar; our own ENGLAND is common enough; nay, on one block we
meet with BATH, on another LONDON.

From intermarriage and commerce and travel and military service abroad
and “a good education”, or from contact even while at home with strangers or
Christians or war-prisoners or slaves, and from various other causes, many of the
Northmen — even from the earliest times at Rome and Constantinople down to the
early middle age — knew more tungs than their own, sometimes could write them.
Hence in their foreign settlements and colonies and subjugated “kingdoms” they
often more or less freely and rapidly adopted the language and (Roman) letters of
the Christian country to which they had come. This would particularly be the case
in and near to England, Old English being merely a dialect of their mother-tung.
We have striking examples of this in Normandy, where the wikings nearly all married
French women, so that in one generation the home-speech there became largely
French, and in Ireland, where it would soon become largely English. Hence no
Runic Stones or Runic Coins have ever been found in Normandy and Ireland, altho this latter country had coins struck by Scandian princes earlier than Scandinavia itself. All the coins struck by Northern “Earls” and “Kings out of the North (Scandinavia and England) bear only Roman letters.

14. That, as the Northmen (the Scandinavians and English) more nearly, and the Scando-Goths (the Northmen, the Saxons and the Germans) more generally, are all of one blood and tung, so they should all hold together, love and help and defend each other, avoid every beggarly temptation to hate or plunder or ruin or “annect” each other, nobly taking their stand as brothers and fulfilling their mission as one great folkship with its own local limits and national duties, in necessary providential counterpoise — but in all friendly harmony with — the great Romance and Magyar and Greek and Slavic and other race-groups.

15. That the whole theory of the Runes being in oldest times “mysterious”, “secret marks”, “used only in magic”, “the private staves of the priests and kings”, is utterly unfounded. On the contrary, we find them everywhere, on gravestones, rocks, weapons, ornaments, tools, and often even in the form of the Alphabet, in order that the common people might easily see and quickly learn them. It was only in proportion as they begun to die out (supplanted by the Roman letters) that, like all other “old-fashioned” and “fantastic” characters, they descended to the wizard and the juggler. If, when first introduced, these Runes were more or less “magical” and “mysterious” (which may well have been the case), they have left no trace thereof on the oldest monuments, and therefore many centuries must then have elapst between their original invention or adaptation and their earliest use as we know them.

16. That, whatever else we do, we must not read these monuments by altering them at our pleasure. All the talk about “mis-cuts” is so childish and monstrous, and is so evidently mixt up with the ignorance and insolence of modern know-everything-ism, that is of modern sciolism, that we must at once discard it. Should a real uncorrected “mis-hewing” ever be found on these pieces, which has yet to be proved, we must cheerfully accept it. In any case it will be very exceptional. But we must not cloak our own inability, our own necessary groping among words and dialects and times and creeds and institutions of which we know so little, by treating the oldest remains of our fore-gangers as so much useless granite or old metal, a mere field for everyman’s idle and capricious and impudent conjecture. We approach these objects, many of them colossal or costly and often cut with great elegance, as learners, not as masters and tyrants. All our monumental history, Oriental and Classical and Runic, is full of the terrible mistakes, the humiliating blindnesses, the childish blunders, the unheard-of combinations and wild guesses, the endless rash
changes of letters or words, which have resulted from this unhappy school of half-taught "criticism". Let us, now at least, steer clear of the shoals market by so many a disastrous shipwreck. Why should we not now and then be able and willing to say — "this I cannot understand"?

Some of these remarks will be found elsewhere in these pages. But I have been careless of a little repetition¹, partly because in this summing up it could not easily be avoided, and partly because certain things cannot apparently be repeated too often.

Such are my conclusions from the facts here before me. But some may be astonisht or offended or disappointed that these facts themselves, the Old-Northern Runic pieces here collected, are after all so very few. Rather should we be surprised that they are so many. As to "loose" articles, Arms and Jewels and Tools &c., of course it is and was quite exceptional for an owner to "whittle" his name upon them². And if the few thus inscribed, the majority has been long since melted down — or is still lying undiscovered. Usually everything is smasht or used up after 2 or 3 generations, or remade in accordance with the new fashion³. All our European Museums put together can only show a poor handful of the Tools and Utensils and precious Ornaments used from the time of William the Bastard to William of Orange; similar things from the days of Julius Caesar to those of the Norman adventurer — how many are they? — As to "fast" pieces, Memorial Stones &c., we must remember that in all times and countries there have been endless and ever-varying rites of burial, and that only a small fraction of the population ever had or has any decorated grave-minne or other such more or less expensive funeral mark. Most people may be thankful if they are burned or buried at all with any decent rites. But written grave-stones have always been, and still are an exception. In many whole districts, century after century, they are even now almost unknown. In certain folklands the inscribed grave-mark was during certain periods popular, and hence

¹ "In the course of this work I have never shunned repetitions of any sort or kind, when I have found repetitions needful. Repetitions are not superflities; nor is it surplusage to reiterate the same thought or fact under diverse combinations." — Sir Francis Palgrave, The History of Normandy and of England, 8vo, Vol. I, London 1851. p. 353.

² And even then, this writing may not at first be observed. Many of these articles are so corroded or encrusted and obscured by rust and dirt that any inscription has been long since altogether eaten away or can only be found after careful handling and patient cleaning. Several of the stave-bearing jewels in this work have been for years exhibited in museums, some of them even elegantly engraved in works published by distinguished archaeologists, without a suspicion that there were letters upon them. The runes have been discovered quite lately, after more minute examination. Other pieces in public or private collections may yet be found to bear writing. But thousands of these objects dug up in the last thousand years, even in the last and present century, have been lost or destroyed without being scrutinized by competent persons.

³ The gold and silver plate preserved at Windsor Castle weighs (as we are informed by The Guardian Oct. 2, 1867, p. 1061) nearly thirty tons, and is roughly estimated at £3,000,000. But very little of it is otherwise than modern and trashy, and most of it was melted down and remodeled by that tasteless prince of prodigates — George IV.
hundreds are still extant; in others the uninscribed Bauta-stone (Menhir, Pillar) was preferred, tradition doing the rest; for in olden times the living word was the rule, carving the exception. Add to this the endless destruction during 1800 years from greed, for building, for flooring or hearth-stones or gate-posts, for re-use as palimpsest-stones or as minne-blocks to newly deceased persons after being “nicely painted” or “tooled over”, from revenge, from religious or sectarian fanaticism, from accident and the elements and from road- and bridge-making (especially the modern Macadamizing) — and the wonder is that we have one such stone still left! How many grave-stones have we from the days of even Edward the Confessor? Nay, how many from the times of Queen Elizabeth or even George the First? All our beautiful Sepulchral Brasses, where are they? Not a tithe of them is left to us, altho they were fine works of art and preserved in the church, under the special eye as it were of God and Man! But what can resist the foul love of filthy lucre? They have been broken away and sold as old metal, many scores of them in this “enlightened” 19th century. And consider: the more sparse the population the more sparing the

1 A large stone funeral monument sometimes disappears in one generation:

“Un jour, j’avais sept ans, on me conduisit, par je ne sais quel hasard, dans le principal cimetière de Nantes, nouvellement inauguré alors. Le plus remarquable et presque le seul monument qu’il y eût encore, était une pyramide avec un soubassement cubique, portant une épitaphe latine sur une table de marbre noir.

“Il y avait peut-être un mois que j’apprenois le latin — Voyons, latiniste, me dit un camarade, explique-nous cela.

“Comme je ne trouvais dans l’épitaphe ni Rosa, ni Dominus, ni même Bonus, bona, bonum, je n’y reconnus pas un mot et me retira confus et raillé.

“Vingt ans après, je passais par Nantes, que j’avais quitté tout jeune, et le hasard encore m’ayant conduit aux environs du cimetière, j’y voulus entrer. Cette fois, l’épitaphe allait toute seule, mais le monument était déjà un peu dégradé, il avait bien vieilli.


Some times such things are given back to us in a way the most unheard-of. I wend (translate) from “Post-och Inrikes-Tidningar” (the Swedish Official Gazette) for Dec. 13, 1867:

“A grave-memorant in a strange place. A letter from Vadstena communicates as follows. Among the trees cut down lately in the churchyard of our town was an Ash, certainly very old. After the stem had been sawn over, the root was taken up, when a Grave-stone was found imbeded within it. Probably when the tree was young, a couple of its root-branches shot up so as to clasp the stone. In this way, as the Ash grew the slab was drawn more and more up and within the stem, for it was found within the pith of the tree. The block was originally about 4 feet long and 2 broad, and yet showed an inscription, but no more could be made out than the words:

GYNELA JONSDOTTER 1612.

Where the tree was cut down (which was only a few inches above the place in which the stone was found) were counted about 150 year-rings.”

2 As an illustration, I will only refer to one single race-group — the Indians of the United States of North America. With regard to them the evidence is thus pithily summed up in the Annual Report for 1861 of the Smithsonian Institution (Washington 1862, 8vo, p. 203): — “Various methods of disposing of the dead have obtained in different tribes, as burning, burial, deposit in caves, in lodges, beneath piles of stone, and in wooden sepulchres erected above ground, placing on scaffolds or in canoes, and attaching to the trunks of trees. In many instances the bones, after a season, are collected together and brought into common cemeteries [= ossuaries, bone-pits]."
grave-stones. But if we have so few left from the late and comparatively populous ages of which we have spoken, how many were raised in the early thinly-peopled times of the Runic North?

No competent judge of these things will deem otherwise than that the Old-Runic Harvest here brought together is in fact very great, far greater than any of us dared to dream of or hope for a few years ago."

After this long extract from my first tome I have only to add, that the reader who wishes to follow all the details, proofs and arguments, to read the valuable communications of distinguished fellow-workers, and to see the crowd of additional explanatory Chemitypes and other illustrations, besides nearly 100 Runic Alphabets in facsimile, all helping us to understand the Old-Northern Monuments — must of course in some Public Library consult my 3 folios. To their pages exact reference is made under each find. I had no choice here but to make the text as short as possible, while still giving everything absolutely necessary.

The present rage for infallibly fixing everything all at once, is highly to be deprecated. Future finds and the progress of Runish studies will doubtless modify some things here given. We shall know more a hundred years hence, than we do now.

Cheapinghaven, Denmark. Feb. 15, 1884.

GEORGE STEPHENS.
SWEDEN.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

to

PROF. M. B. RICHERT,

_ UPSALA, SWEDEN._
TANUM, BOHUSLÄN, SWEDEN.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 100—200.

Old-Northern Runic Monuments p. 196. 835. 976. XXVII.

DRAEVINGEN HEI-TINE A WAE!

THRAWINGS HIGH-TINE (pillar-stone) AYE WÅS (be)!

(=Grave-block, stand here alway, in memory of Throwing!)

Som-thrawings graf-pelare alltid stå!

This enormous monolith is nearly 10 feet long, about 4 feet 10 inches at broadest, and 9 inches thick. It is still at Tanum. Is quite perfect. Runes revers. Are redd from right to left. Plate engraved in 1864. Was first found at the beginning of this century.
KINNEVED, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


Only the dead man’s name, SIAELUH.


SKÅ-ÅNG, SÖDERMANLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


Is twi-writ. Besides the scoring in the old staves, has been used again for death-words in the later runes, maybe in the 11th century. The latter epitaph has long been known; the former was discovered by Dr. Hans O. H. Hildebrand in 1867; we have to thank Archivary Undset for a corrected copy of the runes, whereby I now offer a modification of my former reading:
Hæring ægi leuge ai!

May-hæring own (have, hold) his-low (grave-hill, tumulus, death-bed, resting-place) aye (alway)!

Må-hæring åga sin-hög (hvilo-bädd) å (alltid)!
The later snake-wind inscription says:

SKANMALS AUK OLAUF DAU LETU KIARA MERKI DAUSI EFTIR SUAIN, FADUR SIN. GUD HIALBI SALU HANS.
SKANMALS (=SKAM-HALS) EKE (and) his-sister-OLAUF THEY LET GARE (make, raise) MARKS (grave-marks) THESE AFTER SUAIN, FATHER SIN (their). May-God help soul his!
SKANMALS OCH hans-syster-OLAUF DE LÅTA GÖRA MÄRKEN DESSA EFTER SUAIN, FADER SIN. GUD HJELPE SJAL HANS!

About 5 feet 3 inches high, greatest breadth about 3 feet, average thickness a little over 1 foot. — As runish staves are often taken twice, we may also read HÆRINGÆ ÅGI. We might also divide E GILEUGE.

SKÄRKIND, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.

Found in the summer of 1876 by Director C. F. Nordenskjöld, who kindly forwarded a drawing and paper cast. Is of reddish granite, about 5 feet 8 inches high. Was the base on which stood an old sandstone Font.

Sciæ Leuwæ.
Skith’s low (grave-mound).
Skid's grap-hög.

VANGA, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? Date about A.D. 200—300.

May be one word; the Dead Man’s name, in the nominative. But I prefer the usual formula, 2 names, a nom. and a dative:

**HEUC OPUA.**

**HEUC (? = HEUNC) raised-this-stone-to-OTHU.**

**HEUC reste-till-OTHU.**

Greatest height about 3 feet 5 inches, greatest breadth about 2 feet. Turned runes. First noticed in 1791.

**BERGA, SÖDERMANLAND, SWEDEN.**

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.


The only Old-Northern stone known to me which bears two words, cut far apart and running in different directions. I would therefore now suggest that the one name is carved *later* than the other. Perhaps the Husband or Wife died first, and shortly after the Partner was called away. Thus they most likely lay in the same grave, and were remembered on the same block. So I now propose:

**FINO.**

*The-lord-FINO.*

**SEILIGESTIA.**

*The-lady-SEILIGESTIA.*

Seven feet 2 inches high, 2 feet 4 inches broad above and 3 feet below. First engraved in 1830.

So the Fjellerad stone, North Jutland, Denmark, has a long inscription in the later runes to a chief named ABI and a lady TIFA, and says of them:

**DAU LIKA BADI I BAUM HAUKI.**

*THEY LIE BOTH IN THIS HOW* (grave-mound).
SWEDEN.
MÖJEBRO, UPLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.


As drawn about the middle of the 17th century and published in Göranson’s Bautil in 1750.

For several reasons (among others, the common one of there being here no stops, and the consequent doubt how we are to divide the words) this risting is very hard to read. Abandoning my former attempts with the first line, I am now inclined to look upon it as containing only names — perhaps those of the dead Chief and of his 2 Sons and Daughter, or 3 of his nearest kin. I therefore, with great diffidence, would offer:

ÆNEÆÆ, HÆISLÆ, GINIA, FRAÆÆÆÆÆA.

Sir-ÆNEÆÆ, Sir-HÆISLÆ, the-lady-GINIA, raised-this-stone-to-the-lord-FRAÆÆÆÆÆ. 
Nearly 8 feet 3 inches high. Reverst staves. I here, once for all, make a remark, which will often apply more or less: Out of 14 vowels, no less than 9 are æ, an evident proof of local dialect. As to the 2nd name, 5 brothers named hoisli are mentioned on the Rök stone, 9th century, which see. — The stone is hard red quartz and feldspar.

As drawn by Prof. Carl Säve of Upsala, in 1862.
ETELHEM, GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 400—500.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 182.

Engraved full size. Silver-gilt Brooch, found in 1846. On the front, the raised rands and upstanding carved ridges have their original white glitter. The zigzags were filled with a bluish niello, as were the runes. The rest richly gilt. The square red stone or fluor-spar or glass still remains, tho broken. The two triangular stones in the centre, and the oblong one lower down, have fallen out. As we see, to save space, the less weighty vowels are omitted, as often. There was no room for them.
KROGSTAD, UPLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 400—500.


As drawn in middle of 17 cent. and published in Bantil 1750, but corrected by Baron J. Nordenfalk in 1858.

Runes as they were in 1869, from tracings by Prof. C. Säve and Docent N. Linder, here Photoxylographed 1—6th of the size.
But, according to Dr. H. Hildebrand and Prof. Bugge, the v should lean a little at the left top, the right leg being also a trifle longer than the left.

\[ \text{MWSYOINGI SYO.EIN.EA.} \]

\[ \text{MWSYOINGI (Musowingi, Mysing) to-SYO.EIN (in memory of Swain).} \]

\[ \text{MWSYOING (skref dessa runor) till-SYO.EIN (Sven).} \]

This grave-stone is upwards of 6 feet high. The dots I take to be conventional for \textit{ring-mail}, and the open band for \textit{the belt}. As a curiosity, I add the oldest drawing of this stone, by J. T. A. Bure, made about 1620—40, full size:

\[ \text{KONGHELL, BOHUSLÄN, SWEDEN.} \]

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

\[ \text{Old-N. R. Mon. p. 208, 835.} \]

Runes as they stand on the Staff:

\[ \text{HFUKUUPFUAH} \]

Runes (of course reverst) engraved from a photograph:
f I take to stand for fur and h for hari, and read:

HAUFMAKOF ur H(ari).

The (HEADING) (Headman, Chief, Leader, Commander) FOR (of) the-ÆR (army, navy, forces, troops).

(= This is the General's Baton of Command).

HÖFINGEN FOR HARÉN.

A Staff or Baton, of Heart of Yew, now very dark in color, 33½ Danish inches long, here engraved 1-fourth the size. Found in the ruins of the old Konungahella, between Gotenburg and Kongelf, at Kastellgården in 1864.

In my folio text I have many arguments and engravings to show that this was a General's Staff, and I think that there can be no doubt of it. I here add a drawing of William of Normandy encouraging his troops before the battle of Hastings, taken from the Bayeux Tapestry:
BJÖRKE TORP, BLEKING, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


My plates, August 1864.
SEATH AT THE-BARRATRY (battle, campaign) OUT IN ÆAWEL DIED.
HERE MELL (tell) OF-US THE-GIN-RUNES (our power-staves) HIS-ARE (fame) YEA (truly).
FELE (many) OF-HELTS (heroes) HE-WOOG (slew).
HADOR- (that honor's) RUNA (friend) OWES (hath, takes) HIS-ROO (rest) NOW.
OTHER AND-ÆLÆ THE-SPAE (Wise) (= raised these stones and carved these runes).
SEATH I KAMP UT I ÆAWEL DÖDDE (dog).
HAR MÅLA (förtälja) VÅRA MAGT-RUNOR HANS-ÅRA JO.
MÅNGA HJELTAR HAN-VOG (slog han).
HEDERS-RUNI (vän), HAN-ÄGER SIN-RO NU.
OTHER OCH-ÆLÆ SPA (den kloke) (= reste desse stenar och högg dessa runor).
Rune-pillar more than 13 feet high, the two other blocks upwards of 10. Nearby have been found a Stone-kist and a Stone-circle (Doom-ring). First copy is Worm's, in 1636. BÆRUTA maybe a place-name, as well as ÆAWELE. See the Stentofte stone, further on.
My plate. August 1864.
GOMMOR, BLEKING, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 600—700.


Sent to Cheapinghaven, Denmark, in 1652 or thereabout, and perisht in the great fire of 1728. This curious grave-stone was about 2 feet long, 2 feet all round, undrest, of a purple color, and inscribed on all the 4 sides. As we see, Worm's woodcut (Dan. Mon. 1643) is barbarous, and any reading is only approximative.

I now take the 1st stave to have been an s, the 4th an N, the 8th an L, the 10th an F, and the 1st in the 3rd line an H, and propose:

STENE DRLEF (= DORLEF) SATE HEIDUWOLEF.

F F F.

This STONE THORLEF SET TO HEIDUWOLF.

F. F8-son FAVED (carved).

Denne STEN THORLEF SATTE TILL HEIDUH."

F. F's-son SKREF-TUNORN.

Apparently the HEIDWOLF of the Stentofte and Istaby stones. DORLEF may have been his son or foster-brother.
ISTABY, BLEKING, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.

My plate, September 1864.
My plate, September 1864.
I now take Hyeruwulfia to be a woman's name. She was probably the sister of the two warriors. — This will then be the family-stone, the public (official) block being at Sten-tofte, which see. The Gommor stone seems raised to one of the brothers.

About 4 feet 6 inches above ground, and 2 feet 6 at broadest. First made public in 1748.
LINDHOLM, SKÅNE, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


Nov. 1876. Prof. S. Bugge and Archivary I. Undset both decide that this piece (which I have never seen) has at the break $t$ (E) not $t$ (N). I have corrected the block accordingly.

Of bone. Full size. Found deep in Lindholm Moss in 1840. Runes reverset, and therefore redd from right to left. Very difficult as not divided by word-points, and also because we do not know whether the piece was made for an Amulet, or as Witch-gear, or a Tool or some Game. Another such, found in 1761 in Flemløse Moss, Fyn, was destroyed without being copied!

The repeated letters were perhaps not magical, but to fill up, making the one line as long as the other. If so, we get $\text{\AE}\text{ANB}$, may be $\text{\AE}\text{AMP} = \text{\AE}\text{AMP}$, nearly the N. I. JAPR (? JAPR, JAMPR), a kind of snake mentioned in the Prose-Edda. The next word, in the same way, would be $\text{MUT}$ (MÔT). — Whether $\text{ELA}$ (or $\text{ÆLFA}$) was a person (the owner), or a Witch or Wizard (the user), or a Serpent-chief or House-god (the being invoked), we cannot tell.

The late discovery (summer of 1877) of the Kragehul Lance-shaft (Denmark) and the Fonnås Brooch (Norway), with their remarkable inscriptions, have now suggested to me another reading:

EC, ERILÆA SE ILE, GEA HÆTEC Æ, ÆANB, MUT ÆLU.

I, ERILÆA (= JARL, EARL) SE (the) ILL (fear-crushing, fierce). — 'GO, HIGHT-I (I command, I bid), 'AYE, O-SNAKE, AGAINST ÆLA!'

JAG, ERILÆA, HIN ILE, 'GA', BJUDER-JAG, 'Å (= alltid) O-ORM, MOT ÆLA!'

In this case ERILÆA was the name of the owner, just as an ERILÆA owned the Kragehul Lance. On these pieces, therefore, the owner speaks (I) to his amulet or weapon, while on the Gilton Sword (England) the Sword speaks (I) to his master. — Further finds may perhaps help us to amend the above. The actual characters are, as they stand:

ECERILÆASEHILÆAHÆTECÆ;
\text{E.E.E.E.E.E.EAANNNBUTT}TELÚ;
STENTOFTE, BLEKING, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


My plate, September 1864.
The first (bad) drawing was made early in this century. The first published drawing is the careful one by Worsaae. As on this stone * is the usual æ and £ the usual o, £ I now take to be here transitional for æ. When £ altogether died out, this £ (in its many varieties) became o. It here only occurs once, in the word hæges. I now agree with Bugge, that the stave after æ is more like the variously-modified Æ mark than the s-mark, and therefore read gæfng = gæfing.
STENTOTFE.

From Worsaae's lithographs, drawn in 1844.

My present, ameliorated, reading is:

^E^lU^H^B^E^O^R^U^M^A,
N^I^U^H^O^G^E^S^T^U^M^A,
H^E^D^U^W^O^L^E^F^A^G^E^F^I^N^G,
H^E^R^I^W^O^L^E^F^A^M^E,
H^I^D^E^A^R^R^U^N^G^N^O.

H^E^R^E^A^M^E^L^E^S^A^E^R^I^E^G^U^W.
M^U^C^N^U^H^E^L^E^H^D^O^U^E^W^E^G^O^U^G^O.
A^E^B^E^R^I^U^T^I
D^E^R^E^G^I^N^O^G^O^N^O.

AYE shall-they-HAVE ROME (lustre, praise),
in-the-NEW of-their-HOW TOOM (space, chamber, = on the fresh floor of their tumulus),
HÆTHUWOLF GÆFING (of the Gef-clan, or, Gef's-son),
and-HÆRIWOLF MÆ (called the Mæ),
HADOR- (those-honor's) REGEN (lords, = those honor-crowned chiefs).
HERE MELL (speak) THESE-runes their-ARE (fame) YEA (truly).
a-MUCKLE (multitude) of-BELTS (braves) they-WOOG (slew).
ÆÆÆ WROTE (carved)
THEIR GIN-RUNES (mighty letters).
ALLTID skola-de-HAFVA BERÖM
i-den-NYA af-deras-hög KAMMARE (= i deras grafhögs nya hvalf),
HÅTHULF GEFING,
och-HÆRIULF M.E.
HEDERNIS-HØFDINGAR.
HAR MÅLA (omtala) DESSA-RUNOR deras-ÄRA JO.
en-MYCKENHET (skara) af-HJELTAR de-VOGO (dödade).
ÆBE RITADE (inristade)
deras GIN-RUNOR (kraft-runor).

About 4½ feet above ground and 2 feet 4 inches broad. This seems the official (public) pillar, the family block being at Istaby. See also Gommor and Björketorp.

UPSALA, UPLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


ÆH OLDÁ ÚKISÍ.
OWES (owns, possesses) OLTHA this-AXE.
AGER OLTHA dena-YXA.

Engraved full size. Stone Axe, found in the beginning of the last century. OLDA is probably a female name.
VARNUM, VERMLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


Found in 1862 by Herr J. W. Alsterlund in the ruins of a grave-low at Järnsberg, Varnum Parish, near Christinehamn. Unhappily the top is broken away, and we shall therefore never be quite sure of the reading. Hence the many different interpretations. I adhere to
the one I originally gave. I take it to read orxyg-wise, first from the top on the right and turning up at the ET, after the 3 dots, — and then concluding with the rune-cutter's epigraph (as so often), beginning with the smaller staves (runoa) and bending round; the last word, the large-carved name of the artist, ending before the 3 dots. We have many other examples of reverst and not reverst runes intermixt, as here, partly depending on their position. I now restore to A here, as an O. N. letter, its usual power of A. Supposing the lost top bit — as it may have been longer or shorter — to have borne, as the beginning of the one line and the end of the other, something like:

Stœinae ræis- (or Stœinae þænsi ræis-)
ææ sine (or ææ sine kuþan),

my reading was and is:

[Stœinae (þænsi) ræis]̓[ti æhecer ilea et ihae, b(u)[ææ sine (kuþan)]. RUNOA W.E.RITE UANÆBEREH.
[Stone (this) ræis]̓[ed æhecer in lea at (to) ihai (=inge). bo[nde (husband) her (good)]]. These RUNES WROTE UANÆBEREH.

[Sten (denne) res]̓[te æheker i le åt (till minne af) ihai (=inge). bo[nde (man) sin (god)].

DESSA-RUNOR RITADE (högg) UANÆBERG.

Nearly 8 feet long, 5 above ground. WANNBERG is still a Swedish family-name.

WEST-THORP, SKONE, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Of bone, probably the tooth of the Walrus. Full size. Found in 1823 deep down in a moss at West-Thorp in Vemmenhögs Hárad. Several Combs inscribed with olden and later runes have been found in Scandinavia and England. The name may be that of a female.
RAFSAL, BOHUSLÄN, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.

Down to the time of Holmberg (1845), of whose rude woodcut I give a facsimile, the stone remained unbroken and the last runes were perfect. They were first copied in 1746.

HOLMBERG'S WOODCUT, 1845.

HARIWULFS STAINAR.

Hariwulf's stones (grave-marks).

(These stones were raised in memory of Hariwulf.)

As it stands now, this block is about 5 feet 7 inches high.

RÖK, EAST GÖTLAND. SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.


Fresh finds have thrown fresh light on this difficult text. Prof. S. Bugge's labors have also cleared up the meaning of several lines. Add to this, that the copy used by me was very far from correct. I therefore now venture on a new version.

Greatest height about 13 feet, greatest breadth about 4 feet 8 inches. Bears more than 770 runes. Thus stands alone as a Runish Stone-book. First side engraved as early as 1660. Stone uncovered and the other runes discovered in 1843. Here given from photographs and blocks kindly forwarded me by the Royal Swedish Academy of Hist. and Antiquities. The stone itself I have never seen.
I now take the runes in the following order:

a. Foreside or front, 8 standing lines.
b. Foreside, 2 flat lines.
c. Foreside. Edge or narrow side.
SECOND SIDE OF THE BLOCK.

FOURTH SIDE OF THE BLOCK.

e. Back. Top cross-line. *In cipher*; *d.* and *e.* first read by Prof. Bugge.
g. Back. Rest of second top line. *In cipher.*
h. Back. Third top line, to the stop.
i. Back. Rest of the line, frame-line below and frame-line to the left, all in *chiefly OLD-NORTHERN RUNES.* These I take to be in *cipher or contraction,* and to contain some Prayer or Grave-formula or Lament.
ROK.

THIRD SIDE OF THE BLOCK.

j. Back. The 9 standing lines.
m. Front. Top; 5 plain staves.
A. To whom the stone was raised.
   AFT UAMUD STONTA RUNAR DAR.
   *After (in memory of) Uamuth stand runes these.*

B. By whom the stone was raised.
   IN UARIN FARI, FARI,
   AFT FAIKION SUNU.
   *But Uarin faved (made, raised-this), the-father, after his-fey (deceast) son.*

C. What the Father says about his Son.
   SAKUM, UK MINI DAT:
   
   HUAI I AR-UAL
   RAUBAR UARIN
   TUA, DAR'S UA_AD
   TUALF SINUM
   UARINUM NART,
   UAL-RAUBR
   BAD, AR SOMO,
   NOUMIS_SU-MONOM.
   
   DAT SAKUM ONART:
   
   HUAI FUR NIU ALTUM
   ON_NURM-FIARU MIR;
   HRAID-KUTUM AUK TUM_
   MIR ON UBS AKAR.
   RAID_URMUJU
   STILIR PLUTNA,
   STRONTU HRAID-MARA.
   STIR NU KARUR_
   ROK_KUTA SINUM,
   SKIALTI UB-FATLADR,
   SKATI MARIKA.
   RU DI NIMR FLOU!
   
   SAKUM, UK MINI_:
   
   I UAIMSI BURIN_NIDR TROKI?
   UILIN IS BAT.
   OKR UOKNAI AI UN;
   UILIN IS BAT.
   
   We-saw, and remember-thou that:
   *Where in yore-fight
   booty's Warin. (hero, = WAMUTH)
   two — where he battled on
   with-twelve his
   Warins bravely —*
war-spoils
gained. Thane of Glory.
from Nonni's sea-men.

That saw-we next:

Where he swept with-nine war-bands
on the north-coast with-me;
to-the-Hraith-Goths added-he fresh-rule,
that-mighty-one on Ub's Acre (= the Ocean).
Swayed illustrious,
he the-daring
prince of deck-braves,
the-strand of Hraith-mere.
Sitteth-he now ready-equip
by-war-steed his,
with-shield tight-belted,
that-lord of-the-Marings.

His-rest, so, taketh-he in-his-Galley!

We-saw, and remember-thou:
In whom born-is an-heir to-that-warrior?
Wilin is that (= it is).
For-us-both may-he-redden alway the-billow!
Wilin is that (= his name is Wilin).

D. What the Father says about himself.

DAT SAKUM TUALFTA:

HUAR HISTR SIKUNAR
IT, UIT-TOKI ON,
KUNUKAR TUAIR;
TIKIR (= TIKIR) SUA DO LIKIA.

DAT SAKUM DRTAUNTA:

HUARIR TUAIR TIKIR (= TIGIR) KUNUKAR
SATINT SICLUNT I
FIKURUM UINTUR,
AT FIKURUM NABNUM,

BURNIR FIAKURUM BRUDRUM:

VALEARI FIM, RADULF_SUNIR;
HRAIDULFAR FIM, RUKULF_SUNIR;
HOISLAR FIM, HARU(a)RS SUNIR;
KUNMUNTAR FIM, AIRNAR SUNIR.

FIR (= IFTIR) FRA NUK M(VA)ALUH(RE)HI;
AINHUAR I B(aim uik)I (fial).

1 I now translate marika as a clan-name, of the Marings, not of the Illustrious, and in this I adopt the suggestion of Docent Leffler in the Letterstedt Tidskrift, No. 2, Stockholm 1878, p. 165—9.
That saw-we, I-the-twelfth:
Where the-horse of-Sigun (= the Wolf)
ate, Uit-wong on,
kings two;
tikes so they lie (= like dead dogs lie they).

That saw-we, I-the-thirteenth:
Which two tens (= 20) kings
were-sitting Sealand in
four winters,
at (with) four names,
born of-four brothers:
Ualks five, Rathulf’s sons;
Hrathuls five, Rukulf’s sons;
Heisis five, Haruath’s sons;
Kunnunts five, Airn’s sons.

Thereafter learned—I manifold of-those-men’s war-deeds:
each-one-of-them in that [struggle fell]!

E. What the Father said to the stone-cutter.

RUNI BOBR
BIARI HUHUAN.

These-runes he-biddeth
Biar to-hew.

Let us now take the whole more freely and poetically:

A. The name of the dead.
AFTER WAMUTH STAND RUNES THESE.

B. The raiser of the stone.
BUT WARIN FAW’d, his-FATHER,
AFTER his-FEY SON.

C. The Father sings his dead son’s exploits.

I.
WE SAW. FORGET IT NEVER!
WHERE, IN FIRST FIELD
FRESH SPOILS SEEKING, —
WITH HIS WARINS TWELVE
WARRING BRAVELY —
TWOFOLD VICTORY,
HARD-EARN’d TRIUMPHS,
The STRIPLING GAIN’d
O’ER SEAMEN OF NOUMI.
II.

WE SAW THEREAFTER:
WHERE, NINE SHIPS NEARING
   FAR NORTH-SHORES WITH ME,
THE MATCHLESS WAVE-RIDER
   GAVE MIGHT TO THE HRAITH-GOTHS.
FIRM AND FEARLESS,
   FOLK-LORD, SHIP-LORD,
the STRANDS BY HRAITH-MERE
STRUCK HE WITH AWE.
   BIDES NOW, BELTED,
BATTLE-STEED HOLDING,
   SHIELD ON HIS SHOULDER,
   THAT SHOOT OF THE MARINGS.

REST HE SO THERE IN HIS GALLEY!

III.

WE SAW, FORGET IT NEVER!
   IN WHOM UP-SPRINGETH ANOTHER WAMUTH;
      WILIN IS HE!
LIKE US BOTH, THE BILLOW SHALL HE REDDEN.
      WILIN IS HE!

D. The old king speaks of himself.

I.

THAT SAW WE, TWELVE OF US:
WHERE SIGUN’S HELL-FOAL (= the Wolf)
   SCOURD THE WIT-WONG,
   KINGS TWAIN CRUNCHING —
   CURS AS THEY WERE!

II.

SAW WE, THIRTEEN OF US:
WHERE SAT KINGS TWENTY,
   IN CAMP ON SEALAND
FOUR LONG WINTERS.
FOUR NAMES BEARING,
   SONS OF FOUR BROTHERS;
WALKS FIVE, RATHULF’S SONS;
HRAITHULF’S FIVE, ROGULF’S SONS;
HOISLS FIVE, HARWATH’S SONS;
   GUNMUNDS FIVE, AIRN’S SONS.
THEIR WAR-DEEDS MANY AFTERWARD HEARD I. —
TILL WEAPON-DRUNK sunk they ALL at last!
E. Whom the King chose as Rune-cutter:
   THESE RUNES BIDS HE
   BIAR TO CHISEL.

The scald — perhaps king Warin himself — was a great lay-smith. Some of these lines might have stood in the Edda itself. May this monolith long stand at Rök, to tell us of the gallant Hraith-Goths and of Olden Swethland in the later Iron Age!

Fragments of a heathen grave-slab have lately been found at Ekeby in Gotland which, besides Scandian-runic minne-words to the dead, has also borne a formula (now lost) in the Old-Northern staves.

The chiefly O. N. staves mentioned under letter i must be studied on side 3.

SÖLVESBÖRG, BLEKING, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.

My copy in Sept. 1864.
ÆS MüTS R IUSIL.
RUTI WuT (= Wraithi).
ÆS MüTS (= ÆSMUND’S) RUSE (stone-heap, barrow, stone-mound).
RUTI WROTE (these runes).
ÆS MüTS (= ÆSMUNDS) RØSE (sten-hög).
RUTI RI TAEDE (skref dessa runor).

Height about 4 feet 6 inches, breadth a little more than 18 inches. First engraved (barbarously) in 1748. Whitish granite.

HOGa, BOHUsLÅN, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 900—1000.


As the stone has suffered so much, it is very possible that the first II were originally an O. N. H, and the name was Ælúri. But we can only give what now stands:

Heuri æa tæen donné roaul.

Heuri Hewed (carved) tine (grave-pillar) this to-roaul (= roaulf, hrothwulf = our Ralph, Rolf, Roll, Raf, &c.).

This graystone tine or “tall token” is about 12 feet high, including the part in the ground. The first publisht (very bad) drawing is that by Worm in 1643.
No. 1124 in Liljegren, but barbarous there. Has the old rune for 6. More than 6 feet above ground. The 2 ball-stones at the foot are old grave-memorials.

Halstun raised stone this over (in memory of) father sin (his) sigi (= sigge).

Drawn by Director Carl Fr. Nordenskjöld in 1876 and 1877. Of granite, about 6 feet high, nearly 2½ feet thick.
INGELSTAD, EAST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200—1300.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 837.

Copy in Liljegren’s papers.

Lector L. Wiebe’s copy.

SAMSI KARMI SUL DIK, UENA MARIU.
SAMSI GARED (made) this-SILL (ground-frame, earth-timber work) for-THEE, WENE (fair) MARIA.

Cut on a small rock; now covered over. Has commemorated the building of some small house or chapel. Only one O. N. rune, the D. — The runes first observed about 1840. Neither of the above copies seems absolutely correct. The translation may give the meaning.
MÖRBYLÅNGA, ÖLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200—1300.


Facsimile of the woodcut in Göransson’s Bautil, 1750, but copied nearly a century earlier.

KEARSTIN UNU. ENRUK KORDE K...
KEARSTIN (=KRISTINA) UNA’S-daughter-lies-here. ENRUK (=HENRIK) GARED (made) this-KUMBEL (grave-mark).
KEARSTIN (=KERSTIN) UNAS-dotter-ligger-här. ENRUK (HENRIK) GJORDE dette-KUMMEL (graf-märke).

This grave-slab was about 6 feet 11 inches long, by about 4 feet 9 broad. Observe the interesting variant of the O. N. E. — UNU may perhaps be the family-name in the genitive, frozen into a compound nominative.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

TO

ARCHIVARY INGVALLD UNDSET,

CHRISTIANIA, NORWAY.
VALSFJORD, FOSEN, NORTH TRONYEM, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1—100.


To-the-bagustald (Lord, Captain) thew.e god.e.g.es (=goodday)-wrote-these-runes.

The most northerly O. N. inscription yet found. On a sea-bluff at the Firth of Val, about from 16 to 20 feet above the highest water-flow, and some 40 feet from the nearest sea. But it could only have been carved from ship-deck. The land has gradually risen in this locality to so great an extent. — These death-runes were first remarked about 1870. — See a Chief of the same name (Đew.e) under Thorsbjerg Moss, Denmark.
BØ, STAVANGER AMT, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.

NORWAY.

HNÆBMAES (or HNÆBDÆS) HLEIWÆ.

HNÆBMÆWÆS (or HNÆBDÆS) LOW (grave-mound, hill).  
7 feet high above ground, 22 inches broad below, from 4 to 5 inches thick. — First discovered in 1865.

STENSTAD, THELEMARK, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


I now read and translate:  
IGINGON HÆEA.

IGINGA'S LOW (grave-mound, how, tumulus, cairn).
EINANG.

Found in 1781 inside a stone-kist in Holden Parish, and sent to Denmark, where it now is (at Jøgerspris in Sealand). With it were several curious grave-articles. Is of grayish Norse marble. Greatest height about 23 inches.

Bugge and Wimmer have both suggested that Ingonga is a woman's name in the genitive, and this is possible but by no means certain.

EINANG, VALDERS, CHRISTIANS-AMT, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.

Bugge and Lorange's Facsimile, Copied Half Size.
EINANG.

D.EG.M AEша RUNO FINHIDO.

D.EG (= DAY) to-ATHN these-RUNES FAWED (carved).

The first old grave-minne found in Norway yet standing on its ancient funeral mound. This barrow is nearly circular, and about 50 feet in diameter. The block is about 5 feet 8 inches above ground, upwards of 3 feet broad, from 7 to 9 inches thick. — Stone (lime-stone slate) discovered in 1871.

EINANG, VALDERS, CHRISTIANS-AMT, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


Apparently a bind, making the mansname

Hao.

From 12 to 18 inches all round, lightish gneissose granite. — Found in a stone-heap out on a field, about 70 yards from the large Einang stone. Like many other such memorials, had doubtless been placed inside the barrow. Taken up in 1871.
TUNE, SMÅLENENE, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.
Old-N. R. Mon. p. 247, 904.
Very slightly modifying my former version, I now propose:

\textit{ECWIWÆA \textit{AFTER} WODURID, WITEL GÆHELEIBAN, WORÆHTO R(UNES).}

\textit{ÆRINGÆS INGOST, LIA, ÆRINGÆ NODUINGOA, DORBI, IA DÆIDUN (SET)A WODURIDE STÆINÆ.}

\textit{ECWIWÆA \textit{AFTER} (in memory of) WODURID, her-WITTY (wise, high, mighty, illustrious) LOAFFELLOW (partner, mate, husband), WROUGHT (carved, = let carve) these-\textit{RUNES}.}

\textit{The-HEIRS (sons) INGOST and-LIA, and-the-HEIRESS NOTHUINGOA, his-DAUGHTER, HIA (they) DEALD to-SET (shared in setting up) to-WODURID this-STONE.}

\textit{ECWIWÆA \textit{AFTER} WODURID, sin-VISE (mäktige, högädle) MAKE (husbonde, man) GJORDE (skar, \textit{lätt rista}) dessa-\textit{RUNOR}.}

Hans-ARFYNGAR (söner) INGOST och-LIA, och-hans-ARFYNGERSKA NOTHUINGOA, hans-DOTTER, DE DELTE (deltgoi) att-SÅTTA till-WODURID denne-STEN.

This monolith (red granite) rises 6 feet 7 inches, and at its widest part is 2 feet 4 inches broad. — First publisht by Worm (very incorrectly) in 1636.

\begin{center}
\textbf{VÆBLUNGSNÆS, ROMSDAL, NORWAY.}
\end{center}

\textit{? DATE ABOUT A.D. 200—300.}


\textit{MIRILEÄ WIWILN.}

\textit{TO-MIRILEÆ WIWILN-carved-these-runes.}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image}
\caption{Image of the monolith at Væblingssnes.}
\end{figure}
Runes about 1—7th of the natural size:

NIRIFFYPIPIN

A rune-carved Rock or Bluff in the innermost or easterly end of the wide and deep and far-stretching sea-like Romdals-firth. Cliff-side almost perpendicular. The letters over 11 feet above the highest water-mark, and when carved the land must have been much lower here than now. Wiiwil'n is a formative of Wiiwil, the local magnate who probably gave his name to what is now pronounced Væblungs-næs. Schöning first publisht a (bad) copy of this inscription, in 1778.

ELGESEM, LARVIK'S FOGERI, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

Only the mansname: ELGESEM.

Found in 1870 deep down inside the grave-how. Is 5 feet 7 inches long by 2 feet 9 broad, and from 5 to 6 inches thick. Coarse granite.

FRÖHAUG, ROMERIKE, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 250.

The 4th rune, on the spectator's left, is nearly obliterated by the knife of the finder. Prof. Rygh thought it must have been Y (a), but it may have been æ or i. Perhaps:

sæg(? a).

For-sege (victory!).

För-seger!

Full size. Bronze. Probably Amulet or Talisman, intended to be fixt on a Belt. The freehold FRÖHAUG (Frey-hof) had doubtless once a temple dedicated to the God FREY. This piece was found in 1865.
NORWAY; BUT FOUND AT CHARNAY, BURGUNDY, FRANCE.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 400—500.

M. Baudot's own facsimile, as corrected by himself.

Re-engraved from Dr. Wimmer's Chemitype, by Prof. Magnus Petersen, from fresh facsimile-drawing (1874) by M. Baudot and M. Beauvois.
As both these copies by the accomplisht owner differ, I cannot say which is correct. But the latter is doubtless superior to the former. Probably we shall never get a facsimile more exact. I therefore modify my first attempt accordingly.

First, along the upper long line, we have the beginning of the O. N. Runic Alphabet:


Thereafter, starting from the top of the right side and ending with the top of the left and with the 3 runes on the right low down:

UP FYLEI IDDÆN CIAGO (or CIENGO) YOLE.
UTH PAWEĐ (made) FOR-IDDÆ KEENG (brooch) THIS.
UTH GJØRDE FOR-IDDÆ SPANNE DETTA.

Found in 1857. Of silver, parcel-gilt. Engraved full size. Norwegian. No other than the Norse-Icelandic dialects have — or, as far as we know, in any historical time ever had — keng for Fibula. In a nearly allied meaning it is found in Sweden and England.

The 7th stave on the left has the straight n-shank but the leaning g-stroke, and may be a bind for ng; if not, I take it to be g. The plain kr, below the point of the tung, are a contraction, of what word or words I do not know. — See Dr. Wimmer, Runeskriftens Oprindelse (Aarb. f. N. Oldk. 1874), p. 265 and Pl. 3, fig. 2.

---

ORSTAD, STAVANGER AMT, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 258.

HILIGÆ SÆRÆLÚ.
A RÆW HÆR(Æ).
To-hilige (= HILGE, HELGE) SÆRÆLÚ (= SØRLI-carved).
He-owes (owns, enjoys) ROO (rest) HERE.
Till-hilige særulú-skref-dessa-runor.
ÆGER-han RO HÆR.

Light-gray granite. Found inside a grave-kist in 1855. Is 3 feet 9 inches high, 2 feet 7 broad below, 5 inches at the top and 4 1/2 inches thick. Whether from the sour earth or accidental damage, the runes have suffered, especially the lowest line. The frequent Æ is here evidently dialectic, as often on these pieces. Now in the Christiania Museum.
REIDSTAD, LISTER, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.


IUDINGEA ICWÆSUNA UNNBO WRÆTE.

Tô-MAÞING ICWÆSON (= INCWÆSON) UNNBO WROTE-these-runes.

Till-MAÞING ICWÆSON UNNBO SKAR-dessa-runor.

Founded in 1857 in Hiterön. About 2 feet each way. Is now in the University Collection, Christiania.
SIGDAL, AGGERSHUS SHIRE, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.


MIRILE: AH ROAE, AH ROAE AO, UTE DATEA HELDO [OR HELDO]
LAEEWE [OR LEIWÆI].
RMPL.
O-MIRILE, OWE (own, have, take) ROO (thy-rest), OWE (enjoy) thy-
ROO (repose) AYE (ever, endless), OUT-IN (in, within) THIS OF-HELTS LOW
(this hero-tomb).

[? These-runes markt TH... L...].

O-MIRILE, ÂG (njut) RO, ÂG DIN-RO ALLTID (evig) UTI DENNE HELTE-HÔG.

[? Dessa-runor mårkte (skar) TH... L...].

First drawn in 1744. Sandstone. Is 5 feet 4 inches high on the narrow where the runes are, 3 feet 2 broad on the broad side, and about 9 inches thick. Is now in Christiania.

At p. 841 I translated ÂH as 3 s. pr. = has, enjoys; I now prefer it as 2 s. imperative, = have-thou, enjoy-thou, taking MIRILE as a vocative. Perhaps the change was needless.
BELLAND, LISTER, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

*Old-N. R. Mon. p. 261.*

About 5 feet long by 3 broad, and from 9 to 10 inches thick. First seen by Engineer Kielland about 1850. While lying as above, a spang over a beck which divides the farm at Belland, it was drawn by Hr. H. C. Kielland in 1865. The runes are from the paper squeeze of Prof. S. Bugge in 1865, 1-third the bigness. Bears simply the name of the forthfaren: *ACERÆN.*

This chief had thus gotten his name (*AKÉ-THANE, the Driving or CAR-THANE*) from chiefly driving, or from being the owner of some exceptionally new or costly vehicle. Stone apparently granite.
BRATSBERG, TRONYEM, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.


The whole slab, engraved 1818, from Klütwer's Norske Mindesmærker, 1823, p. 44, Pl. 10, fig. C.

The runes alone, from rubbing by M. F. Arendt, 1806.

Thus the woman's name: DELIA.

Found in an immense grave-mound; now lost or broken. Was about 22 inches square and 3 to 4 inches thick. An iron Spear-head was taken from the mound. But of old lived many a famous Shield-may (Battle-chieftainess). See p. 290 (Vol. 1) the Old-English silver Shield-boss, whose writ distinctly states that it belonged to the War-lady EÒUWEN. - Earliest copy is Arendt's.
FONNAS, HEDEMARKENS AMT, NORWAY.

This Silver Brooch, the costliest yet met with of this kind in all the North, was found in July 1877 in the loose earth, 2 feet below the surface. Strongly gilt, with niello and garnets. Here given full size. Old-North-English work. Has belonged to an English lady who apparently became the wife of a Norwegian chieftain. Bears 2 runic legends, probably carved at different times and by different persons.

The first, in the Old-North-English dialect:

IH BIM ULTYO.

I BE (am) ULTIA'S-brooch.

The second, 3 lines, seemingly in Old-Norse:

WAS HU INGLSK, LAING, ASPING, R ... ing, B ... ing, S ... ing, E ... ing.

WAS HU (she was) ENGLISH (an Englishwoman), LAING (La's-daughter), ASPING (who was Asp's-son), R ... ing (the son of R ...), B ... ing (the son of B ...), S ... ing (the son of S ...), E ... ing (the son of E ...).

Now in the Christiania Museum, to which it was given by the owner, H. T. Tronnes.

---

FÖRDE, SÖNDFJORD, N. BERGENHUS, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.


Either one word, the mansname ÀLUAO, or, as I prefer,

ÀLUA O.

ÀLUA OWNS-me.

Of steatite. Full size. May have been a Dog-collar, or an owner's mark for something else. Found in 1874.
NORWAY; BUT FOUND AT FREI-LAUBERSHEIM, RHEIN-HESSEN, GERMANY.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


Boso wroE these-runes, youth (son) of-(o)thca, of-the-daEthes (= of the Daethe-clan) the-priESTESS.

Found in 1873, with many other valuables and ornaments, in a Lady's grave. Silver, parcel-gilt; border decoration filled-in with niello. Engraved full size.
SEUDE, THELEMARK, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


A. worm's Literatura Runica, 4to, 1636, p. 68:

PFIIF12F≈F M

B. worm's Literatura Runica, fol. 1651, p. 66:

PFIIF1ZF≈F M

The real staves may possibly have been:

WFETT1FEMENG

WİHANT SÆMING (WITHANT SAM'S-SON). — Or perhaps,

WFETT1FEMENG

WÆTÆ AT (to, in memory of) SÆMING.

Lost. Size of this grave-stone not given by Worm, the first to engrave the runes, in 1636.

---

VATN, VERNES PARISH, S. TRONYEM, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800.

Bears only the mansname RHOEL(T)H.

Of gray slate, which has partly peeled off; 2 feet 7 inches long, 1 foot 2 inches broad. Now only about 2 inches thick. Found in 1871 by Archivary I. Undset.

WES T T A N E M, TRONYEM, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.
Old-N. R. Mon. p. 269.

From Kläwer’s engraving in 1818 (published 1823).

Runes full size, from Prof. O. Rygh’s paper cast, 1865.
Thus no doubt of what the inscription was. I divide and translate:

MÆNS LAU.

MÆNS (="MANS, MENIS") LOW (Grave-heap, Tumulus).

MÆNS (eller MENIS) GRAF-HØG.

Found in 1813 inside a kemp-how. Length about 3 feet. Is now in the Christiania Museum, but is deplorably injured.

GJEVEDAL, OMLID, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1050—1150.

GÆNÆGUI SJE.

To—GÆNÆGU THESE—memorial—runes.
Till—GÆNÆGU DESSA—minne—runor.

From a paper cast by M. F. Arendt, dated Aug. 11, 1805. Original — probably of wood, unknown whether Christian or Heathen — now lost. Size not stated. The assumed date is the lowest possible; the piece may have been centuries older.

HOLMEN, SIGDAL, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1150—1250.
NORWAY.

† DISSA KLOKO LETO STYØPA ALUER, PRESTR I SIKKTALE, OK DORT BONTE AA AUIK; UK STYØPTE TOUE DORR-SON(R).

† THIS CLOCK (bell) LET STEEP (yote, cast) ALUER, PRIEST IN SIKKTALE (Sigdal), and THORT (Thord) BONDE (yeoman) ON (at) AUIK; EKE (and) STEEPT (cast it) TOUE THORR-SON.

† DENNA KLOCKA LÅTO STÖPA ALUER, PREST I SIGDAL, OCH THORD BONDE Ä AUIK; OCH STÖPTE-DEN TOVE THORSON.

Unhappily this late overgang piece is lost, that is, long since re-cast. Engraved from a drawing by Rev. P. Haslef, dated Dec. 1810. Height, exclusive of ears, was 19 inches, greatest diameter about 2 feet.

WEST STENVIK, N. TRONYEM, NORWAY.

In 1858 an O. N. rune-stone was found in a how, and cast away by the brutal finder.

AUDA, JÆDEREN, NORWAY.

About 1870 was taken out of a grave-chamber an O. N. monolith with runes and ornaments. It was used in a fence and is lost.

THORGÅRD, TILLER, NORWAY.

In 1870 a stone with the olden runes was destroyed at Thorgård.

VOREIM, MÆRE, N. TRONYEM, NORWAY.

A slab with 4 runes in a square cartouche was found inside a barrow some years ago, placed in a foundation-wall, and could not be discovered in 1871.
DENMARK.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

TO

JOHANNES C. H. R. STEENSTRUP,

CHEAPINGHAVEN, DENMARK.
THORSBJERG MOSS, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—250.


The runes on the back have been very clearly cut with a sharp fine tool:

ÆISG AH.

ÆISG OWES (owns, possesses me).

ÆISG ÁGER-mig.
DENMARK.

Full size. Found in 1858. Bronze or Brass Shield-boss, rather thin, of Barbarian not Roman make. But it has on its front the well-known circular line betraying the lathe, as we can see by the following engraving, half-size:

THORSBJERG, S. JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—250.


I now adopt the view of Thomsen and Bugge, that owldu is a lisp for wolbu, and propose:

NIW.ENG-MÆRIA OWLDU-DEWEÆ.

NIW.ENG-MÆRIA-gives-this-sword to-her-friend-OWLDU-DEWEÆ.

Bronze end-clasp or chape of a Sword-sheath. Blade and Sheath probably a keepsake from a lady to her lover or kinsman. Full size. Most of the 45 Sword-chapes found in this bog-hoard were of bronze, only a few of silver. Various in form. Some quite round. Apparently this lady was MÆRIA of the NIW.ÆNGS. There were clans of the NIWINGAS settled in England in 6 different Counties. See Kemble, S. in Engl. 1, p. 470. — Dug up in 1860. DEWEÆ is also on the Valsfjord cliff, Norway.
End of a mansname. — Found in 1874 by the Norwegian Archaeologist Adjunkt Bendixen in the Kiel Museum, where these Danish Remains, dug up in 1858—60, now are. Possibly part of a wooden Bow. Above 7 Danish inches long. — Sept. 1879. Docent Dr. Wimmer and Prof. M. Petersen have examined this piece, and think the marks only accidental impressions. This may be. I have not seen the bit.

**BALKEMARK, NEXO, BORNHOLM, DENMARK.**

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


Only 18 inches high, about 8 broad and 5 thick, dark heavy stone. Found in 1866. — This mansname is of excessive antiquity.
DALBY, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


LUDRO (may also be redd LEERO).

This name, whether masc. or fem., may, of course, be divided, L. o, L. OWNs-me. At the right corner, still more lightly cut, is what seems to be a double-rune, $\Box$. If a letter-sign, apparently L and o. — Golden Diadem or Head-wreath. Half-size. Found in 1840.

HIMLINGÖIE, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 250—300.


The name of the buried, probably masculine:

HERISO.

Parcel-gilt fibula. Full size. Is of mixt metal, a kind of bronze, overlaid with thin plates of silver riveted with silver nails. The 3 round beads are of blue fluor-spar, or some such material. A central ornament has fallen away. — Taken from the grave in 1835.
NYDAM MOSS, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 250—300.

Old—N. R. Mon. p. 299.

All doubtless marks of ownership. Are on some of the many wooden Arrows found. One has a plain λ, another a kind of bind-rune, a third a reverst l, a 4th a reverst λue, probably a mansname. There were various other such marks, as well as zigzags, a half-moon, and so on. Thus each could at once recognize his own weapon. Engraved full size. The moss-finds were dug up in 1859, 1862, 1863.
VI MOSS, ALLESØ, FYN, DENMARK.


Clasp of a Sword-sheath. Silver ornamented with gold. Rust-film covers a part of the staves, which may only have been idly scratched. Those visible are meaningless. Full size. — Dug up in 1853.


HÆRINGE.

The owner’s name. — Bone Comb. Full size. Some dozens of Combs came to light, some of them ornamented, but only this one was a rune-bearer. — Found in 1865.

3. Old-N. R. Mon. p. 307, LV.

The 1st of these workshop scribbles is:

TELING O.
TELING OWNS-me.
TELING ÅGER-mig.

There are, now faint, dividing dots between the ng and the o. If, notwithstanding this, we make the whole one word, it is a mansname.

The 2nd, unhappily, wants some letters (probably locer) at the end, which have mouldered away:

GISLIONG-WILI AH L.E-ORB(E) [? locer].
GISLIONG-WILI OWNS this-LEA-STAFF (sithe-shaft) [loker = plane].
GISLIONG-WILI ÅGER denne-LI-ORF- [höfvel].

The 3rd, on the side, I now take to mean:

TITHAS HLEUNG, DE RIIGU.
TITHAS HLEUNG (=HLE-SON), THEOW (slave or servant) of-the-lady-RIGA.

The inscriptions are in 3 different “hands”, perhaps many years between each. — Cutting-irons gone. The cutting section being concave, this was a Hollow Smooth Plane or Fork-staff Plane, to make Sithe-shafts, Lance-poles, &c.

Another, runeless. Plane was found. Its cutting-iron has perisht. but the section shows that this Plane was for making Arrow-shafts, &c.

In 1877, among the tools of a farmer-carpenter at Ekeby in Gotland, OLE OLS-SON by name, were found 2 wooden Planes with date and initials, in the letters he was most familiar with, thus:

1 7 8 6.
\[ \frac{1}{4} \times \frac{3}{4} \times \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{1}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{1} .\]

O. O. S. (= OLE OLS-SON).

His son gave one to the Visby Museum, and the other to my collection.


As it would seem, merely the name of the owner:

E.D.E.G.E.S(LI) L.E.E.S.EUWING.E.
= EDGISLI LESSING (= LES-SON).

Brass Buckle, silver ornamented, for a Belt. Full size. Dug up in 1851.
GALLEHUS, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

ECHLEW ÆGÉSTIA HOLTINGÆA HORNE TÆWIDO.

ECHLEW for-the-AWEST (most-awful, most-dread, supreme, most-mighty) HOLT-INGI (Holt-King.

Wood-prince, Woodland-god) this-HORN TAWEDE (made).

(= To the ever-to-be-feared Forest-God. Echlew offered this Horn!).

ECHLEW till-den-høgst-FRUKTANSVÆRDE SKOG-GUDEN dette-HORN GJØDE (offrade).

This Golden Horn was found in 1734, was about 20 inches long and weighed about 8 English Pounds. With its fellow, found in 1639 and 33 inches long, it wandered to the melting-pot, the prey of a rascally thief, in 1802.

YNGI or YNGVI was the especial epithet of the Danish FROE, the Old-English FREA, the Norse-Icelandic FREY, the Woodland- and Harvest-God. To his Temple I believe this offer-horn was given by ECHLEW, a name (as ECGLAF) in the Old-English Epical legend Beowulf. The famous forest FARRIS SKOW was not far from Gallehus, with a separate "Herred" (Hundred) called after FROE. All this can scarcely be accidental.


First copy of the staves on the Runic Golden Horn.

Photoxylographic transcript, full size, by J. F. ROSENSTAND, of the large facsimile made with his own hand by Med. Doct. GEORGE KRYISING of Flensborg, in 1734, from the Horn itself, a few weeks after it was found at Gallehus:

MCHIMPPEXPFZTIIY:
HOTTICRYHORTE:

From the excessively rare double-folio engraving "Cornu Aurci Typus", an impression of which is in my own bookhoard; another is in the Danish National Library. Here these runes are twice given, in their place at the mouth of the Horn, and separately on a still larger scale lower down on the plate. It is this latter line which is here photograph, full size, direct on to the wood, and carefully cut in. In both places Kryising gives a plain separating mark (〈) between the words ECHLEW and ÆGÉSTIA. The runes in his copy of the Horn itself begin with ECHLEW and end with TÆWIDO. But below, he has "corrected" the order, begins with
TÆWIDO and ends with HORNÆ. In a unique copy of the same plate however, a kind of second edition in the same year, in my collection, from a volume of “Runica” brought together by ALARIK VON WITKEN ZU WITTENHEIM in 1734. Dr. Krysing has erased the TÆWIDO at the beginning of the long line and placed it at the end, as it had stood in his drawing at the mouth of the Horn, preserving the divisional mark between the ECHLEW and the AEGESTIA, which he has in both places also in his first edition of this large plate. In my facsimile I have restored the order. But whether we take TÆWIDO first or last, the meaning is the same. In the old Ms. Essay on this Horn by the learned Icelander JON OLAFSON of Grunnavik (Danish National Library), the mark between the w and the æ is plainly given. But PAULLI, who says he was purposely careless about small things, omits it, and later drawings follow PAULLI. We thus see: — that the Horn bore marks of division between every word. — and that each letter-group between these separating stops was one word.
THE RUNELESS GOLDEN HORN.

Here given, was quite complete, with 13 broad rings. Like the rune-bearer, it was found in the earth near Gallehus, somewhat to the north, near Mogel-Tonder, about 5 Danish miles from the North-Jutland border, an enclave attached to the diocese of Ribe.
KRAGEHUL MOSS, FYN, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.


...N.EU (or æxeu).
...UME BER.E.

I do not pretend to translate these fragments. Full size. Of ash-wood. A knife-handle or small box or amulet or something such. Unearthed in 1865.


Full size. Ashen Lance-shaft. Found in 1877. As I take it, in verse, the Ban on casting the war-spear over the enemy’s border. See Bracteate No. 57. Permission to copy their clichées kindly given by the Roy. Soc. of North. Ant. The Lance-hurler’s name was = EARL, JARL.
EC, ERLAÆ, ÎÆ-UGIS
ÆLÆ SMUHLÆ HEITE: —
‘GÆ, GÆ,
GÆGIN UGÆ;
HE NIÆ
HEGÆLÆ,
WÎU-BIGI (? Æ
wapubautin).’

I, ERIÎ, ÂNS-UGG’S (= Woden’s)
IRON-STORM PIERCER (= this Lance)
BID: — ‘GO, GO,
GAINST the-SAVAGE;
HENCE HURRY
HEGÆL QUICK,
on-GORY WAR-BED
gash him thro!’

VALLØBY, KöGE, EAST OF SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 300—400.


Roman Bronze vessel, with many other Roman and barbarian pieces and jewels.
found in 1872 in a skeleton mans-grave. Here given half size:
Underneath is the owner’s name, 5 runes, on the bottom of the vessel, of which all that is left is — half bigness:

![Image of a runic vessel]

I add the runic part full size:

![Image of a runic vessel close-up]

Doubtless the common mansname wiis(a), or wiis(e) or wiis(i).

GLOSTRUP, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 858.
GLOSTRUP. — VEILE. — VOLDTOFTE.

TU.

Apparently "Tu (= Tiu) the Heathen God, the Mars of the Old North, to whom Tu-es-day was given.


VEILE, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? Date about A.D. 600–700.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 332.

ΨΆδ]={ヴ:}*:

Stone lost. Copy of the inscription is in P. Syv’s Ms. Collec. in P. F. Suhm’s “Samlinger til den Danske Historie”, 4to, Vol. 1. Part 2, Kjobenhavn 1779, p. 117. But we cannot depend on such old transcripts. Any restoration is only a guess. I propose, reversing the wend-runes:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{.Slice of an Echinite (fossil).} \\
\text{— Found in } 1846.
\end{align*} \]

Perhaps the 7th rune was ʪ. I cannot help such guesses being unsatisfactory. Why did not the old school take paper casts?

VOLDTOFTE, FYN, DENMARK.

? Date about A.D. 600–700.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 333. LVII.

Is now at the Palace of Jægerspris in Sealand. Bears only one word, the name of the deceast warrior:

\[ \text{RUULFASTS.} \]

About 5 feet 4 inches high, 3 feet broad. — Found about 1840–45. Granite.
VORDINGBORG, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 600—700.


ÆFT ÆTHISL, FABUR, TRÚBU KÆRM ÆLU DRUL.

*After (in memory of) ÆTHISL, his-FATHER, TRÚBU GARED (made) THIS THRUCH (stone-kist).*

EFTER ÆTHISL, SIN-PADER, TRÚBU GJORDE DETTA TRÅG (sten-kista).

Lower down is the bind-rune hw, probably a mansname beginning with ã, and w the first letter of wraIt (or something such); thus ã..... wrote-the-runes. Still lower, is w, perhaps short for: ÍMay-Thur-wih (bless)-these-runes!*

Height about 4 feet 5 inches, breadth (both the runic sides) about 3 feet 1 inch.

During its removal to the Old-Northern Museum, this granite block fell and was broken. It has been restored, but is not now so legible as when my engraving was made. — Worm’s bad engraving, anno 1643, is the earliest known.

KALLERUP, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 700—800.


HURNBURÊ STEIN, SUDÍKS.

*HURNBURÊS STONE, SWITHING (=SWITHE’S-SON).*

6 feet long, 1 foot 6 broad, 2 feet thick. — Ploughed up in 1828.
SEALAND, DENMARK.

DENMARK.

UDÆKCT.

DISFAVOR (= BAD! The Bad Throw!)

Perhaps the mark on the 2-side means vel, vel. (WELL, FAVOR, the Good Throw).

4. DÅLIGA KASTET. — 2. ? GODA KASTET.


FREDERIKSBERG, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800.


Amulet: I believe, for finding out a Thief. Such pieces were used with water and a small looking-glass, or otherwise, that the Thief's image might appear. I take the risting to be:

DIWBYO-FUNER.

THIEF-FIND. (For finding a Thief).

The end-r seems written below for symmetry. — This little stone was pickt up in 1866. Full size.

HELNÆS, FYN, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 750—800.


RHULF SATI STAIN, NUKA-KUM. AFT KEDMUT, BRUDUR-SUNU SIN. TRUKNAU (? Hanum alir).

ÆUAIR FADL.

RHULF SAT this-stone, of-the-NUR-men (or, of the NUR district) the GUTHI (Temple-chief and Magistrate). AFTER KUDNUMUT (= GUDMUND), BROTHER-SON (nephew) SIN (his) DROWNED (were drowned, perished at sea) (with-him all, = himself and all his men). ÆUAIR FAYED (raised this stone and carved these runes).

RHULF SATTE denne-sten, af-NUR-mannen (eller, af NUR landet) GUTTHI (Tempel-föreståndare och Domare). EFTER (till minne af) KUDMUT (= GUDMUND), BRODER-SON SIN. DRUNKNADE (omkommo på hafvet) (med-honom alla, = han sjelf och alla hans män).
Now in the Old-Northern Museum, Cheapinghaven. Height about 6 feet 10 inches, greatest thickness about 2 feet. Was much broader before it was so barbarously cloven. Found in 1860. — Overgang, only the $n$, $e$ and $m$ being Old-Northern letters.
Found in April 1876. Softish sandstone, about 4 feet 6 inches high, 2 feet broad and 2 thick. Has several letters understood, to save labor, as often. I divide and translate:
JYDERUP, SEALAND, DENMARK.


Side A. Side B.

? TWY AL! — O-TYW, ELE (help)!

? TWY AL! — WXYZ.

SNOLEDEV, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.

KUNELT'S STONE, SON OF RUHALTS, THYLE (Speaker. Priest) ON THE SALHOLS.

The 3 Horns form the mark of Thor. To the right is the mark of Woden. (On) o salhaukum is the present hamlet of Sallow, in the parish of Snoldelev. On the top of the stone is a Cup-hole from the Stone Age. — About 4 feet long, 2 feet 3 inches broad, 21 inches deep. Now in the Old-Northern Museum, Chespinghaven. — Found at the end of the last century.

BÅRSE, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100.
*Old-N. R. Mon.* p. 862.

. . . . . DES (?i).
HW.

Stone smasht and lost. Only this bit (here given 1-fourth) found on the highway, in 1822.
MAGLEKILDE, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100.

*Old-N. R. Mon.* p. 864.
First side, among other staves, the mansname SITARE.
Second - - - - - OLUFR.

Bronze. Seems to have hung at the belt, and to have been an amulet. Full size. —
Dug up in a field in 1866.

SÆDING, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1100—1200.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 351.

Elling's drawing, 1797:                            Kruse's drawing, 1857:

? YKE R.
? YKE (INGE) RISTED (carved; or RAISED, built).

2 feet long by 16 inches broad. About 5 feet above ground in the northern outside
wall of the church at Sæding, Bølling Herred, Ringkøbing Amt. Bears no O. N. letter and
therefore goes out, if, as I now think, the whole must be redd as the mansname:

SKÆR.
THISTED, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1100—1200.


_THORÆ, TAD'S SOL, HUILER HÆRE._

_THORÆ, TAD'S (= TAND'S) SOL (sun) WHILES (reposes) HERE._

(Here rests Thorse, the Sun of Tand).

_THORÆ, TAND'S SOL, HUILER HÆR._

Size of the Slab 4 feet 2 by 1 foot 8. — First copied early in this century.
TOMMERUP, SEALAND, DENMARK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1227.


Found in Jan. 1876 in digging a grave in the Churchyard of Tommerup, Holbæk Amt. Is a Priest's Sacramental Cup, of silver. Engraved full size:

Has been buried on the breast of the corpse. On the rim of the Chalice is an overgang-alphabet of 21 letters, of which only 2 are distinctively later or Scandinavian. The 19 are Old-Northern or in common to both Futhorks. I add the line of runes and marks in facsimile, beneath them the normal shapes of the unworn and uninjured characters, and beneath these their usual powers. The marks I take to be the date, MCCo27, or 1227.
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

to

HE REV. WALTER W. SKEAT, M. A.,

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.
ENGLAND; BUT FOUND AT NORDENDORF, AUGSBURG, BAVARIA.

DATE ABOUT A.D. 400—500.


Full size. Silver-gilt fibula with niello. Bears 3 runish scribbles. The first, at the top of the back, the man's name:

ÆLEUBWINI.

Æleubwini owns this Brooch.
ENGLAND.

The second, at the opposite corner, the mansname:

LONÆWORE.

The third below this, in 2 lines:

WODÆN WINIWONÆWYO.

WODÆN-gives-this to-the-lady-WINIWONÆW.

Found, with other treasures, in a lady's grave in 1844. Inscription is in Old North English.

---

ENGLAND; BUT FOUND AT NORDENDORF, AUGSBURG, BAVARIA.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.


BIRLNO ELS

To-the-lady-BIRLÂNIA ELS-gave-this.

Or, For ...... made. Full size. Silver, with gilding and niello, &c. Found some years back in a grave at Nordendorf. The inscription is in Old North English.
ENGLAND; BUT FOUND AT OSTHOfen, RHEINHESSEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.

The runes for D and M being distinctly differenced, I now read:

GONRAT FUEF MIC. DAH OH MIC.
GONRAT (= GUNDRAD, CONRAD) FAYED (made) ME. DAH (= DAY) OWES (owns) ME.
GONRAT GJORDE MIC. DAH AGER MIC.

If we take the o in oh twice, in the runish fashion, the name will be Daho. — Brooch of gilt bronze. Full size. Doubtless English. If not, then Scandinavian. It is therefore I have removed this piece from the Wanderers. We know of no German or Saxon talk that said FUEF for made and OH for has. — Came to the Mainz Museum in 1854.

THAMES, LONDON, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.

Large Iron Knife or Small Sword (Scramasax), found in the Thames in 1857. Present length 2 feet 4 1/2 inches. Characters and ornaments of gold and silver wire twisted together, cut into proper lengths, and beaten into incisions in the metal.

First comes the Futhorc or Alphabet, of 28 letters:

D, L, M, GE, Ä, Æ, Ü, EA.

Then ornamentations and the name of the owner (or maker):
BEAGNOTH.

Now in the British Museum.
Found ab. 1830. Stone: 16 in. high by $4 \times 4$ at top, $6 \times 6$ below. Only the name now legible: 

R. ELEBUL.
Runes defaced. — Found ab. 1830. Of hard stone. About 17 inches high, by $5 \times 5$ where broadest.
CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

Engraved \(\frac{2}{3}\) of the original size from the woodcuts of the Rev. D. H. Haigh in "The Yorkshire Arch. & Top. Journal", Pts. 17, 18, London 1877, p. 201, foll. Ploughed up in 1816. Of shell sandstone; the one disk of sandstone, the other of limestone. A portable Sun-dial, the chief side thus restored (as to its intention) by Mr. Haigh:

The holes on the other side are as follows:

and the hole-groups are supposed by Mr. Haigh to have rudely represented the Constellations Woden's or Ceorl's Wain and the Ship. The runes on the disk apparently mean, the whole being probably a gift:

< CLAEO IW 

Let-the-CLAW (pointer) EYE (show you)!
GILTON, KENT, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

Silver Pommel of an Iron Sword, now in the Liverpool Museum. What is left is thus given by Mr. Akerman:

SIDÉ A.

TOP.

SIDE B.

Runes re-engraved, from squeezes by Mr. Haigh:

With Haigh I suppose the last letter on A to have been Θ (ε), the arms now worn away; his dotted (guest) Η on B I would take to have been the bind-rune Η (υ). My proposal is as follows:

YCE IK SIGI MERGE MIK WISE, DÆGMUND!
EKE (increase) 1 SIGE (victory). MERRILY ME WISS (show, brandish, bare), O-DÆGMUND!
ÖKER JÆG SEGÆRN. MUNTERT MIG VIS, DÆGMUND.
Engraved full size. — Found at the beginning of this century.

ST. ANDREWS, FIFE, SCOTLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.

Bronze Finger-ring. Full size. Probably a Signet, for the letters are sunk. As on a wax impression, reads ISAH. If taken as they appear to the eye the staves are ḥASI, in either case a common mansname. — Found in 1849.
TRURO, CORNWALL, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.


Pig of Tin, found in the last century; about 2 feet 11 long, 11 inches broad, and 3 inches high. The stamp (of the maker), which it bears, is well known in the Old-English Runic Futhorc. It has the power of sr and is called by the name STAN.

Stamp full size:

BROUGH, WESTMORELAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 550—600.


Apparently the central slab of a grave-cross to a Christian Lady, most likely a Christian Martyr. The excessively old Double-Cross above, the Palmbranch on each side — the earliest Christian symbol of triumph over death —, and the still half-Scandian dialect in 12 lines of stave-rime verse, together with the olden runes the HOW and the CUMBEL-BOD announce the overgang from heathendom. Several of the runes rare and peculiar variants. Most of the letters are well preserved, but some are worn and damaged and doubtful. They were rubbed-in with some tool.

IKKALACG I BUCIAEHOM
BECKTO CUOMBIL-BIO
CIMOKOMS. ALH’S COINU,
OC, TIMD I ECBL,
O ACLIHCG
AILIC I RAIRA WOLC.
HOUH OSCIL, OSBIOL,
CUHL, OEKI PAIDU.
LAICIAM ALVIN KRIST
IUKC RECS IFT BROK,
OC EC CEARUNGIA WOP
AICI COEC (AS MEC MORE).
INGALANG IN BUCKEBOM
BIGGED (built) this-the-CUMBLE-BOO (grave-kist)
of-CIMOKOM, ALH’S QUENE (wife):
OK (but), TEEMED (born) IN ECBY,
ON ACLEIGH
HOLY INTO (to) RYRE (ruin, destruction) she-WALKT (went).
Her-WOW (grave-mound) OSCIL, OSBIOL,
CUHL and-OEKI FAWED (made).
MY-LEGEM (body) the-ALL-WINE (all-friend, all loving) CHRIST
YOUNG-again REACHES (leads forth, shall renew) AFTER BROOK (death),
OK EKE (but indeed, and truly) CARING’S WOOP (care’s tear-flow)
NEVER QUCKETES (shall move, shall afflict) (me more).

INGALANG I BOCHEHEM
BYGGEDE detta-KUMBEL-BO (graffkammare),
CIMOKOM’S, ALH’S QVINNA’S (hustrus);
MEN, PÖDD I ECBY,
Å (på, vid) ACLEIGH
HELIG I (till) DÖDEN hon-GICK.
Hennes-graf-HÖG OSCIL, OSBIOL,
CUHL och-OEKI GJORDE (uppkastade).
MIN-LEKAMEN (krepp) ALL-VÄNNEN KRIST
UNG-IGEN RÄCKER-fram (uppyäcker) EFTER BRÄK (döden),
OCH SÅ ÅNGSLANS TÄRAR
ALDRIG SKOLA-PINA (mig mera).

Engraved 1-third of the size, from Casts generously forwarded by the Cumberland and Westmoreland Archaeological Society. Found in October 1879 in the foundations of the old Church-porch. Carboniferous sandstone. Among other sculptured slabs dug up at the same time, was a fragment of a Roman stone beginning IMP. CAESAR. This is not surprising, as Brough was a Roman military station.

WHITBY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—650.

(GO)D USMÉ US! GOD ALUWALUDO HELPE CUN(niis ussers)!
May-GOD ON-SMEE (look on, regard, bless) US! May-GOD ALL-WALD (Almighty) HELP KIN
(family, house) our!
GUD SIGNE OSS! GUD ALMSMÄGTIG HELPE HUS VÄRT.

Full size. Bone Comb. Found with other old things in 1867, in the kitchen-midden belonging to the old monastic family (house) at Whitby.
NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND;
BUT NOW IN THE DUCAL MUSEUM, BRUNSWICK.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 620—650.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 378, 865.

URIT NEDI SIGHYOR ĀLI, IN MUNGPELYO GELECA.

WROTE (carved this) NETHII for-the-SIG-HERRA (victory-lord, most noble) ĀLI, IN MUNGPELYO
(Montpellier) OF-GAUL.

RITADE (skar detta) NETHII for-SEGER-HERREN (den ädle) ĀLI, I MONTPELLIER AF-GALLIA.
Inscription carved twice over. Material, thin plates of the ivory of the Walrus with settings of yellowish Bronze. Bottom-plate (as given p. 119) also of Walrus- or Morse-ivory, fixt in slips of Bronze on which the runes are cut. Chemityped full size. Runes first pointed out by our English rune-master J. M. Kemble. — The front, both ends, and back follow.

COLLINGHAM, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 651.


All now really left is:

ÆFTAR ONSWINI, CU(ning) — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

AFTER ONSWINI, KING — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Upper stones do not belong to the lower. This base is 2 feet 9 inches high. — Found in 1841.
KIRKDALE, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 660.

A fragment of a grave-slab, bearing O. English runes, was found some years ago, and Mr. Haigh thought he could read the name of ÆTHELWALD, king of Deira (Yorkshire), 651—660. But the letters are now so gone that we are sure of nothing. So I pass this piece by.

BAKEWELL, DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.
Old-N. R. Mon. p. 373.

The first line may have been part of a Place- or a Mans-name, the second a fragment of the word HOLY ("HELIG"), or of a name.
Size about 12 inches by 9. — Found about the middle of this century.
LANCASTER, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.


Cross from the drawings of Mr. M. Jones, in Arch. Journal.

Runes from a Cast by Dr. Hibbert, in the Danish Museum.
After having myself examined the stone, now in the British Museum, I agree with the last suggestion of Mr. Haigh, that at the close the letter was an H, half gone, that next came a T, of which there is only a trace, and that the rune for ñg is quite broken away. This substantially coincides with our great Kemble’s idea — in my eyes an additional recommendation. I therefore now divide and translate:

GI-BiDeR FORK Æ CUNIBALD CUBBE(RE)ING.

BID (pray-ye) FOR CÔNIBALTH CUTHBE(REN)ING (= CUTHBERT-SON)!

This sepulchral cross is 3 feet high. It was found in 1807.

NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 600—700.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 386.

Nothing known of this Old-English (?) Silver Brooch but the inscription:

\[ \text{GUDRÚD MEC WÒRHT(¥)E.} \quad \text{ÆLCHFRITH MEC a(H).} \]

\[ \text{GUDRÍD ME WROUGHT.} \quad \text{ÆLCHFRITH ME OWETH (owns).} \]

Lost or mislaid. Size and material not given. Last seen by Mr. Kemble, our great rune-smith, in 1847.

CROWLE, LINCOLNSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 650—750.


Part of a Runic Grave-Cross, made use of as a lintel in the doorway leading from the tower to the nave in the Church of S. Oswald at Crowle. I here show its original position.

Sculpture on runic side: the Hermit-saints Antony and Paul meet in the wilderness. — Below, probably: the Flight into Egypt. Lower down, what is left of the grave-words:

\[ \text{(Set ...)} \quad \text{AP.E ïs-this-LIK-BEACON (grave-shaft) AFTER ... ... \ldots} \]

The stone is 7 feet long, 18 inches across at the widest, 7 to 8 inches thick. — First really made known by the Rev. J. T. Fowler in 1868.
HARTLEPOOL, DURHAM, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 650—700.

Besides the common ancient Christian grave-formula (A)lpha and (O)mega — CHRIST THE EVERLASTING, THOU ART MINE HELP! — has only the woman's-name HILDITHRÚTH.

A o
HILDITHRÚTH.


HARTLEPOOL, DURHAM, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 650—700.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 396, 865.

Bears only the woman's-name HILDDI(G)UTH.


BEWCASCADE, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.


EAST SIDE (no runes). — WEST SIDE:
A. k...s...s (Doubtless the Holy Name KRISTUS).
B. † GESSUS KRISTUS († JESUS CHRISTUS).
† DIS SIG-BEGN DUN
SETTON HWÆTRED,
WOFRAR, OLUFWOLDU,
AFT ALCFRITHU,
EAN KUNING
EAC OSWIUNG.
† GERID HEØ-SINNA SOWHULA.
† THIS SPARING SIGN-PILLAR
SET WAS BY HWÆTRED,
WOFRAR, OLUFWOLTH,
AFTER ALCFRITH,
SOMETINE KINNE
AND SON OF OSWIU.
† PRAY FOR HIS SOULS GREAT SIN!

SOUTH SIDE:
† FRUMAN GÆR KÜNINGES RICES LÆES, ECGFRITHU. LICE (he tripe)
† IN-THE-FIRST YEAR OF-THE-KING OF-RIC (realm) THIS, ECGFRITH. — LIE (he = may Alefrith lie,
in frith. in peace).

NORTH SIDE:
A. KÜNNBURUG = The Queen of Alcfrith.
B. KUNSWIDHA = Her Sister.
C. MYRCNA KUNG = Wulfhere, King of the Mercians, son of Penda and brother
D. WULFHERE = of Kunburug.
E. †† †† GESSUS = JESUS.

Originally 20 feet high. Now, the Cross-shaft broken away, only 14½ feet above
the pedestal.

Partly handled in 1607, and often later. Present materials chiefly supplied by the
late Rev. J. Maughan in 1857 and following years.

RUTHWELL, NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND.

† date about A. D. 680.


EAST SIDE.
A. Top-stone. Bird (Dove or Eagle).
B. Arm-piece. Modern.
C. Lower limb of Cross. Two half-figures.
D. St. John Baptist with Agnus Dei. Letters, nearly effaced, end with …..(a)DORAMVS.
E. The Lord Christ and the miracle of the Swine. Inscription:
† IHS XPS IVDEX AEQVITATIS. BESTIAE ET DRACONES COGNEXERUNT IN DESERTO SALVATOREM MVNDI.
F. St. Paul the Hermit and St. Antony break a loaf of bread in the desert. Words:
SCS PAVLVVS ET A(ntonius eremitae) FREGEE(VN) PANEM IN DESERTO.
G. Flight into Egypt. Broken words: † MARIA ET IO(sephus ……).
H. Lowest compartment. Defaced.
WEST SIDE.
B. Arm-piece. Modern.
C. Bowman taking aim.
D. The Visitation. St. Mary and St. Elizabeth. Fragmentary Latin letters.
E. St. Mary Magdalene. Risting:
   † ATTVLIT AL(ab)ASTRVM VNGVENTI & STANS RETROSECVS PEDES EIVS LACRIMIS COEPTI RIGARE PEDES EIVS ET CAPILLIS CAPITIS SVI TEREBAT.
F. Christ heals the man born blind. Legend:
   † ET PRETERIENS VIDI(t hominem coecvm) A NATIBITATE ET S(anavit eum a)B INFIRMITA(te).
G. The Annunciation. Both heads have the glory. Words:
   † INGRESSVS ANGELVS (ad eam dixit, Ave gratia plena, Dominvs) TE(cvm) BE(nedicta tv in mvlieribvs).

NORTH SIDE.
Christ the Vine; and so, the Vine as the Church.

SOUTH SIDE.
Here we have the Runes. All that now can be made out is:

\[ \text{(ON)GERED}^\text{E} \quad \text{HIN}^\text{E} \]
\[ \text{GOD ALMEYOTTIG,} \]
\[ \text{BA HE WALDE} \]
\[ \text{ON GALGU GI-STIGA,} \]
\[ \text{MODIG FORE} \]
\[ \text{(ALE) MEN.} \]
\[ \text{(B)EG(A IC NI DAR$)$TE;} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{(AHOP) IC RHIC$JE$ CUNINGC,} \]
\[ \text{HEAFUN$ES$ HALFAR$D;} \]
\[ \text{HÆELDA IC (N)I DARST$E.$} \]
\[ \text{BISME$È$DU UNGET MEN BA ÂT-GAD(R)È;} \]
\[ \text{IC (WES) MID BLO$È$ BISTEMICD,} \]
\[ \text{BI(G)OT(E)N O(P)} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{KRI$ST$ WES ON RODI.} \]
\[ \text{HW$È$RE Æ$È$ ER FUS$È$} \]
\[ \text{FEARRAN KWOMU} \]
\[ \text{ÆÐDILÈ$ $TI LANUM;} \]
\[ \text{IC $È$AT AL BI(H)EAL(D).} \]
\[ \text{S(ARE) IC WES} \]
\[ \text{MI(È) SORGU(M) GI-(D)ÈE(PE)D.} \]

\[ \text{GIRDED HIM THEN} \]
\[ \text{GOD ALMIGHTY,} \]
\[ \text{WHEN HE WOULD} \]
\[ \text{STEP ON THE GALLOWS,} \]
\[ \text{FORE ALL MÂNKIND} \]
\[ \text{MINDFAST, FEARLESS.} \]
\[ \text{BOW ME DURST I NOT;} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{RICH KING HEAVING,} \]
\[ \text{THE LORD OF LIGHT-REALMS;} \]
\[ \text{LEAN ME I DURST NOT.} \]
\[ \text{US BOTH THEY BASELY MOCKT AND HANDLED;} \]
\[ \text{WAS I THERE WITH BLOOD BEDABBLED,} \]
\[ \text{BE-SPINKLED FROM} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{.................................................................} \]
\[ \text{CHRIST WAS ON ROOD-TREE.} \]
\[ \text{BUT FAST, FROM AFAR,} \]
\[ \text{BIS FRIENDS HURRIED} \]
\[ \text{ATHEL (noble) TO THE SUFFERER.} \]
\[ \text{EVERYTHING I SAW THERE.} \]
\[ \text{SORELY WAS I} \]
\[ \text{WITH SORROWS HARROW$D;$} \]
YARM, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 684—700.


Sandstone, 2 feet 2 inches high, 1 f. 3/4 of an inch wide and 7 1/4 i. thick. Found in 1877 doing duty as a weight in an old mangle. Fragment of a large Grave-cross. Both the narrow sides having the same pattern, only one is here engraved. Not in runes, but equal in value for the dialect and formula — Minne-stone of Trumberht, Bishop of Hexham from 681 to 684, when he was deposed. Date of his death not known. — sac is the usual contraction for sacerdoti, at this time the word for bishop.
LINDISFARNE, AFTERWARDS DURHAM, NORTHUMBRIA.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 698.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 449.

CARVINGS ON THE COFFIN OF ST. CUTHBERT.

After the name and bild of ST. JOHN, we have:

THOMAS PETRUS

= ST. THOMAS. = ST. PETRUS.
ANDREAS MATHEUS
= ST. ANDREAS. = ST. MATHEUS.

SMICH RAR
= ST. MICHAEL. = a fragment.

LUCAS
= ST. LUCAS. = a bit of EPISCOPIUS.

AND THE LATIN INSCRIPTION IN RUNES:

= (IHEUS) SANCTUS

Of the word which preceded this scs, and which was of 3 letters, only the last was clear. It was a similar old-runic s to the above. The second was apparently n, the first must have been i. Thus this costly old-Runic and old-Roman s was carved at least thrice on the coffin. This is so much the more interesting as we know that this lik-kist cannot date later than 698. — Found in 1827.
FALSTONE, NORTHUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700.


TWAY-STAVED (RUNIC AND ROMAN).

Roman Staves.
† EOMAER THE SETTAE
ÆFTAER HROETHBERTE,
BECUN ÆFTAER EOMAE.
GE-BIDAED DER SAULE.

Runic Staves.
† EOMÆR DE SETTAE
ÆFTER ROETHBERTE,
BECUN ÆFTER EOMÆ.
GEBIDÆ DER SAULE.

EOMÆR THIS SET
AFTER HROETBERT,
this-BEACON (mark, memorial) AFTER his-EME (uncle).
BEDE (bid, pray-ye) for-THE (his) SOUL!

A graystone fragment, about a foot long and 5¼ inches broad, broken away from a Runic Cross or grave-pillar. — First publisht in 1822. Here engraved from a cast in the Danish Museum.

Similar biliteral (Scandinavian-runish and Roman) grave-stones from olden Christian times also exist in Sweden.
The stone, originally very simply tooled, has suffered fearfully from ill-usage and the elements. The runes, which are carved on the front, are almost illegible. What is left of them has been variously deciphered. Mr. Haigh’s transcript (see my Vol. 3) I believe to be highly incorrect. After long and careful examination of a Cast, Rubbings and Photographs, I beg — with all deference — to submit my own reading of this doubtful inscription:

EADBIEHT CUNNG
HET HIEAWAN DEEP-STAN US.
(G)IBID FÜR HIS SAULE.

EADBIEHT, KING,
NOTE (ordered, bade) TO-HEW THIS-DIP-STONE (font) FOR-US.
BID (pray-thou) FOR HIS SOUL!

Should this reading be substantially correct, it can only refer to EADBERT, who was king of Northumberland from 737 to 757, when he became a priest, giving up his kingdom to his son Oswulf. He died as Canon of York in 768, and doubtless ordered several pious gifts to Church and Clergy in the usual way for the good of his soul. Among these was also
this baptismal font, of strong gritstone. It is about $2\frac{1}{4}$ feet square by $1\frac{1}{4}$ high and 10 inches deep. The under-part is quite rough, as if it had never been workt. It has a drain, to let out the water.

THE CARVINGS ON THE BACK.

THE CARVINGS ON THE RIGHT SIDE.
BINGLEY. — ÆTHRED'S FINGER-RING.

THE CARVINGS ON THE LEFT SIDE.

Long known, and as long neglected. For my materials I am indebted to the Rev. J. T. Fowler, F. S. A., in 1869, 70.

ÆTHRED'S FINGER-RING, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 463.

ÆÐRED MEC AH. EANRED MEC A-GROF. ÆTHRED ME OWNS. EANRED ME A-GROOF (engraved). ÆTHRED MIG ÅGER. EANRED MIG GRAVERADE.

Mixt Roman and Runish letters in gold. Ground a dark niello. — First published, badly, by Hickes in 1705.
DEWSBURY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.

Full size. Fragment of a sandstone memorial Cross, found about 1830. Not in runes, but in the same olden dialect. Mr. Haigh’s restoration is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[... ... this set} & \\
\text{aefter edilbe\textit{rhtae}.} & \\
\text{becun aefter beornae.} & \\
\text{gibiddad daer saule.} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

DOVER, KENT, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.

Inscription as corrected from a rubbing by the Rev. John Puckle, M. A., Vicar of Dover. Given 1-fifth of the size; only the name of the dead man,
Breadth of stone at broadest, 2 feet 1 inch; length, 5 feet 11 inches. — Found about 1825.
IRTON, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Defaced Cross. Letters nearly gone. Mr. Haigh proposed:

\[\text{† XIBIBRF} \quad \text{GIBIDEP} \quad \text{BiB-ye (pray)}\]

\[\text{FEFRF . . .} \quad \text{FOR . . .} \quad \text{FOR . . .}\]

But J. R. Allen, Esq., C. E., F. S. A. Sc., who visited the cross in 1879, could find no traces of runes left.

NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND;
BUT BOUGHT IN AUZON, BRIONDE, HAUTE-LOIRE, FRANCE.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


LEFT SIDE.
The tale about Romulus and Remus.

Their othel (home-land, birth-place) un-sigh (far away from) were Romwalus (= Romulus) and Reumwalus (= Remus), twain (two) brothers; fed (nourished, suckled) hi (them) a-wyrf (she-wolf) in Romecaster (Rome-city).

Sin-otel (hem) icke-nära voro Romulus och Remus, tvänne bröder; uppfödde dem en-ulf-hona i Roma-by.

Back. The tale of Titus and the Jews.

Here fegta Titus end Giudeasu. Hic fugiant Hierusalim afitatores (= habitatores).

Doom (Court, Judgment of Jewish rebels). Gisl (Hostages given to the Romans).

Partly in Runes, and partly in Romanesque letters. The dom and gisl may possibly be taken as one word, the artist's name, domgisl. — Or, can the dom compartment be the Condemnation of Christ, Pilate washing his hands?

Front. The tale whence came the Casket.

Hrones ban fisc-flo'du
A-hof on Fergen-berg:
Ward gasric grorn,
Dær he on greut gi-swom.

Of-the-Hrone (= Whale) the-bones the-fishes’-flood (= the Sea) hove (lifted, raised) on Fergen-berg (Fergen-hill, on the coast of Durham); worth (became, was-he) gas-rich (playing, gamboling) groren (crusht, pasht to pieces, killed) there (there-where, where) he on the-grit (shingles, shore, coast) swam.

The whale’s bones the fishes’ flood
Lifted on Fergen-hill:
He was gasht to death in his gambols,
As a-ground he swam in the shallows.

Hvalens ben fisk-flo'den (hafvet) upplyftade på Fergen-berg: Han-blef i-sin-lek krossad, der han in-på strand-gruset samm.

Left front scene. The tale of the weapon-smith Weland.

Right front scene. The tale of the Magi (in runes Mægi) offering to Christ.
Right side. All the rest broken away.
? Some tale from the Wiland-saga.

DRYGÝD SWI(K) ....

DREETH (suffers, bears; or, does, performs) SWÍK (deceit).

LIDER (el. GØR) SVEK ....

TOP OF THE CASKET.
Top. Another tale from the Weland-saga, doubtless about his brother Ægil. His name is written in runes, Ægill. He is attackt in his stronghold. But no known Ægil-legend can explain to us the details here carved.

The Franks Casket, bought in France by Augustus Wollaston Franks, Esq., F.S.A., in 1857, and generously given by him to the British Museum. — Full size. Of whalebone. One of the oldest and costliest treasures of ancient English art now in existence. The tenons were doubtless once covered with corner pieces of metal, perhaps bronze. The lock is torn out.

**THAMES FITTING, ENGLAND.**

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


? (Her Jonas) sberæðh tyo bua i erha dæbs

? (Here Jonah) speireth (asks) to bo (bide, be cast) in the-arg (waves, trough) of-the-deep.

Full size. Only a fragment, as I suppose of a Shrine or Casket. Of lightish Bronze, once gilt. I suppose the Casket to have borne Biblical symbols of the Uprising of Christ, among them the story of Jonah in the Whale's Belly, so often used as a type of the Resurrection. See Book of Jonah, Ch. 1, v. 12, S. Matthew, Ch. 12, v. 39, 40. Such applications abound on old ecclesiastical works of art. I add one example from the Catacombs in Rome (Bosio, Roma Sott. Roma 1632, p. 431). Here Jonah is literally asking to be cast forth into the sea:

Dredged out of the Thames, London, in 1866.
THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Found, with other grave-cross fragments, during alterations of the church at the close of 1875 and beginning of 1876. Of sandstone. About 1-fifth. Part of the shaft of a funeral pillar.

† EDELBERHT SET-TJE
ATER EDELWINI DERING(0).

ETHELBERHT SET-up-this
ATER ETHELWINI DERING.

THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Found at same time and place. Sandstone. Scale about 1—5th. Shaft of a Grave-Cross. A Calvary-cross, followed by the words:
EADRED SETE ÆFTE EATÆYONNE.
EADRED SET-UP-THIS AFTER the-lady-EATÆY.A.

WYCLIFFE, NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 700—800.

BAEDA (? the se)t(tæ)
ÆFTER BERCHTVINI,
BECVN ÆFTER f(? aborc). ge-bidæd der saule).

BAEDA THIS SET
AFTER BERCHTVINI,
a-BEACON (grave-mark) AFTER his-father.
bid-ye (pray) for-the-soul!

Lost. Not in runes. Fragment of a Grave-Cross found in 1778.
THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 867.

From Haigh's Thornhill Inscriptions, p. 4. Scale not given. Found at Thornhill with the other fragments. Sandstone. Not in runes, but in the same costly dialect. Only a small part of the center remains, apparently to be restored:

\( \frac{1}{2} \) ecgbe
rcht. disb
set)e. Aeft
(er.) Osber
(ch)tæ. Bec
(un. o)æber
(ætaes ge
biddad. ða
er. saule.)

Thus 4 lines of stave-rime verse:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECGBERCHT DIS SETE</th>
<th>ECGBERCHT THIS SET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ÆFTER OSBERCHTAE,</td>
<td>AFTER OSBERCHT,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECUN OSBERCHTAES,</td>
<td>the-Beacon of-Osbercht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEBIDDAĐ DAER SAULE.</td>
<td>BID-ye for-the soul.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Osbercht fell in the battle at York against the Danes March 21, 867. He was succeeded in his Northumbrian kingdom by Ecgbercht.
COQUET ILAND, NORTHUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 800—900.


† DIS IS SILIFUR(N).

This is silver(N) = of silver.

Lead — but was once silvered and made to pass for silver. Full size. — Found about 1860.

ENGLAND; BUT UNKNOWN WHERE.


For the present lost, and material unknown. Bears, in O. E. runes, the common olden mansname

owl.

As we know nothing of the original or its setting, date only approximative.
HODDAM, NORTHUMBRIA, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.


Part of a Runic Cross, now lost. No copy was ever made of the runes. This fragment measured 2 feet in height, 9 inches in greatest breadth, 6 inches at the sides. — Found some time before 1815.

KIRKDALE, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.


Ruined Cross. Has traces of runes. One only, Æ (NG), is distinct.
MAESHOWE, STENNES, MAINLAND, ORKNEYS.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.


Two scribbles, probably by the same hand. The latter has one Old-Northern letter, the 0. From the famous rune-rich Picts-house, long a Wiking rendezvous.

DORN SÆRD.
THORN (or javelin) SØRETH.
HELHI RÆISTO.
HELHI RISTED (carved-this).

The stone here engraved 1-third the size of the original. — Found in 1861.

MONK WEARMOUTH, DURHAM, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 822.

This TIDFIRTH or TIDFERTH was the last bishop of Hexham. Stone apparently the base of a small grave-cross, the arms and top being lost. It is 12½ inches high by 8 inches where broadest. — Found about 1860.

LEEDS, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 872.

According to Mr. Haigh, the anlaf or olaf, son of a Danish king, who with his brothers Sitric and Ivar went to Ireland in 853, invaded Britain in 866—7, and probably died there in 872. — Fragment of a Runic Cross, 11½ inches by about 10 inches in height. — Found in 1837.

**HACKNESS, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.**

*Date about A.D. 850—950.*


For the Photograph, which cannot be repeated here, see p. 467. The stone has suffered too much to bear sharp engraving. But the runes, which are English-Northern, can pretty clearly be made out. They are:

```
EMUND on ASBOA. EMUND OWNs-me ON (at) ASBY.
(This is the grave of Emund at Asby).
```

Below this we have 3½ lines of the rare Twig- or Tree-runes, but so injured as to give no clear meaning. The 6th line closes with one word, in early Roman uncials, the verb ORA (*pray for the soul!*). The other side bears the head of a female figure, and above this, in Latin letters, AVGGA VIRGO. — Originally this piece has perhaps been the central slab of a funeral Cross. It is about 16 inches high and 14 broad.

As this is a palimpsest stone, is in the Scandinavian-Wiking dialect, and yet is Christian, I now think it cannot be earlier than the 9th century, or perhaps the first half of the 10th. — Found early in this century.

**CRAMOND, EDINBURGHSHIRE, NORTHUMBRIA.**

*Date about A.D. 900—1000.*


Full size. Bronze finger-ring. The letters have suffered so much that I cannot read them. — Found about 1869.
ALNMOUTH, NORTHUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A.D. 913.
Old-N. R. Mon. p. 461, 865.

Fragments of a partly-runic funeral Cross. Height of what is now left about 3 feet. Given by Haigh to king EADULF of Bamborough, died in 913. — Found in 1790, in the ruins of St. Woden's Church.
AMULET RINGS, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100.


No. 1.

GREYMOOR HILL, CUMBERLAND.

Of gold. Full size. — Found in 1817.

No. 2.

ENGLAND.

Of electrum. Letters on a ground of niello. Full size. Was in Denmark about 1740—50, when it was thus copied by Johan Olafsson:

No. 3.

BRAMHAM MOOR, YORKSHIRE.

Of gold. Found in 1733 or 1734. For the present lost or unknown. The runes were copied in 1805 by Francis Douce.
Of pinkish Agate. Was lost. Is found, and now, thanks to Mr. Franks, in the British Museum. Full size.

Copper. Full size. About 1869 came into the hands of Robert Ferguson, Esq., of Carlisle, who has generously given it to the British Museum. Thus all these Rings bear, substantially, the same inscription:

No. 1. ÅRÅRÅFÅ FEYRÅPÅ ÅFAÅÅÅÅÅFAÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅå

I still regard them all as connected with some secret sect or society, and as meaningless — a mere abracadabra; or as a cabbala of mystical origin or for mystical use as a Charm against some sickness or an Amulet or Pass.
ENGLISH (?) OR NORWEGIAN) Runic Calendar.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 1000—1100.


Made of the jawbone of the Porpoise. Engraved full size from Worm's woodcut. Bears several Old-Northern and specially provincial English runes. — Found early in the 17th century.
BRIDGKIRK, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

DATE ABOUT A.D. 1100-1200.

A strange intermixture of Old-Northern and Scandinavian and Old-English staves and bind-runes. The dialect is also mixt, Early North-English, with a touch of Early Scandinavian. The words are in rimed verse:

WEST SIDE.

EAST SIDE.

ST. JOHN BAPTIZING CHRIST.

SUBJECT AS YET UNKNOWN.
RICHARD HE ME I WROKTE
AND TO THIS MERTHE ÆNKR ME BROKTE.

RICHARD HE ME I WROUGHT (made),
AND TO THIS MIRTH (beauty) ÆRN (glad) ME BROUGHT.

RICHARD HAN MIG GJORDE,
OCH TILL DENNE SKÖNHET GJERNA MIG BRAGTE.

Should my idea be correct, that this RICHARD was the well-known Architect RICARDUS who was Master of the Works to Bishop Pudsey during his improvements at Norham Castle, the date of this stone Font will be about 1150—1170. — The lowermost panel shows RICHARD at work!

The runic inscription is engraved above separately half size, from a rubbing by the Rev. D. H. Haigh. — Otherwise the engravings are copied from those publishd by Mr. H. Howard. See his essay, reed in the Soc. of Ant. of London in 1801.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

TO

Dr. OSCAR MONTELIUS,

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN.
Hundreds of these Golden Ornaments — Rank-decorations, Family Medals, Gift-pieces, Amulets, or whatever else they may have been — have no letters at all, either runish or otherwise. Others bear plain staves, but these are only more or less half-runish blind imitations of the writing on their prototypes, Classical monies, and are here omitted. Some, here given for the sake of completeness (taking too many rather than too few, as they may be instructive) are doubtless chiefly barbarized imitations or copies' copies of semi-classical or better runish pieces, and till their sources are found can give no sure meaning. After the fresh experience of the last 15 years, I now think that several of my attempts at their translation were failures. But I expressly said of all the Bracteates that my readings were only feelers in the dark, and that "somebody must begin". The majority however of these inscribed golden roundlets are really and seriously intended to be deciphered in the usual way, and my translations of these I think likely or certain. But we learn more and more every day, and some may have to be modified or rejected. Special difficulties are connected with all olden Coin pieces from the words often not being divided (so that we do not know where to begin), from helpless cuttings, and from mixt and borrowed shapes and up or down turnings of the characters as the object is supposed to be held, — so that the most skilled numismatists are often at fault, even where the pieces are not absolutely "barbarous" and unreadable. Just the same thing holds good with many of the Bracteates. Other letters, again, are evidently only contractions, a rune or two standing for a whole word. Add hereto the additional hindrance of so many Holy Symbols and Ornament-marks, which sometimes may be mistaken for letters. So we shall never master many of these beautiful blinks. But of those whose meaning we can reasonably reach — how costly is the word-hoard!

Besides many fresh runeless Bracteates from time to time dug up in Scandinavia, two have lately been found in English graves at Faversham in Kent. The one, which turned up in 1873, is a plain disk of gold with a raised ring, internally enclosing a garnet or bloodstone. The other, exhumed in 1874, bears circles of beaded lines, and an open cross workt in the center.

In the Hindostanee Playing-Cards engraved in W. A. Chatto's "Facts and Speculations on the Origin and History of Playing-Cards" (8vo, London 1848, Plates 1 and 2), a kind of Horn or Ornament (one not two) is borne by the Horses and even by the Elephant. This Horn-like decoration is affixt to the head, or perhaps the head-harness, by the narrow end.
One word more. Whatever some linguists may papally lay down, it is absolutely impossible for any one surely to know whether many of the names on these pieces are masc. or fem. and in the nom. or gen. or dat. or abl. The variations in sound and form of old and unknown dialects are endless. Many (especially in N. English) had masc. nom. in -u, while by degrees there grew up regular feminines in -a (gen. dat. ac. abl., especially in Scandinavia, otherwise commonly -u or -o). Consequently where a Bracteate bears only one word, apparently the name of the Owner or Maker or Giver, for instance ælu, this may have been a mans-name, nominative absolute. But it may have been a woman's-name, gen. æla's, or dat. to-æla, or abl. from-æla. And so with other words and combinations, sometimes where we have 2 words. Let us never believe infallible philologists. Let us hold these things in suspense.

I offer my own readings with this express proviso. We must choose some one reading. Now and then some happy find may fix some particular formula for us. Otherwise, opinions may differ. — In combination with his labors on the Golden Horns, the Chamberlain Worsaae thinks (1880) he can now identify the various Holy Symbols on the Bracteates. His important work hereon will appear in due time. — The number of these runed pieces is now (Feb. 1881) 95, but often several duplicate copies of the same type (and struck from the same die) have been found. And where one such blink has been saved, hundreds have perisht!

No. 1.

BRÖHOLM, FYN, DENMARK.


Found in 1832. A half-runic meaningless imitation of a Roman epigraph. In 1867 I suggested:

KIDUNK HAG TU OIW HUG.

KITHUNG HEWED (cut-this) TO EVER-during HOW (memory).
No. 2.

MIDT-MJELDE, HAUG PARISH, SOUTH BERGENHUS, NORWAY.


![Coin Image]

Found in 1827. Certainly meaningless.

No. 3.

FIND-PLACE UNKNOWN, POSSIBLY BOHEMIA.


![Coin Image]

Runes and Latin Uncials. Not known when found.

*CUN* (= *CUNUNG* or *CUNING*) *THASCO* (or *THUSCO*).

*KING THASCO (or THUSCO).*

No. 4.

BOHUSLÄN, QVILLE PARISH, SWEDEN.


![Coin Image]

Found in 1817. I now read only the mansname: *HUTHU.*
No. 5.

FIND-STEAD UNKNOWN, PROBABLY SCANDINAVIA.


Found in last half of 17th cent. Runes and Uncials. The mansname: ECMU.

---

No. 6.

MAGLEMOSE, VALLERSLOV, SEALAND, DENMARK.


? SEHS-CUNÉ _EOLÉE.

To-the-SIGE-KEEN (triumph-daring, victorious) HORSEMAN.  
Till-den-SEGERSÅLE RYTTAREN.

Most likely refers here not to success in battle but to victory in some great Horse-race, perhaps at Constantinople. But EOLÉE may be a mansname. Found in 1852, with 3 others of same type, and Nos. 39 and 55.

---

No. 7.

NEBENSTEDT, DANNENBERG, HANNOVER.

? GAL GLYOAEU-GIAUYOU.

GAL to-the-lady-GLYOAEU-GIAUYOA.

Glee-gift or glee-giveress is a very fine woman's name. Found in 1859, together with Nos. 8 and 9.

No. 8.

NEBENSTEDT, DANNENBERG, HANNOVER.


Found in 1859, with Nos. 7 and 9. Doubtful or barbarized. Possibly, considering this a careless copy of a better original, we may guess:

TO AULILYOE DAM TILIE.

TO AULILYOE THE TILL (good).

No. 9.

NEBENSTEDT, DANNENBERG, HANNOVER.


Found in 1859, with Nos. 7 and 8. I would now read the staves from below upwards, taking the TA as a clear bind. This gives us the man's name:

TALLWE.
No. 10.

DENMARK, UNKNOWN WHERE.


Not known when found. Meaningless. My guess in 1867 was:

TO GLWK. YOLW HAC.

TO LUCK! YOLW HEWED (carved).

No. 11.

RANDLEV, VIBORG SEE, DENMARK.


Found about 1820. Meaningless. My guess in 1867 was:

TU LUGCWN!

TO LUCK! (Luck to you!)

Nos. 12, 13.

DENMARK, UNKNOWN WHERE.


No. 12, Find-tide unknown. — No. 13, found in the last half of the 17th century. Barbarous. My guess in 1867 was:

TU HIL.

TO HELE! (To Luck!, Hail to thee!)
No. 14.

FAXO, SEALAND, DENMARK.


Found in 1827. I now take this as the mansname:

FOSLÆU.

Nos. 15, 16.

15 SLANGERUP, SEALAND. — 16. SLESVIG or HOLSTEIN.


See No. 18. — No. 15 found before 1817. No. 16 before 1852. Both bear the same mansname:

ÆLU.

No. 17.

DENMARK, UNKNOWN WHERE.

Find-tide unknown. Doubtless barbarous. My guess in 1867 was:

\textit{yolsuru huyoc colld \ $\varepsilon$eddleo elo\varepsilon.}

\textit{yolsuru hewed (struck) this}--\textit{gold-piece for-the-\textit{athel} (noble) elo.}

No. 18.

\textbf{SNYDSTRUP, HADERSLEV. S. JUTLAND, DENMARK.}


See Nos. 15, 16 & 71. Found in 1841. — As remarked by Prof. Bugge (\textit{Aarb.} 1871, p. 183), the \textit{r} in \textit{\varepsilon}ru was my woodcutter’s error for \textit{l} (\textit{\varepsilon}lu). Accordingly it is here rectified. I also agree with him (p. 199) in taking the 4th rune in 2nd word as a bind, \textit{c} and \textit{\varepsilon}. I therefore now read (nom. masc. and dat. masc.):

\begin{align*}
\textit{\varepsilon}lu \textit{lauc\varepsilona.} \\
\textit{\varepsilon}lu \textit{to-\textit{lauc\varepsilona}}.
\end{align*}

No. 19.

\textbf{SKÅNE, SWEDEN.}

\textit{O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 530.}

Found about 1840. Bugge, Om Rumeindskr. på Guldbrak. p. 199, says rightly that the 8th rune is a bind, \textit{c} and \textit{\varepsilon}. The 2nd stave in next word has doubtless the same value. So I now read (dat. masc. and nom. masc.):

\begin{align*}
\textit{laewulouc\varepsilona} \textit{gæecallu.} \\
\textit{To-} \textit{or for-laewulouc\varepsilona} \textit{gæecallu} (gave or made).\end{align*}
No. 20.

LELLINGE, SEALAND, DENMARK.

_O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 531._

SÆLU SÆLU.

SEEL! SEEL! (= Joy! Joy!, Health and Happiness!)
LYCKA! LYCKA!

Found in 1845.

No. 21.

HADERSLEV, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

_O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 532._

Found in 1822. — Whether a name, a word, a contraction, we cannot say. Only 2 (or 3) letters. Probably the mansname:

LÆ (or Gle).

No. 22.

VADSTENA, EAST GÖTLAND, SWEDEN.

LUPÈ TUWÈ.

*Of-the-LEDES* the-*TOG.* (Of-the-men the-letter-row. = The Alphabet of the people).

Followed by the first 23 letters of the Old-Northern Runic stave-row:

FUD ERG W; HNIYOPAS; TBEMNGO.

Found in 1774.

No. 23.

OVERHORNBEK, RANDERS, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.


Found in 1848, with Nos. 28 and 30. — Apparently barbarous. My guess in 1867 was:

USSU, ATLITOÉ EMILLO.

To-USSI, ATHLETE ATHEL (noble).

No. 24.

FYN, DENMARK.


Found early in the 17th century. — Bugge, *Om Run. på Guldbr.* p. 199, says the 3rd rune is more like ð than w, and I agree with him. See the fellow-bracteate No. 55.

I now propose:

NÆDUÆÆNG UYÆYLIL ANN HOUÆA.

*The-NÆTHUYÆÆNG UYÆYLIL ANN (gives-this) to-HOUÆ.*
No. 25.

KÖRKÖ (or TJÖRKÖ), CARLSKRONA, SWEDEN.


FUR TE RUNOA! — ÆNWLJ, HLE-CURNE HELDÆA, CUNIMUDIA.

THUR TEE (bless) these-RUNES! — ÆNWLJ (=ÆNWULF), the-HIGH-CHOSEN of-the-HELTS (the Elect of the Heroes, the Chosen Leader of the Army), gives-this-to-the-lady-CUNIMUDIA.

THUR SIGNE dessa-RUNOR! — ÆNWUFl, HjELTARNES HOGT-UTKORADE (Härens utvalde Höfding), gifver-detta-till CUNIMUDIA.

Found in 1817, together with No. 33. — The dialect here is pure old Scandinavian. The name is unknown in Germany, and only occurs here in all Scandinavia. But this rare anwulf is the name borne by a "Goth" (anaolf) who, in 430, at the head of his troops fought against the Roman General Aëtius in Gaul, and was by him defeated and taken prisoner. — Later, a family bearing this name, (eanulf and other spellings), are kinglets in England in the early times, especially the 9th century, and have their seat and power in Somersetshire.

In my Vol. 3, Bracteate No. 75, I have brought together a mass of arguments which, in my opinion, connect this family with the anwulf (ÆNWULF) on the Golden Triens No. 75. I there conclude: — "Apparently, in 430 a Swedish-Gothic folk-king called anwulf fights in the ranks of the Goths in Gaul, but is defeated and made prisoner. Doubtless ransomed or for a time in Roman pay and service, he returns to his country. How long or short his life or his son’s, we cannot say. People sometimes lived very long then as now. But his son or grandson strikes this beautiful golden Bracteate for CUNIMUNDA, and sword in hand among bands of other Northmen gains broad lands in England. Here he strikes the golden Triens for the commerce of his people. In time his race are no longer kinglets, but become great chiefs and barons in the English monarchy. Thereafter they disappear. New times, new men. But if this so be, we have here the first tie connecting the Bracteates with acknowledged history, and for the first time loose objects bearing the Old-Northern runes are brought in contact with our regular annals. I may be so much the more excused in drawing this conclusion, as this is the only instance in which I have ventured to give any such loose Old-Northern piece a direct historical application."

---

BRACTEATES, &C. 25. 175

KÖRKÖ (or TJÖRKÖ), CARLSKRONA, SWEDEN.


FUR TE RUNOA! — ÆNWLJ, HLE-CURNE HELDÆA, CUNIMUDIA.

THUR TEE (bless) these-RUNES! — ÆNWLJ (=ÆNWULF), the-HIGH-CHOSEN of-the-HELTS (the Elect of the Heroes, the Chosen Leader of the Army), gives-this-to-the-lady-CUNIMUDIA.

THUR SIGNE dessa-RUNOR! — ÆNWUFl, HjELTARNES HOGT-UTKORADE (Härens utvalde Höfding), gifver-detta-till CUNIMUDIA.

Found in 1817, together with No. 33. — The dialect here is pure old Scandinavian. The name is unknown in Germany, and only occurs here in all Scandinavia. But this rare anwulf is the name borne by a "Goth" (anaolf) who, in 430, at the head of his troops fought against the Roman General Aëtius in Gaul, and was by him defeated and taken prisoner. — Later, a family bearing this name, (eanulf and other spellings), are kinglets in England in the early times, especially the 9th century, and have their seat and power in Somersetshire.

In my Vol. 3, Bracteate No. 75, I have brought together a mass of arguments which, in my opinion, connect this family with the anwulf (ÆNWULF) on the Golden Triens No. 75. I there conclude: — "Apparently, in 430 a Swedish-Gothic folk-king called anwulf fights in the ranks of the Goths in Gaul, but is defeated and made prisoner. Doubtless ransomed or for a time in Roman pay and service, he returns to his country. How long or short his life or his son’s, we cannot say. People sometimes lived very long then as now. But his son or grandson strikes this beautiful golden Bracteate for CUNIMUNDA, and sword in hand among bands of other Northmen gains broad lands in England. Here he strikes the golden Triens for the commerce of his people. In time his race are no longer kinglets, but become great chiefs and barons in the English monarchy. Thereafter they disappear. New times, new men. But if this so be, we have here the first tie connecting the Bracteates with acknowledged history, and for the first time loose objects bearing the Old-Northern runes are brought in contact with our regular annals. I may be so much the more excused in drawing this conclusion, as this is the only instance in which I have ventured to give any such loose Old-Northern piece a direct historical application."
No. 26.
SKÅNE. SWEDEN.

Found about 1840, with 2 specimens of No. 19. — Perhaps the mansname: 
FUWU (or FUBU).

No. 27.
TROLLHÄTTA, SWEDEN.

Found in 1844. — May be taken in many ways, Had we a thousand more such 
monuments, our doubts would be the fewer. I now prefer:
TAEWON APDODU.
TAEWON-made-this for-the-lady-ÆTHODA.

No. 28.
OVERHORNBEK, RANDERS, NORTH JUTLAND. DENMARK.
Found in 1848, with Nos. 23 and 30. — Perhaps barbarous and comparatively late in date. In 1867 my guess was:

*Sihuin Ænd Beýouii uuo beþe euwætih.
SiHuin and Beýouii, slew-thém both euwæthiw.*

---

No. 29.

CÖRLIN (or CÖSLIN). POMERANIA.


![Image of No. 29]

Found in 1839, with the Cörlin (or Coslin) Golden Ring. See the Gothic March. — Bears only the mansname:

*Wæge (or Beigë).*

---

No. 30.

OVERHORNBEK, RANDERS, NORTH JUTLAND. DENMARK.


![Image of No. 30]

Found in 1848, together with Nos. 23 & 28. — Probably as meaningless and comparatively late as No. 28. In 1867 I proposed:

*Ægelæ Bææ, Basulæ, Sygtryh.*

For-Ægel thé-blue, Basileus (king), Sygtryh (made this).
No. 31.

**FYN, DENMARK.**


Blind-runes or contractions. Found in the last half of the 17th century.

---

No. 32.

**ECKERNFÖRDE, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.**


Found in the first half of this year-hundred. — I would now prefer:

**TWÆD TIVILE.**

**TWÆD to-TIWIT.**

---

Nos. 33, 34.

33. **KÖRKÖ (or TJORKÖ), CARLSKRONA, SWEDEN.**

34. **SKÅNE, SWEDEN.**

Both found early in this century; the former in 1817, with No. 25. — Each bears the same mansname:

O.T.E.

Nos. 35—41, b.

SWEDEN; DENMARK; NORWAY.


All bear the same name or word (? dat or nom), = to-inge (mansname), inga (womansname), or possibly youngster, to-baby.

No. 35, probably found in Sweden, not known when.

No. 36. Found in Fyn, Denmark, about the middle of the 17th century.

No. 37. Denmark; found in 1845.

No. 38. Denmark, unknown when.
No. 39. Maglemose, Vallerslov, Sealand, Denmark. Found in 1852, in conjunction with Nos. 6 and 55.

No. 40. Frederiksstad, Smålenenes Amt, Norway.

No. 41. Sweden, found before 1861.


See Nos. 83, 84.
No. 42.
SKÅNE, SWEDEN.


Not known when found. — Either an ornament or a bind-rune. If the latter perhaps the mansname

İTO.

Nos. 43—46.
CHIEFLY SWEDEN.

The large Blink to the top left, No. 43, found in Sweden but not known when; No. 44, the top right, found in Gotland in 1843; and the Swedish No. 45, find-tide unknown, all agree in what I now read as the mansname ELTIL.

No. 46 was found long ago in Denmark, date not markt. It reads, a mansname, TIL.

See Nos. 85, 86, 87.

---

No. 47.
SKÅNE, SWEDEN.


Not known when found. — Only the mansname ELWU.

---

No. 48.
NORWAY.


Find-tide not known. — Accidentally mis-redd on p. 549. As the staves are reverst, the word must begin from below. The mansname ÅNOÆNE.
Both these pieces have the small errors common with careless die-cutters, but the two texts agree in nearly every particular. The i in FILEDU is hidden by the triangular ornament under the loop. No. 49 is more correct than 49, b. The common text, by comparison of both, is:

FILEDU-WIGE ALTE-UILÆA FILEDU.

FILEDWIG FOR-ALTE-UILÆ FAWED (made this).

FILEDU-WIGÆ means LADE-WIGG, Pack-horse, Carrying-nag, Sumpter-horse. The design in the center is therefore the Goldsmith's Sign or Rebus-play on his own name. No other Bracteate, with or without runes, bears the above type. But, as we know, these Blinks are often excessively barbarous. On some the Helm or Cap, on others the Head, on others the Neck, on others the Animal, almost or entirely disappears. We may therefore say that the Rebus is "not proven". But this will not alter the reading, which is so simple and plain and grammatically correct that it remains unshaken.

Find-tide of No. 49 not registered. — No. 49, b, was dug up in 1867.

No. 50.

DENMARK, FINDSTEAD UNKNOWN.


The staves apparently give no meaning, are blind or contractions. In 1867 I guest at TUU (the God's name) &c.
Nos. 51, 52.

51. BOLBRO, FYN, DENMARK. — 52. VEDBY, FYN, DENMARK.


No. 51 was found in 1852 with No. 56; No. 52 in 1860. Comparing the two, I now propose to read:

OWÆ-ALUT EÆLÆUA.

OWÆ-ALUT made (or gave) -this to EÆTHLÆU.

No. 53.

LOGSTØR, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.


Perhaps only barbarous or contractions. Found in 1841. My guess in 1867 (taking the M, E, to be cut in half at the top), the mansname: ETLESTN (= ETHELSTAN).

No. 54.

FYN, DENMARK.

Found in 1848. Only the mansname: LAOKU.

No. 55.

MAGLEMOSE, VALLERSLOV, SEALAND, DENMARK.

Found in 1852, with Nos. 6 and 39. See my remarks on the fellow-bracteate No. 24. I now explain the simplified M and the N with the side-stroke on the right, as caused by the extremely narrow space, and propose:

Sihmywnt enn ho(uw)a.
Sihmywnt (= Sigmund) Ann (gives-this) to-Houæ.

No. 56.

BOLBRO, FYN, DENMARK.

Found in 1852, with No. 51. Probably barbarous. My guess in 1867 was:
Usceunia kowt huc ecetioea(stu) hilju upt[eic].
Usceunia the-Goth hewed-this for-the-most-illustrious hel[t (hero)] upt[ning].
This costly golden blink was dug up in 1852. Unique type, a War-Chief spear in hand. I now agree with Bugge that the 13th rune is $c$, not $l$, and read:

HE UIU.
HE HÆITICHE.
FEUE, UISI! —
GIB UÆLYÆ (TIU)!

Wage thy-battle.

publish thy-war-ban.
O-Fæna our-Wisa (Leader, Captain)! —
Give weal (success) (O God Tiu)!

BATTLE STOUTLY,
BAN THY FOE,
O-FÆNA OUR LEADER! —
give LUCK (O TIU)!

Begynn din kamp, utrop forbannelse över fienden, O-Fæna, vår Høfding. —
Gif framgång (O Tiu)!

Should this be so, this is the only Bracteate on which I have found stave-rune verse. — We have an echo of such a Northern Battle-cry in the Hervara Saga, Ch. 18, Bugge's ed., Sec. 92, 93; and in Eyrbyggja Saga, ed. G. Vigfusson, Leipzig 1864, Ch. 44, p. 82. — See the unique example of the Spear-shaft inscribed with the War-ban, to be cast over the border, under KRAGEHUL, Denmark.

——

No. 58.

HARLINGEN, FRISLAND.


Found before 1846. Bears the mansname: HAMA.
No. 59.

HESSELAGERGÅRD, FYN, DENMARK.


Not correctly given in Thomsen’s Atlas, from which my engraving was made. I therefore re-copy it here from the original, by the kind permission of its owner, the Chamberlain F. Sehested, Broholm, Fyn. The runes may perhaps be divided:

TE NU ADE, OD.

TEE (give) NOW EAD (fortune, happiness) A-OD (= ODIN, WODEN).

But all this is doubtful. The solitary letters may be contractions, and the whole can be variously grouped. — Found in 1856.

No. 60.

ULDERUP, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.


Found in 1856. May be NIKUI or NUKUI.

No. 61.

FINLAND.

Silver bracteate from 11th or 12th age. Found early in this century.

\[ \text{Julieni Huug \& Euliu.} \]

\[ \text{Julieni (= Julian) Hewed (struck this) for-the-lady-\AE\ Milia.} \]

---

No. 62.

GÅRDSBY, ÖLAND, SWEDEN.

\[ \text{O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 557.} \]

Find-date not known. Copper blink. Also very late.

\[ \text{John Ho.} \]

\[ \text{John Hewed (struck this).} \]

---

No. 63.

LEKENDE, SEALAND, DENMARK.

\[ \text{O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 558.} \]

Found in 1864. This fine Golden Blink bears only 2 wend-staves — e.e —, which, if not a name or a contraction, may mean AYE for-AYE, EVER-YOURS.

---

No. 64.

SWEDEN.

\[ \text{O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 558.} \]
Not known when found. Silver. In Roman letters. If not a contraction (perhaps of Latin words), only the mansname: SUMEDROMOH.

No. 65.
SKÅRKind PARISH, EAST GÖTLAND, SWEDEN.

Found early in this year-hundred. Golden blink. Also Roman staves, and one in Greek. I now read:

TUTO AIVOMIA VROITO.
TUTO for-the-lady-AIVOMI WROUGHT (made this).

No. 66.
ILAND OF GÖTLAND, SWEDEN.
Found in 1837. Middle-age. Silver. Latin staves. Has been mounted on a Chalice or Book &c.

† MAESTAS: OTI ME FECIT.

Christ-the-Divine-MAJESTY. OTI ME MADE.

No. 67.

SKODBORG MARK, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.


Found in 1865. Beautiful Golden Blink; nearby lay a golden Brooch of delicate workmanship. All the runes revers. Begins right, above the Holy Symbol, and runs left.

SEEL ME UNGE ÂLEWINÆ, UNGE ÂLEWINÆ, UNGE ÂLEWIN'.

SEEL (happiness, good luck, success) to-THE YOUNG ÂLEWINÆ, THE-YOUNG ÂLEWINÆ, the-YOUNG ÂLEWINÆ!

No. 68.

ØLST, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

This golden Bracteate was found in 1863. Reversst staves.

HÆG ÆLU.

HEWED ÆLU (= Ælu struck this piece).

---

No. 69.

DENMARK.


Either a mere mark or a bind-rune. — When found is not known.

---

No. 70.

WYK, UTRECHT, HOLLAND.


Silver Runic Coin, dug up in 1836, the only one ever found in Holland. The last date of the other coins lying with it is about 840. I now agree with Mr. Haigh in taking the first stave to be an inverted L, not a C.

LUL ON ÁUSA (or maybe ÆSA).

LUL ON (of) ÁUSA or ÆSA (struck this piece).

The ornamental monogram in my opinion gives us the king's name: ECGERHT. — This suits ECGERHT titular king of Wessex, but in fact of all England, who died in 836.

---

No. 71.

BÖRRINGE, VEMMENHÖG HÄRAD, SKÅNE, SWEDEN.

See Nos. 15, 16, 18, 19. Found in 1855. — I now agree with Bugge (Om Runindskr. på Guldb. p. 199) in reading the last word as æææææ. Runes turned round.

TÆNULV Æææææ.
TÆNULV (= DANE-WOLF) to-ÆÆÆÆÆ.

No. 72.

VISBY KUNGS-LADUGÅRD, GOTLAND, SWEDEN.


Found in 1860. Revers staves. Bears the mansname: AUTO.

No. 73.

GOTLAND, SWEDEN.


Wend-runes. Found in 1865, probably at Gurftils, in Ahla Parish. Bears the mans-name: NÆÆ.
No. 74.

ENGLAND.

O. N. R. M. Vol. 2, p. 879, LXVIII.

Not known when found. Can only be traced back to king George III, in whose Cabinet it was. Barbaric Golden Solidus. The English provincial runes are apparently only one word, the mansname: SCANOMODU.

No. 75.

ENGLAND.


Found at the beginning of this century. Barbarian Golden Triens, in the British Museum. Like No. 74, struck in England. Bears in back-runes on obverse:

ÆNIWULU KU(nung).

ÆNIWULU (= ANWULP) KING.

Has also, in Latin letters, C LIO, which the other copy shows is a contraction for — CORNILIO —, doubtless the name of ANWULP’s Chief Fiscal Officer or Head of the Royal Mint. — On reverse we have, in Latin letters, the name of the Moneyer in the genitive (mot understood): TENAES.

The Leyden Museum possesses a later barbarized copy of this piece, also in gold. When found not known, but before 1870. The obverse omits the runes, but gives the full name:

CORNILIO. — Reverse, also in Latin staves: TENES M. Thus TEN’S (= DAN’S or DANS) MOT (Motherhouse or Mint, or Coin, Stamp, Die. — See No. 25.
No. 76.
DALUM, N. TRONYEM, NORWAY.


No. 77.
EASTLEACH TURVILLE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND.

Found about 1868. English golden Trimessis, of about the 5th century. Bears the common mansname:
BEA(R)TIGO (= BEARTING, BRIHTING).

No. 78.
NÆSBJERG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.
Coarsely cut and difficult to read. Retrograde runes. I venture on the following, taking the small mark after o to be divisional:

TISÆGG HU HÆÆNGU.

TISÆGG HEWED (cut this) for-the-lady-HÆÆNGA.

Found in 1870, together with 2 copies from the same die of No. 79, and 3 exemplars from the same stamp of No. 80, besides several other runeless golden Bracteates and some small pieces of golden work, all apparently from the 5th or 6th age.

No. 79.

NÆSBJERG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.


Found in 1870. See No. 78. Right word as usual. Left word, runes reverst. Apparently we must read:

DÆITUHE LILIAÆIWU.

DÆITUHEÆ to-the-lady-LILIAÆIWÄ.

No. 80.

NÆSBJERG, NORTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.

This elegant golden Blenket will always remain doubtful, because the last word (staves reverst) — for want of room — is contracted. The vowels are left out. Usually, in this case, it is the simple vowel ɪ, which is supposed to be included on the foregoing stave. I therefore venture to look on this as a kind of Burial-Medal in memory of a deceast Chieftain, and translate:

NIUWILÆ LDN (= LIDIN).
NIUWILÆ is-LITHEN (dead, is no more).

As LDIN properly means gone, it is possible that it here may signify departed on some war-expedition. — A part of the gold-hoard found in 1870. See No. 78.

No. 81.

? MECKLENBURG.


This golden Bracteate bears only one rune, the ʌ, of course the beginning of some word. See NYDAM MOSS, DENMARK, where one of the Arrows has this letter. — Not known when found.

No. 82.

KILLERUP, FYN, DENMARK.


Unhappily a fragment. The runes are

UNDA

but this may be the end of the name, and other words may have followed. The type is rare, the classical motive of the Emperor the Caesar and Victory. — Part of a gold-hoard, Bracteates and other pieces, found in 1874. Only this one and No. 83 bore runes. It belongs to that class of blinks which illustrates the “Barbaric Gems”.
No. 83.

**KILLERUP, FYN, DENMARK.**


Found with No. 82 in 1874. See No. 84. Same type as Nos. 35—41, b, which see, and bears substantially the same name (*inge, ingwe*), namely: INKI.

---

No. 84.

**HILLERØD, SEALAND, DENMARK.**


Found in 1874. See Nos. 35—41, b, and 83. — Also, as far as I can see, same name as the last, namely, the womans-name (*ingga*): YĘCA.

---

Nos. 85—87.

**GOTLAND, SWEDEN.**

See Nos. 43, 44, 45. — No. 85, found at Burge in 1859, my 45, b, p. 874, which see. — No. 86 a variation of the above; so nearly identical with No. 45 that it need not be engraved; found at Allmungs in 1873. — No. 87 was found at Djupbrunns in 1872. They all 3, as far as I can see, bear the mansname: EILT.

No. 88.

DJUPBRUNNS, HOGRÄNS PARISH, GOTLAND, SWEDEN.


Found with No. 87. Back-runes. Like Nos. 15. 16 bears only the mansname: ÆLT.

No. 89.

UNKNOWN WHERE. — PROBABLY DENMARK.


Observed early in 1876 by Archivary C. F. Herbst among the barbarous Coins in Thomsen's Collection in the Danish Coin-Cabinet. Is a flan of silver, struck only on one side, of the usual weight and size of the olden Silver Penny. Museum number 12,186; weight 1.31 grammes. Has been much cut on both sides to see that it was pure metal, and is a good deal worn. Some of the letter-marks are so slight, that they could not be given by the artist. The N0 are especially difficult, but there is no doubt that the first word was a mansname. I take the runes to have been:

FÆGANO FÆKRE.

FÆGANO FÆWED (made, struck, this piece).

Apparently a trial-piece by a journeyman or beginner in the 7th century, and as such as yet unique. The ø (X), ø (γ) and (¿, ø, ø) are special O. N. staves, as well as the (__() ¿).
No. 90.
GETTORF, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.
*O. N. R. M. Vol. 3. p. 258.*

Two golden Bracteates were found by a poor person in the Duchy of Slesvig or South Jutland. They past into the hands of a merchant in Kolding, who sold the one here given to the Kiel Museum. It is Runic-Roman-Barbarous, and of course meaningless.

No. 91.
GETTORF, SOUTH JUTLAND, DENMARK.
*O. N. R. M. Vol. 3. p. 258.*

This is the second Blink, which the owner has hitherto refused to sell or publish or have copied. It is very beautiful, bears a rude Mans-head and the Felefoot, and the following runes:

\[\text{Tælingwu.}\]
*To-the-lady-Tælingwa.*

Observe the rune for ing, and see Bracteate No. 78 and the Kovel Spear-head.

No. 92.
LUND, SKÅNE, SWEDEN.
*O. N. R. M. Vol. 3. p. 258.*

Silver bracteate, found in 1878 in a garden, Lund, Skåne, formerly a Danish folkland. Curious for the masterly intermixture of the Old-Northern, the Old-Roman and the common runic alphabets. Apparently reads:
IAULIGR I SIMI FYIDI LAUMNI I BIRKOINUM.

**IAULIG** (= JOLGEIR) IN SIM (= SEM in N. Jutland) FAWED (struck this) FOR-IAUMIN

(= EABWIN) IN BIRKWIN (= BERGEN, in West Norway).

Type of KNUD v, Magnusson, king of Denmark 1147—1154. SIM is apparently the parish and district now spelt SEM or SEEM near Ribe in North Jutland, Denmark.

---

### No. 93.

**WAPNÖ, POSEN, POLAND.**


All I know about this Bracteate is, that it is spoken of in passing without further details by Dr. Wimmer, in his letter on the Kovel runic Spear-head. See “Materialien zur Vorgeschichte des Menschen im östlichen Europa”, by Kohn and Mehlis, Vol. 2, 8vo, Jena 1879, p. 181. Dr. W. gives the inscription as **왕**, which will be the mansname: **SÆBE**.

---

### No. 94.

**SKIEN, SOLUM PARISH, LOWER THELEMARKEN, S. NORWAY.**


In the summer of 1879 two copies of this Golden Blink, struck from the same die, were found in a lady’s grave. Several other objects, including a fine silver Brooch, lay nearby. Date apparently the 6th century. Would seem to be, as often, the formula of a nominative and a dative. I take **TAÆ (= TAÆLE)** to be the common mansname **TAA**, in England **TOE**, and the **ELWÆO** to be a womansname. Thus:

**TAÆ ELWÆO.**

*TAÆ* (made-this-for, or, gave-this-to) **the-lady-ELWÆ.**

---

### No. 95.

**ÅGEDAL, BJELLAND, LISTER AND MANDALS AMT, NORWAY.**


Found in 1879 in a Lady’s grave, containing many rich remains which had escaped the funeral pyre. Date at least as early as No. 94. Inscription apparently barbarous.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

to

THE REV. ISAAC TAYLOR, M. A., LL. D.

SETTRINGTON, ENGLAND.
BUZEU, WALLACHIA, ROUMANIA.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—250.

Belongs to the so-called Petrossa treasure, a golden hoard found in 1838 in old Dacia. Engraved full size. The mound and ruins point out the place as a heathen temple of the Goths, to which this gold-ring was given. — I now divide and translate:

GUTÄ NIO WÌ HEÌLEGG.

Of-the-Goths to-the-new WÌH (temple) HOLY. = Dedicated to the new-built fane of the Goths.

KOVEL, VOLHYNIA, RUSSIA.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

Iron Lance-head, the figures and letters filled-in with silver inlay. Full size. Ploughed up in 1858 near Suszyzno, some miles north-east of the hamlet Kovel; now the property of Prof. A. Ssyszkowski, of Warsaw. Bears the owner's name:

TILERINGS

a mansname here found for the first time. — Belongs to the early warlike and mercantile wanderings of the Northmen into the Slavic lands, out of which they eventually carved RUSSIA, from RUOTSI, ROTSI, the name given by the Wendish Estonians and wild Fins to the nearest Swedish coast at ROS-LAGEN.

MÜNCHEBERG, MARK-BRANDENBURG, NOW IN GERMANY.

DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

Found in 1865, with other weapons &c. in a grave from the cremation period. The district was Scando-Gothic till about A. D. 300—400, when it was overrun by Wendish (Slavic) tribes. The ornaments and staves inlaid with silver. Full size. — Bears only the mansname: RÆNİNGE.

CORLIN, POMERANIA, NOW A PART OF GERMANY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 400—500.

Old-N. R. Mon. p. 600.

We cannot tell whether the bind-stave above the ÆLU be æl or le or yo, or something other; nor whether it is to be taken separately, or with the following word, the mansname: ÆLU.

Full size. Golden Fingerring, found in 1839 at Corlin or Cöslin together with a hoard of other golden pieces, including the Bracteate No. 29 and 5 other such which were runeless.

? BOHEMIA.

See the Golden Blink No. 3.

? MECKLENBURG.

See the Golden Bracteate No. 81.

WAPNØ, POSEN, POLAND.

See the Golden Bracteate No. 93.
THANKFULLY INSCRIBED

to

DR. SOPHUS O. MÜLLER,

CHEAPINGHAVEN, DENMARK.
THE BUZEU RING.
See under the gothic march.

2 NORDENDORF BROOCHES.
See under England.

OSTHOFEN BROOCH.
See under England.

THE CHARNAY BROOCH.
See under Norway.

THE CORLIN RING.
See under the gothic march.

THE BRUNSWICK CASKET.
See under England.

THE FREI-LAUBERSHEIM BROOCH.
See under Norway.

THE FRANKS CASKET.
See under England.
EMS, NASSAU.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 500—600.


Fragment of a Silver Brooch, found some years ago. Never properly publisht. Dr. M. Rieger thought it had still left on one side U.W.E.R.E and on the other M.I.D.I.N.G, the above drawing not being correct. — The Pin is doubtless of English origin.
That the reader may the better grasp all the linguistic teachings handed over to us in these precious Scando-Anglic runic remains — the oldest we have of our noble Northern mother-tung in its wide-spread local talks —, I have thought it best to gather together the whole word-stuff in 3 separate groups. For further details see the Word-lists at the end of Vols 2 and 3. In the vocables here given some errors may hereafter be found, for I have repeatedly said that my work is only tentative. We must modestly creep slowly on. Every fresh runic piece helps us to amend, in one direction or another. But still, whatever the shortcomings, I think and hope that in general my readings will be found substantially correct, and consequently that we may use with some confidence at least most of the considerable number of words here before us. A few years back, not even an enthusiast could have dreamed of getting half so many.

All this, however, is on one condition, my being right in my main stand, that the Old-Northern rune-stave Y is a vowel, and this vowel ą. An opposing school in Scandinavia has long ago decided (of course at once, and without appeal, and in the name of what it calls "High Science"), that this Y is a consonant and this consonant -b, end-b, the falling -b of a word, or of a syllable in a word where it is not a part of the root. — The difference is immense, revolutionizes everything. In fact so serious a discrepancy could only arise in the infancy of this little-studied Old-Northern Rune-lore, when the material was so comparatively slender, and the few monuments gave scarcely any acknowledged formulas. As fresh inscriptions continue to come in, we are better and better able to see our way. Within the last score years or so the number of these pieces has been nearly doubled. So I think we ought now to be able to decide this cardinal question, one way or the other. Let us then take the general outcome of what we this moment have.

But in so doing let us remember, that the only honest and solid Philology is that which is Analagous and Comparative and Comprehensive, everywhere following facts. If this be admitted, we must also bear in mind the hundreds of olden overgang Scando-Gothic dialects which have left no written trace behind them, but which have in many ways led up to those which have; — and the endless changes local speech has undergone even in the same landscape; — and the equal right of any and every Runic or Romanlettered piece, stone or metal or wood or parchment, to represent what was then and there spoken, as well as the later skinbooks in a partly fixt and schooled book-tung. But even these latter, as drawn out in Grammars, are largely falsified, scarce older or later forms being usually past over and the
paradigms showing only the "vulgar" forms, while the words are often corrupted and "systematized by the editor" so as to destroy unwelcome peculiarities, sometimes the whole being what is called a "normal text", — that is, wastepaper.¹

The influence of time also, as well as of place, must be considered, for time will bring language in one district to the same worn standard as much earlier but very rapid development in another. And in general 100 years will largely alter an "uncultivated" unfixed dialect in its grammar and genders and syntax and word-hoard, and in the meanings of those expressions which are not driven out by others. How much more will this be the case in the lapse of 500 or 1000 or 1500 years? Such epochs materially re-create a language. In England, helpt by runes, we can follow the course of our mother-tongue for nearly 1500 winters. Hence we can see the enormous developments from Old to Early English, and so to Middle and Later and Present English, — more or less in many things 5 speech-systems —, locally modified by scores of shire-talks, for convenience crusht into 3, the Southern, the Midland and the Northern, the last further influenced by the mighty flood of wiking-settlers in the 9th and 10th centuries. So far therefore from the watchword of Modern Philology, "Unity and Iron Laws", we must largely build on very different truths, — "Variety and endless Caprice", as all Nature thro.

But to return. Assuming Υ to be -r; even in the hands of great linguists the system has ended in this: most of these remains are unreadable, or only partly translatable with the aid of desperate archaism or unknown constructions, giving meanings to say the least strange and paradoxical; or they are contractions; or else they are written in an unknown tung invented by the rune-cutter; or else they are magic. One must have the Gloves of Thunor to hold fast and doom a Salmon-Lókó school which is helpt by loop-holes like these! — But the doctrine also says that in this olden time — say the first 700 years after Christ — the characteristic nominative-ending of Scandinavia was -r. Some of these epigraphs are much older than Mæso-Gothic, with its exceptionally frequent and favorite -s. This nom. -s, (also common in form Classical dialects), in Scandinavia as elsewhere eventually passes into -r, and then (Iceland excepted) falls away altogether in the Scandinavian tungs. But it (and not -r) holds on here and there in the oldest Northern runics, which show 3 nominatives in -s in the sing. and 1 in the plural, and it also survives locally in a score or two pieces bearing Scandinavian or later runes, down to the Christian age. The nom. mark was therefore of old still often -s, but never -r. How then could the later -r be the old and primitive Old-Northern characteristic? As nom. and ac. pl. ending also, this -s is largely vocalized and falls away in most of the oldest Scandinavian runics and parchments; afterwards when this plural consonant revives, the later -r for the older -s in plurals becomes organic in Scandinavia, where, Danish excepted which has no -r in some classes, the common plural mark becomes usually -r. — In the same way, we have in Scandinavia in the oldest runics and vellums such words as is (our is, 3 s. pr. and our as, who or which), and was, vas (our was, 3 s. p.). But they also soon get the weaker sound, irr, err, war, var, as in some English shires. But this ancient Υ must not be and therefore is not a. What then are we to do with the O. N. runic words

actually containing it? Nothing is easier. Where it stands alone, and is therefore an independent word or else the first letter of a word, it is simply ignored. Where it occurs in the beginning or middle of a word (as in aced-en, ah, asping; fabur, inofasti, laing, lau, tidas), its existence is denied, however plainly it may stand; or else all the letters are pronounced contractions; should all this be impossible, then the whole is declared to be magic, a "magical formula". At the end of a word, as for instance in substantives dat. and ac. sing and nom. and ac. pl., it cannot be, for this would clash with "Icelandic Grammar"! Yet we naturally expect by sound "Comparative Philology" -a or some such vowel in the oldest Scandian in the like places, for it more or less survived there in all the most antique Scando-Gothic moles.

But this whole -r system was based on the strange theory, that one language only was from the Iron Age downwards spoken over all the Scandian lands; — and that this "Old-Northern" tung was Icelandic4 (the comparatively modern book-dialect whose oldest specimens date from about A. D. 1200 or a little before); — and that therefore the nom. -r ending, and the Infinitive in -a or -e or -e, and the Post-article, and the Passive (or Middle) Verb, &c. were necessarily "Old-Northern" as being Icelandic. Hence all dialects not having these peculiarities were unholy and unworthy, and could not belong to the Scandian group. Modern Scandinavian doubtless remains such, tho usually it has long since lost the nom. -r mark, and in many of its dialects also the end-vowel of the Infinitive, — just as we have done in England. Oldest English (by mixt immigration a mixt and worn dialect-cluster) never had the nom. -r mark and the Passive. It was therefore a German speech, tho the German at one time often had the -r mark, and nearly developd a Passive in the same way as the later Scandianians by its use of sik (sich), which in Scandia became -sk, -s, and the large sweeps of German territory early dropt the end-N in the Infinitive, as was done in Scandinavia and North-England.

But the oldest runics show that strong nouns had -s as their nom. mark, tho, as in all the other Scando-Gothic tungs (and afterward surprisingly in the Early English and the later Saxon &c.), there was a great tendency to use weak forms.2 Later down the stream

---

1 I understand that many of the younger and more gifted speechmen in Scandinavia are now abandozing this Icelandic-Old-Northern Fetish. But when I began my battle against it, nearly 30 years ago, I was simply ostracised, exerated and excommunicated. — Nay, Prof. Sophus Bugge, who finds it necessary and useful as an argument to assist his new theory about the modern origin of the Scandinavian-English Mythology, now says (Studier over de nordiske Gude- og Heltesagns Oprindelse, I, 1, Christiania 1881, p. 3): "Rundt omkring i Norden raadede, saaledes som vi af Runeskrifter maa slutte, den ældste Jernalder og Mellemjernalderen igjennem, altsaa vist nok til henimod Aar 800, et Sprog, som i Lyd, Former og Formfordrad stod paa et ganske andet Udviklingsstadium end de i historisk Tid kjendte nordiske Tungmaler, altsaa ogsaa det Sprog, hvori endog de ældste i Sæmunds Edda optagne mythisk-herofiske Digte er afastette." We must conclude from the Runic Inscriptions that in the Northern lands, thro the Oldest Iron-age and the Middle Iron-Age, in other words apparently down to about the year 800, there prevailed a language which in sound and forms and word-material was in a quite other stage of development than the Northern tungs known to us in the historical period, and thus very different from that made in which even the very oldest mythicol-heroic poems in Sæmund's Edda are written.

2 With regard to the multitude of local speech-forms — in such immense territories as all the Scandian and Anglo-Saxon kingdoms during the space of a 1000 years: — of a much less land-group during a much less period a German dared to say in 1852: "The contrast between the Ohg. and the M. Goth. and Mhg. is immense. In the latter we find simple and transparent relationships in the roots; in the former are crowds of differences. In the one we have but one dialect, or rather no dialect at all but a general orthodox written language; in the Ohg. we meet a mixture of
tours, and a taste sets in for strong forms (which by that time show the -s weakened to -e). — So also in Scandian as in all its sister-dialects, the Infin. must originally have ended in -AN, tho, as in Old-North-English, this -N rapidly became nasalized and fell away. Old-Scandian runic Infinitives earlier than A. D. 800 are deplorably rare; we have as yet only 1, perhaps 2, which already end in -Λ, -Ξ. But I have found several examples of Scandian Infinitives in -AN locally surviving on ancient stones bearing the later runes. — It is also now acknowledged that the primitive Scandian as little had the Post-Article as the Jutland dialects, the English, and all the other oldest Scando-Gothic. The Scandian Passive or Reflex verb and Post-Article are even more modern than the mighty Wiking outflow to England in the 9th and 10th centuries. They brought nothing such over with them, for a very good reason; they were not yet developd in their local talks at home.

On the other hand, the moment we build on Υ being Λ, — these O. N. runic inscriptions can be read with reasonable satisfaction, if not always with absolute certainty, for there are of course difficulties and we know little of the manners and dialects of old. Even some of the things cut in the Scandinavian or later runes have not yet been fully mastered by the best rune-smiths, particularly where the words are not divided by stops. We find indeed in these oldest pieces no "Icelandic", or any other one governmental or Chancery "written language" over such immense countries under manifold local chiefs, at a period when no "Denmark" or "Norway" or "Sweden" or "England" existed. We see instead, here as in every other land all the world over, many nearly allied patois showing the same general characteristics amid endless minor differences, some being more laggard and conservative others more go-ahead and revolutionary in admitting phonetic and grammatical changes. In a word, holding fast Λ as the value of Υ, the Jewels, Weapons, Tools, Grave-stones, bear words in the usual natural style, scribbles or names or local funeral formulas exactly as elsewhere, and just as we find them continued by the same populations on pieces carved with the later runes.

I add two interesting indirect proofs that this Υ can really only mean Λ. The first is, the well-known fluctuation and interchange in our dialects, old and new, between Λ and Ξ, e. the monuments and manuscripts (even in the same line) and the folk-talks swarming therewith. Now also these oldest runic pieces (many centuries older than the fornest vellums)}
decidedly show a prevailing tendency to prefer the \( \varepsilon \)-sound, especially in Scandinavia. Else we cannot explain the fact, that in them we have often \( \varepsilon \) or \( e \) where we otherwise certainly expect \( A \), and that some of the listings show no \( A \) at all! It is chiefly in the dat. s. m. that the \( A \) suffers little change. Remembering that the usual \( A \) (\( Y \)) is also stoopt (\( \Lambda \)), as the usual \( E \) (\( M \)) is also stoopt (\( \Omega \)), let us take examples from each Scandinavian province:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( A )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>( E )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon ) and ( E ) together</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanum, Sweden</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skärkind,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möjebro,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Björketorp,</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valsfjord, Norway</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tune,</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torvik,</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orstad,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorsbjerg, Denmark</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vi Moss pieces,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallehus,</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kragehul,</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus 28 \( A \) to 108 \( \varepsilon \), but to 125 \( E \) and \( E \). — There is not the same large predominance of \( \varepsilon \) (and \( E \)) in England, in whose provincial slightly-modified futhorc \( Y \) is \( A \). \( Y \) \( a \), \( y \), and \( F \) is \( A \), \( A \) (while the exceptional Brough stone, which has no \( E \), retains the Scandinavian \( A \), \( A \), for \( A \)), the \( F \) remaining \( \varepsilon \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( Y )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( A ), ( \Lambda )</th>
<th>( A )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>( E )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon ) and ( E ) together</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thames Knife</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nethii's Casket</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthwell</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Thornhill stones</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brough</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancaster</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northumbrian Brooch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bewcastle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falstone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franks Casket</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[1\] This floating dialectic \( \varepsilon \) for \( A \) in Scandinavian codices, which the Old-Northern monuments show goes back to the very oldest times, is discussed by Rydqvist (Sv. Spr. Lagaz 1, 386 and 4, 16, 158) and by Axel Kock (Språkhistoriska Undersökningar om Svensk Akcent, Svo, Lund 1878, p. 149). They give different explanations, both of them as I think equally unsatisfactory.
The proportion is here only 80 A to 57 E (149 E and E together). — Old-English words are sometimes cut in Roman letters, and we all know what the Roman A is; at all events we are sure that it was not -r. And we have also one bi-literal stone (Falstone) in England, the English words being carved in Runic staves on the right hand, in Roman on the left. The Runic (f) E is given on this stone by Roman AE, and the Runic F by Roman A; but the latter vowel only occurs in one word, SAULE, which is not yet found on any O. N. runic piece in Scandinavia. Æðred’s Ring is inscribed with mixed Runic and Roman letters, among which last is the word AH. Now let us take advantage of all this. — Nothing is less doubtful than the common formulas of ownership, N. N. OWES (owns, possesses, enjoys) ME, &c., where we have the 3 s. pr. of the verb AGAIN, to OWN, in its many local sounds, A, AH, ÆH, O, OH, 12 runic examples. (The ÆH, O, OH — as having no A — I do not use here). Let us now see:

Scandinavia.

A, Y. Orstad, Norway.
AH, ÆH. Sigdal, ".
AH, ÆH. Thorsbjerg, Denmark.
AH, ÆH. Vi Plane, ".

England.

AH, FS. Northumbrian Brooch.
AH, ÆH. Æðred’s Ring (this word in Roman staves).
The Chatham Brooch (Vol. 2, p. 586) and the
Sutton Shield (Vol. 1, p. 290) all in Roman letters. ÆLFÆN
ME AH, ÆLFÍNÍN me owns, and ÆDVVEN ME AG.

And let us apply another test, and see how the usual later Scandian A, Æ, Œ, answers to the O. N. Y, Æ, in those very few words yet found on these monuments which happen to coincide, a interchanging with E, F, as usual. Let us compare: — DEGE, Einang, Norway; O¥, Osthofen, England; Mansname, nom., now in Scandinavia DAG, in England DAY. — FÆTH, Einang, Norway; FÆTHÆ, Bracteate 89; FÆFD, Ruthwell; FÆBD, Flemløse, 3 s. p.; FÆNU, Brough, 3 pl. p. FÆWED, made, cut, carved. — FÆBD, Vordingborg, Denmark, FÆB, ÆSby, FÆR, Æsby, Sweden, ac. s. FATHER. — HEIÆG, Buzeu, Wallachia; AILIC, Brough, England, nom. s. f. HOLY.
— GEÆHELBEN, Tune, Norway, LOAEPFELLOW. Husband, dat. s. m.; HÆLFORD, Ruthwell, England, LOAEPFIVER, Lord, ac. s. m. — HÆÆWOLFEA, Stentofte, Sweden, nom., HÆÆWULFES, Râfåal, Sweden, gen. Mansname. — WÆS, Fonnås, Norway, 3 s. p., WÆS, Ruthwell, England, 1 s. p. WÆS; WÆS, Tanum, Sweden, 2 s. imperat. BE! — STÆINÆ, Tune, Norway, ac. s. m., STÆIN, Freerslev and Helnes, Denmark, n. s. m. STONE.

Another argument is, taking this vocalic fluctuation in a wider range, and remembering how undoubtedly A, E, O, U, I, &c. pass into each other often in a way no “laws” can always explain, let us take two words, which accidentally and happily occur several times, and see what they show. The first little handfull is the word for RUNES, nom. and ac. pl. fem. We have it 5 times ending in佑, 佑, = A, RUNOA, RUNA, RÜNA, RUNEA, RUNOA. Let us, as commanded, write RONOR, RUN, RUNER, RUNER, RUNOR. Well and good. These words can pass, tho not strictly “Icelandic and Grammatical”, as respectable specimens of Middle-Scandinavian. They all have the wishft for -r. But we have two other equally undeniable forms, RUNO on the Norse Einang stone (3rd century), and RUNE on the Norse Brooch (6th century). What are we to do with these? They are both in the ac. pl., governed by a verb meaning made,
wrote, cut. RUNO FEIHDO and WEET RUNE. We see that the system breaks down. If we may say RUNE and RUNO, we may also say RUNA. — Once indeed we really have RNR (carved short for RUNAR, to save space); but this is on the invaluable Danish overgang Freerslev stone, which all admit to be late, not older than the 9th century, thus Middle-Danish in the Viking period. And as to this ending in -A, -E, -O, let us honestly bow to the fact of this vocalic ac. pl. ending surviving on at least two score examples of RUNA, RUNI, RUNO in grave-formulas in the Scandan or later runes, — in other words not yet having gotten the now incoming ac. pl. mark -R.

The second tiny cluster is the Scandan word for LOW, grave-mound, barrow, in the sing. nom. (? m. or n.), of which I have spoken at length Vol. 2, p. 849 foll. It occurs as nom. thricr, always preceded by the name of the deceased in the genitive singular, and the inscriptions on the 3 grave-blocks are all perfect, no one letter is broken away. The Norse Stenstad stone (3rd century) reads: IGINGON HELEA, IGING's LOW, with the drawl or vowel-richness in HELEA of which we have so many examples on these monuments both in Scandinavia and England in the oldest days. Now here also we may say HELER, tho what the meaning of the whole then will be I cannot say. (Prof. S. Bugge writes that we must read HALAR — for, having no A, he makes E into A —, and that this is = HALLAR, nom. s.m., a slab, flattish stone, tho this particular stone is nearly round, and tho this word-form has never before or since been found in O. N. runic times for a grave-block). Well, let us do so. — But then we have on the Norse Bô stone (3rd century): HEIMES (or HEIMES) HELIE, HEIMEW's LOW, for there surely can be no doubt that the word and the formula is the same; and on the Swedish Skärkind stone (3rd century) we read: SKIDE LEUWE, SKUTHS LOW, also clearly the same word and formula. — Now here again if -E and -E are correct, surely the ending in -A is equally to be expected. — On the Norse Sigdal stone (5th century) we have again LEWE (or possibly LEWAI) in the ac. s. for LOW.

And generally, with regard to vowel-fluctuations, overgang-forms, dialectic and development differences side by side in the same land and often on the same monument or in the same manuscript, let us take a very rapid glance at such things. For instance the Infin. ending, now, (where not otherwise or fallen away altogether in local dialects), -A in the book-tung of Sweden and Iceland, -E in that of Denmark-Norway, in only 13 lines of the oldest Scandan laws, omitting those of Norway-Iceland, which hold fast -A. The dates are, about: West-Gotland, Elder, 1290, p. 3; Younger, 1350, p. 81; Upland, 1300, p. 11; Södermanland, 1330, p. 25; Sköne (and Runic, which agrees), 1325, p. 3; Björkö, 1345, p. 113; Gotland (26 half-lines), 1350, p. 7; Helsingland, 1350, p. 5; East-Gotland, 1350, p. 3; Westmanland, 1350, p. 4; Småland, 1350—1400, p. 103. Of course the page referred to is that in the last and best editions, by Prof. Schlyter.

1 I believe that the Y = -A school now proposes to get out of this difficulty by taking RUNO, RENae as accids. s's. fem. (all the other forms being ac. pl. f. as usual), they translating RUNO, RENAE by runic inscription. I only answer, that this use of the word as a singular has never yet been found on the hundreds of later stones bearing this formula, and that when it was wished to express this meaning on the Scandinavian-runic blocks the term employed was RUNA-AP, or, when both staves and winds were included, RUNA-RITAR.

2 This costly Freerslev stone, which see, has several such shortenings of words by omission of vowels, for reasons of space. Such contractions are rare. Where there is plenty of room, it is unreasonable to say the words are contracted, if they otherwise can give a good meaning.
A. | E. | Æ. | Æ.
---|---|---|---
West-Gotland, A. | 2 | 13 | 1
.. | 21 | 1
Upland | 1 | 13
Södermanland | 3 | 10
Skåne | — | 6 | 1
Björkö | 2 | 5
Gotland | 9
Helsingland | 2 | 10 | — | 1
East-Gotland | 13
Westmanland | 10
Småland | 13 | 4 (Thus 76 Æ, 62 Æ, 2 Æ and 1 Æ.)

The Danish nearly everywhere -Æ. But there is a particular formula in some of these Early Laws, and in Norse from 1250—1350. Icelandic (Grágás), 1250 and 1260, and Danish (Jutland, 1290), — the solemn words of Baptism.

West-Gotl., A. i namn faþurs oc suner oc andes helaga.

(This codex has also faþir, n. s., faþur, ac. s.)

.. | B. | i namn fathurs oc sons oc ðes helghi anda.

Södermanland. i namn faþurs oc sons oc ðes helghi anda.

Småland. j namn fathurs oc suns oc ðes hælghæ ande.

Norse. j nafnæ (namfæ, nafn) fadur (fodor) oc sunar oc anda hæils (andans hælgha).

Grágás. I nafnæ (nafn) fadur (fodor) oc sunar oc anda heilags.

Jutland. i fatheræ nafnæ (nafn) oc suns oc bin hælghæ (hælghæ) andæ (and).

We will add the oldest English, from the Gospels, S. Engl. A, about 1000. S. E. B. ab. 1170; North-Engl. C, ab. 950. N. E. D, ab. 1000.

South-Engl., A. on naman fader and suna and ðes halgæn gastes.

.. | B. | on naman fader (fader) and sunæ (sunæ) and ðes halgen gastes.

North-Engl., C. in nomæ fadoraæ and sunuæ and halges gastes.

.. | D. | in noman fader and sunuæ and ðes halgan gastes.

The only other very old copy is the Frankic, about 850.

in namen fatær inti sunes inti thes heilagen geistes.

Now we see here that these differences do not mark "nationality", they are too intermingled. They are merely the fluctuation of weak and strong forms, the greater or less falling away of the nasal, and a word or two assuming a particular meaning in a particular province at a particular epoch — which is always happening everywhere. Thus gæst has not yet been found in Scandinavia in this sense, and in England ond, and, is little known and only provincial.

But the most striking words here are father and son. Let us look at them in gen. and ac. s.

Sanscrit. g. s. pitur, ac. pitaram; g. s. sunos, ac. sunum.

M. Goth. .. (?fadai, .. ?fadar); .. sunaus, .. sunu.

Icelandic .. fódur, .. fódur; .. sonar, .. son.
Caedmon (A. D. 680) in his North-English First Song has gen. s. fadur, but the South-E. copies give fæder; while the oldest English has otherwise g. s. fadors, fædors, fadres, fæder, ac. s. fader, fader; g. s. sunas, sunes, sunu, suna, sunæ, and in ac. s. suna, sunæ, sunu, sono. — The O. Fris. has g. s. fæder, feders, feiders, faders, ac. fedor. And in the speech-groups called High-German and Saxon the same diversity prevails. Thus Graff gives g. s. fater, fæter, fateres, ac. fater, fæter, fateran; g. s. sunes, sunis, ac. sunu, suno; and M. Heyne for the oldest Saxon g. s. fadera, ac. fadaer, while Schiller and Lübben in their Lexicon give both vader and vaders as gen. from the same document, dated 1303. —

In the later runes we have simply endless fluctuations in the different cases. As gen. s. padur, padur, and 2 examples of fadur; as ac. s 35 different shapes, among them the valuable padura, padur, pador, distant echoes of a source whence came the Sanscrit pitaram.

I have mentioned the O. E. Gospels. These 4 nearly coeval monuments, translations of one original but in 4 independent local dialects in one land, are a linguistic treasure no other Scando-Gothic kingdom can show. But the mine has never been wrought. It awaits more than one “digger”. I will only give, as specimens, a couple of the nuggets, for they in a hundred ways explain and defend my O. N. Runic A. At the same time I may remark that in A the infin. ends in -an, in B in -an and -en, in C commonly in -a, otherwise -e, now and then with an -n, D usually -an, otherwise -æ or -e.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South-E. A.</th>
<th>South-E. B.</th>
<th>North-E. C.</th>
<th>North-E. D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sunu, suna, sunu, suna, suna</td>
<td>sunu, suna, suna, suna, sunas, sune</td>
<td>sunu, suna, sunu, suna, sunas, sune</td>
<td>sunu, suna, sunu, suna, suna, sunae, sune, suna, sunu, sunae, sunu, suna, sunas, sune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suna, sune, sune</td>
<td>sune, sune, sune, sune, sune, sune</td>
<td>sune, sune, sune, sune, sune, sune</td>
<td>sune, sune, sune, sune, sune, sune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broðor, broður, gebroðru, gebroðra</td>
<td>broðor, broðor, gebroðren, gebroðran, &amp;c. gebroðre, gebroðre, &amp;c.</td>
<td>name, tuoeg, culmination, in hondum, rice, widerword, horn-scaed, ufa hidune, gesaid, senia, gesæh, gesæc, hond, (us, usig)</td>
<td>noma, tuoeg, culfre, in hondum, ricas, ricu, widerworde, horn-scaede, ufa hidune, gesaid, senia, gesæh, gesæc, hond, (us, usig)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A son, n. s.</th>
<th>g.</th>
<th>d.</th>
<th>ac.</th>
<th>ac. pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sunu, suna, sunu, suna, suna</td>
<td>sunu, suna, suna, suna, suna, sunas, sune</td>
<td>sunu, suna, suna, suna, sunas, sune</td>
<td>sunu, suna, sunu, suna, sunas, sune</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name, ac. s.</td>
<td>Twain, two.</td>
<td>Dove, ac. s.</td>
<td>Hands, d. pl.</td>
<td>Kingdoms, ac. pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naman</td>
<td>twegen</td>
<td>culfran</td>
<td>on handum</td>
<td>ricu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scocca</td>
<td>heahnesse</td>
<td>nyber</td>
<td>belawed</td>
<td>scade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geseh</td>
<td>gescy</td>
<td>handa</td>
<td>unc</td>
<td>unc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-E. A.</td>
<td>South-E. B.</td>
<td>North-E. C.</td>
<td>North-E. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fann</td>
<td>fann</td>
<td>(ventilabrum)</td>
<td>windiu-seoful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>þyrscel-flore</td>
<td>þyrscel-flore</td>
<td>bere-tun</td>
<td>bære-flor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gærstapan</td>
<td>gærstapan</td>
<td>(locuster)</td>
<td>græshoppa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>næddrena</td>
<td>næddrena</td>
<td>witterna</td>
<td>nedrana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witegan</td>
<td>witegan</td>
<td>witgo, witga, witge</td>
<td>witgu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se steorra</td>
<td>se steorra</td>
<td>stearra, gen-stearras</td>
<td>þe steorra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steorran</td>
<td>chyld</td>
<td>sterra, stearra</td>
<td>steorran, steorra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cild</td>
<td>eagan, eagan</td>
<td>ean, ean</td>
<td>cneht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tid, fem.</td>
<td></td>
<td>fem.</td>
<td>fem. neut.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add. n. and ac. pl. n. Seeds, seda; Works, werca; Words, worda; Lands, londo (as well as lond and land and æceras); gen. pl. Trees, treuna; Wives, wifen; ac. s. f. and n. Meed, meden and mede, mearda, mearde, meard, møso-Gothic mizdon; d. s. f. Wife’s mother, swegran, M. G. sawiberon; Hand, ac. s. f. handa, handæ, møso-Gothic handæ; and hundreds of other such things.

One valuable feature in these Northern Gospels is the wonderful number of 1 s. pres. in -um, -om and (the -m nasalized) -o, &c., as compared with the very few in the S. Engl. moles. — one only being left in modern English, — I AM, AM — while in Scandinavia not one is left, now that EC EM has died out in Iceland, where it lived long side by side with EC ER, which last has killed it. The only example of this 1 s. pr. in O. N. runes is the H BM (1 be, = 1 AM) of the Norse Fonnæs Brooch, left in German in ich bin, in Fris. bin, and prov. Fris. san, Saxon bin and sin. As a proof, in this direction as in others, how little theory is able a priori to fix the course of facts, I will mention that in the 2nd vol. of Th. Wright’s valuable “Vocabularies” is, Vol. 2, p. 98—124, a gloss list from the 8th century, taken from No. 144 in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and apparently written in Canterbury. In this Latin-English Gloss, — all by the same man with the same pen and ink on the same parchment, we have 1 example of verbs in the 1 s. pr. indic. in the oldest ending -OM, 7 in -a, 9 in -o, 1 in -e, and 2 in -e. If now only a leaf containing the -OM or the -e were left, what would a critic say as to the speech-forms and age of this codex? — In Sweden, where the iak æm is extinct, some districts still keep up the olden 2 s. in two forms, est (our art and the icel. art) and es (as in Sanscr. avi and M. Goth. and still English is), and the 1 plur. erum, e’m, the popular æ, e, er, the æro of the book-dialect, are in England.

No division of words into time-periods is quite satisfactory. For convenience, I have grompt those here from the earliest to A. D. 400, from 401 to 800, and from 801 downwards. But I have also given the whole results from the beginning to 800, adding tabulated endings where needful. England, being a colony, of course comes in after 400. And the Bracteates &c. are thrown together in the 401—800 epoch, tho some belong to England, either struck there
or by artists using the O. English futhorc. — I will now hazard a few very short and cursory remarks, merely to open the subject.

Nouns to 400. Nom. s. masc. ending in -s, of which I have spoken above, 3 examples (-as, -es, -ings); in -a and -ea, 4 ex.; in -o and -u, 5; in -e and -i, 3, besides -inge, -ing, -ong, -ung. — Nom. s. fem. in -ea and -ia, 2 ex., besides -ingoa and -inge. — Nom. s. neut. in -ea, 1; in -e, 2. — Gen. s. m. in -es and -es, 2, but also 3 in weak terminations, -e, -gon and -gen. — Gen. s. f. in -u, 1. — Dat. s. m. in -a, -ea and -ia, 11 examples; in -e, 1; in -en, 1. — Dat. s. n. in -i, 1. — Ac. s. m. in -e, 4. — Ac. s. n. in -e, 1. — Nom. pl. m. in -es, 1. — Gen. pl. n. in -e, 1. — Ac. pl. f. in -o, 1.

Now these facts speak for themselves. They cannot be all "miscred" by myself or "miscut" by the writers. And the Tables from 401 to 800 show the same general features. And in this latter period, where English pieces come in, the English endings are substantially the same as those in the Scandinavian mother-country.

Adjectives, 1 to 800. The Goths-Scandian forms already agree — from the slurring of the -n — with the O. North-English, which here as elsewhere is the key to the rapid leveling Scandian development, as compared with the English Midland and especially with the Southern English.

Pronouns, 1—800. Several costly archaic forms, the O. Scandian and the O. Engl. throwing light on each other.

Verbs, 1—800. I have spoken of the 1 s. pr. indic. — Exceptionally interesting here is the 3 s. pres., which unhappily but naturally occurs so very seldom in the oldest runics. The usual Scando-Gothic ending is, as we all know, -th (-th, -t, -d, &c.), which goes back to the earliest known Aryan times. In modern English it is still formally -th, but actually and conversationally and commonly in the book-language this -th is lispt into -s. More than 1000 years ago this -s had become the usual N. E. mark of the 3 s. pr., which it still is, but in this dialect it had then as now (in North-English) mostly crept-in as also the mark of the plural present. In Shakespeare's day it was by a very narrow chance that this North-country -s in s. and pl. did not gain admittance into the accepted book-dialect. In olden and modern Scandinavian the 3 s. pr. ends in -e, not -th. How is this? Again the O. N. E. helps us. We see that as in N. England the -th was lispt into -s, so in Scandinavia with its quickly growing distaste for -s it was further softened into -r. In modern Danish this -r (like the -s in N. English) has even become the common form also in the plural, and this revolution is silently spreading into Sweden and elsewhere. In fact we have examples of it as old as the Middle Age both in Iceland and Sweden. Such things begin much earlier than we sometimes suspect.

I have said that we have no very old Scandian 3 s. pr., none in the Old-Northern runes. But there is one comparative exception, tho not very old, for I cannot give it a higher date than the 9th century. But as bearing one of the O. N. runes it is overgang and conservative. The famous Picts house at Maeshowe, in the Orkneys, was for some 3 thousand years the resort of Scandinavian wikings, and its slab-built walls are covered with their scribbles, many of them quite short in the regular John Bull style, merely the name, or N. N. cut this, N. N. carved these runes, others a little longer and ending N. N. wrote this, &c. One of the oldest of these riddings reads:
Dornr SÆRP. HÆLHI RAISTO.

Both these short sentences seem risted by the same man, who in the first has used the later 4 and in the latter the older 3 for o, perhaps merely to show that he was acquainted with both. But whether all inscribed by one person or no, the words are so simple that probably few will dispute the translation:

_a-thorn soreth. Hælhi risted (out this).

Should we take the first words figuratively, as was common in the warlike wiking age, of course the meaning will be: _a-war-thorn (_"Javelin or dart or spear") woundeth. But however this may be, the whole is most orthodox middle-Scandinavian. We have the familiar nom. R-mark of that time. and the everyday Scandian mansname Helge, and the olden 3 s. p. -o, that verbal ending so common in the earliest days. — But then we have the 3 s. pr. SÆRP, ending not in -r as we had expected, nor even in -s, but in the still former -r, -th. Now what is this -r? Is it English, pickt up in Northumbria, or is it a first example of the oldest Scandian 3 s. pr., brought over from some "slow" backwood dialect far away in the Scandian home? Northumbrian, however, in the 9th and 10th century had already long ago generally adopted the sibilant -s; while the -r in Dornr and the name Hælhi are not Northumbrianisms. The likelihood is therefore nearly a certainty, that the r in SÆRP is oldest Scandian. If so, it is excessively costly. Should the reader say no, no harm is done.

I have spoken of the 3 s. p. in -o, &c. But as to the 3 plural past. We have one most ancient Scandian instance of this 3 pl. p. ending in -un, the DÆLÍDUN of the Norwegian Tune block (3rd century). The other oldest O. N. runic examples are N. English (date 680), and are in -un, -on and -v, the -n early tending to fall away in N. England, which it soon did entirely in all the N. English and Scandinavian vernaculars. Now a whole mountain has been made out of this molehill, this precious but unfortunate DÆLÍDUN. Tho this final -n is in common to all the known antique Scando-Gothic tungs, and lived-on in South-England ("Book-language" England) to the 14th and 15th centuries, and is at this moment the first form in the usual Frisic and Dutch and Saxon and German — an immense slice of Scando-Gothic Europe — we are called upon to believe by my learned opponents that this end-nasal could not possibly, even once, be kept up locally in a venerable dialect like that inscribed on the fine Tune monolith, which all its critics agree cannot be much later than the 3rd year-hundred after Christ!

But let us turn the argument round. In England by the 14th century the -n in this 3 pl. p. was usually gone, only the -e (in the -EN) being left. About the same time Scandian writings had also come to the same stage, -E, -a, -e, the Swedish still mostly keeping its older -o, -u. By the 15th century the -e in England has almost perished, and has never been heard or seen since in English. This final slur was reaeth in Scandinavia a couple of centuries later, and at this moment all the living local Scandian talks (Icelandic excepted, which has always held fast its -u), as well as the Dansk-Norsk book-language, have entirely dropt the vowel. The Swedish book-tung still insists on its useful and expressive -o in strong verbs, but numbers of careless and uneducated Swedes have given it up. Thus the Scandinavians and English have practically come to the same result in the same way, only the Scandians made great haste as to the -n, while they were more backward and slow in casting off the remaining vowel. — What, then, should we say, supposing that England had
no really old parchments to help us, if, on some person modestly and quietly showing that he had found this 3 pl. p. in -n on an antique runic piece in England, he was met by the "infallible" protest — that such an instance was "absurdly impossible"?

**PREPOSITIONS and ADVERBS, 1—800.** Call for no remark. Again we see how the -n is usually nasalized (i for in, o for on) in N. England and Scandia, tho instances occur in much later Scandian remains of both in and on, while in Midland and Book-English it continues to this day.

As far as I can see, there is only one conclusion from the whole. With the facts staring us in the face, we must admit that manifold dialects were in continual growth and change thro the Northern lands, tho in the oldest time all agreed in their bolder features. But local developments and fluctuations of population and settlement went on unceasingly (as they do still) both on the Scandan main and in the English colony; disparities multiplied, and in time the great Scandian and Anglic branches show differences wide indeed. The Scandian creation of its Post-article and its Passive was itself a revolution, equaled only by the large Romance elements which became so much more interwoven with the English than with the Scandinavian. — But in Scandinavia itself, as in England, how greatly do not the "languages" and "dialects" differ! At this moment the written languages of Scandinavia, however near, cannot be generally redd out of the country, and translations from Danish-Norwegian to Swedish and the reverse go on daily. The spoken dialects are very many in each Scandian land, and folk in the one district can often not understand the natives of another, — just as a Londoner is helpless face to face with a poor Cumberland "statesman", books in the broad North-English almost unreadable by a common Englishman. But the Scandian talks in general (specially the Danish) greatly liken the English (especially the North-English), and a farm-laborer (from Jutland for instance) can after a couple of days be hob and nob with the peasantry in Northern England and Southern Scotland — the olden North-English march. — Now in the Old-Northern Runic age all these folkships could get on well together, while they were also very closely allied in speech and blood with the Frisic and Saxon clans (some of which took part in the settlement of England), the Old-High-German showing greater differences! Only one of all these Scando-Gothic offshoots has real organic variations of weight, pointing to peculiar development by intermixture &c. — the Meso-Gothic. This talk stands considerably apart from the rest — has become a kind of Gothic "Icelandic" — from its excessive sibilation, its peculiar or archaic forms, and its Middle Verb, and it probably differed in some of these things from those other Gothic clans whose talks we have lost and of which we consequently know nothing. But even as we have it — a regulated schooled Chancery book-dialect — Meso-Gothic, like every other tung, has its curious abnormities and

---

1 This is now acknowledged by Prof. S. Bugge (in his new work on the Northern Mythology, I, p. 28): "Dets nordiske Sørprøg er paa dette Trin saaledet udfoldet, at man med Grund kan betegne Sproget som kun en germansk Dialek." Its [the Scandinavian tung's] Northern characteristics are in this stage [down to the end of the 8th century] so little develop, that we may well call the language a Teutonic [= Scando-Gothic] dialect.
exceptions and absurd contradictions within itself. — and is no more worthy of being made a tyrant-fetish than Icelandic or Sanscrit.

I need not add that the words in these lists which may wear the same general outward shape may actually mask several independent roots, — that the meanings of some words we shall perhaps never know, — that the same ending may be borne by words of different genders, — that the date of these runic pieces has only been fixed approximately, and so on. We know very little of all such things as yet. How should we? Few and far between are the lights which glimmer over the clan-lands of our forefathers 1000 years before and after Christ. We may learn a little more in time, if we work hard and theorise less. But whatever we can now master as to this Old-Northern language, we have learned from the monuments. These therefore we must respect at all hazards, whatever systems may have to give way, and even tho' the upshot should be that much of our boasted "Modern Philology" — with its "iron laws" and "straight lines" and "regular" police-ruled developments — is only a House built upon the Sand!

NOUNS AND NAMES. To A. D. 400.

SWEDEN.

Masc. Nom. Ænaehæ; Fino; Hælisæ; Hæi-time; Hæring (but Hæringæ if we divide Hæringæ gileuæ); Hæuc; Siazeluh. — Gen. Sciæ; Dreewingæn. — Dat. Frea-æreæ; Ópa.


NORWAY.

Masc. Nom. Ælu; Æge; Godgeðae; Hao; Ingost; Lænæ (? Læde); Lia; Wiwiln. — Gen. Hæmæ; Igingon (? fem.). — Dat. Alæa; genæleibæ; Hægustældia; Miríla; Sæg(a); Dewæa; Wæringæa; Woduride. — Acc. Stæinæ. — Nom. pl. Ærbingæs.

Fem. Nom. Ærbingæ; Dothir; Ecwiwæa; Noþuingoa. — Ac. pl. Runo.


DENMARK.

Masc. Nom. Ævedegæs(li); Æisg; Echlew; Eríla; Gisliong; Hæringæ; Hæriso; Hileung; Læsææwingæ; Leþro (? Luþro); Luæ; Taæling; Tìpas; Tumba; De; Will; Wiis(a). — Gen. Æs-ugis. — Dat. Holtingæa; Ow̩læ-þæwæa; Wiyu-bígi(?) æ. — Acc. Hægææ; Hornæ; (or also ac. pl. neut.) Smææ.


Neut. Ac. pl. Hornæ; (or also ac. s. m.). — Gen. pl. Æleæ; Læ-orbæ.

1 Thus here. They show us 3 examples of -e as sing. nominative-mark older than the assumed date 801 after Christ. But all these 3 (the two Danish, Frederiksborg, Brønsholm, Holme; and Ringsæter, Vatn, Norway) date from the last half of the 8th century, somewhere about 800. The other, yet older, nominatives have all either no consonantal mark or that consonant is -s.
THE GOUGH MARCH.

Neut. Dat. Wi.

NOMINAL ENDINGS.

SWEDEN.

Masc. Nom. -æ3; -ing(?æ); -o; -2. — Gen. -æ; -ingæn. — Dat. -a; -æa.

NORWAY.

Masc. Nom. -a; -æ3; -æs; -o; -u; -2. — Gen. -æs; -ing. — Dat. -a (?) -æa; -æn; -o3; -ia. — Acc. -æ. — Nom. pl. -æs.
Fem. Nom. -æa; -ingæ; -ingoa; - — Ac. pl. -o.

DENMARK.

Masc. Nom. -a (?); -æ(?)a; -æa; -as; -e; -i (?); -ing; -ingæ3; -o3; -ong; -ung; -2. — Gen. -is. — Dat. -æa3. — Acc. -æ3.

THE GOUGH MARCH.

Neut. Dat. -i.

OLD-NORTHERN.

Masc. Nom. -a (?); -æ(?)a; -æa; -æs; -as; -e; -i (?); -ing; -ingæ3; -ings; -o3; -ong; -ung; -e; -ia. — Acc. -æ3. — Nom. pl. -æs. — Gen. pl. -æ.

ADJECTIVES & PARTICIPLES. To A.D. 400.

NORWAY.

Dat. s. m. WITEI (defin.).

DENMARK.

Dat. s. m. æGÆSTIA (sup. def.). VGE (defin.).

THE GOUGH MARCH.

Nom. s. f. HEILAG. — Dat. s. n. NIO (defin.).

OLD-NORTHERN.

Nom. s. f. -i. — Dat. s. m. def. -æ; -æi. — Dat. s. m. sup. def. -æstia. — Dat. s. n. def. -o.
PRONOUNS. To A. D. 400.

NORWAY.

Nom. pl. neut. Ia.

DENMARK.

Nom. s. Ec.

VERBS. To A. D. 400.

SWEDEN.

2 s. imperat. Wæs! — 3 s. pr. subj. Ægi.

NORWAY.


DENMARK.


OLD-NORTHERN.

1 s. pr. -e. — 3 s. pr. -e — 3 s. p. -e. — 3 pl. p. -en. — 2 s. imperat. -e. — Inf. -a; æ (?)..

PREPOSITIONS. To A. D. 400.

NORWAY.

Æfter.

DENMARK.

Gægin.

ADVERBS. To A. D. 400.

SWEDEN.

A; Ai; Hœr.

NOUNS AND NAMES. From 401 to 800.

SWEDEN.

Masc. Nom. Æbæ²; Ælu; Erilæ; Gæing; Hœidar-runo; Hœriwolæfa; Hœþuwalæfa; Hœþuwalæfa:

Fem. Nom. Æheker; Hœruwulæfa; Olpa. — Dat. Ælu; Unhœæu. — Acc. Ære³;

THE WORD-HOARD.

229

NORWAY.
Masc.

Nom.

Acela^n;

iElwa

Sserselii;

turmuja;

Hiligsea;

Asping;

;

Boso;

Unnbo;

Icweesuna;

U]d;

Iddsen;

Laing;
1

Rhoseltr;

Mirilse;

—

Weettset.

—

Gen. Msenis.

—

Weerua.

lulDingsea;

Seemseng;

?

Gen.

Dat.

DseJDyonse;

pi.

Hseldseo.
Fern.

Neut.

Nom,
Nom,

Dselia.

—

Ace.

Runse.

pi.

Gen. Goi]Du;

—

Lau.

lod;

Ace.

—

(O)t)c(u).

Ace.

Rsew,

Cisego;

—

Roae.

Roate,

Lseewe.

DENMARK.
MasG.

Nom.

^ni; ^uair;

—

funl^r.

Nura-ku|)i;

Gen. Hurnburse;

BrujDur-sunu;
Fern.

Nom..

Ruulfasts;

—

Sui|3zks.

Kujaumut;

FaJ^ur;

—

Ujaseict.

Rhuulfr;

Triibu;

Stsein;

Dat.

—

Isinglasea.

?

Piwbyo-

Tu;
Ace.

JE]Disl;

Stain.

Ace. Prui.

ENGLAND.

Masc.

Nom.

^Egili;

Cadmon;

Krist^

flodu;

Lonsewore;

Romwalus;

Heafanses;

Mungpselyo;

...rhtae;

Berchtvini;

AlcfriJ)u;

Oswiung;

Fern.

Nom.

Sigi.

Strelum.

pi.

Birh'nio;

Ace.

Neut.

Nom.

—

Aclihck.

—

(tru)mberehct.
Cu|3boere(hting)

Houh;

Gen.

Doep-

;

Onswini;

Laiciam;

—

Ace.

Myrcna.

pi.

—

Hilddi(g)u|)

Coinii

;

;

Hildi]3ru|3;

Ultyo,

Geeliea;

Romsecsestri;

Sowhula;

Igilsuilo;

—

Saule^;

Wiilif.

—

Dat. Berhtsui{)e;

Winiwonseyo.

—

Gear.

—

Dat. pi Sorgum.
Rices.

Brok;

—

Kuninges;

Alhs;

Men.

pi.

Rodi;

Gen.

Roetberhtse;

Men.

gibro|)8era;

pi.

Reumwalus;

Hroethberhtse;

Cilningc;

Hlafard;

Ikkalacgc;

Buciaehom;

Sighyor;

Kilning;

Kunnburug;

Licses;

Becun*;

Heafdum.

Ac.

Eateyonne;

Gen. Dsebs;
Ace.

Nom.

Cimokoms;

Gen. Cearungia;

Raira;

Fisc-

Breodera;

JEli;

EJjelwini;

Great;

Galga;

—
—

KiineswijDa;

Claseo;

Erha;

Dat.

Hwsetred;

—

Dom;

;

EJDelberht;

Reehsebul;

Oscil;

Wulfhere.

—

CilniballD;

Fergenberig;

stan;

Osbiol;

WoJDgar;

Olplss;

Gudrid;

Gonrat;

Hronses.

Eomaer;

Beagnojj;

Dah

Dsegmund;

Eomser;

01wfwol|Du;

Eomse;

Ecbi;

Dering(sB);

God^

Wop;

Wodsen;

Ecgfri]3u;

Dat.

Oeki;

Kung;

Els;
q2

Gyoslheard;

Gisl;

Isah;

Eaured;

Baeda;

JEbred;

Alwin;

Alia;

Cunung;

Cuhl;

Eadred;

Eadbierht;

.

^leubwini;

JElcfrith;

—

Dat. Beornse;

Cuombil-bio;

Bergi;

Lic-bsecun;

Blodoe;

Sig-becn,

—

Dat.

pi.

Ac. pi. Ban.

THE GOTHIC MARCH.
Masc.

Nom.

M\n.

BRACTEATES,
Masc.

Nom.

AW;

^niwulu;

Ku(nung);
Geegecallu;

^nwll;

Dasituhse;

Gal;

Glse;

&c.

A. D.

^nosense;

Ecmu;
Hama;

401—800.

Auto;

EltiF;

Beartigo;

Elwu;

Hhlseaedu-uigee^;

Cornilio;

Feewse;

Huthu;

Cun(ung)

Foslseu;
Ichiay;

Fuwu

Inki;
29*

Ito


Laoku; Lul; Naḥa; Nإلأ; nilwu; Ota; Ott; Owα-aluv; Sæbc; Sihmywu; Sunedromdh; Tæ; Tallwe; Tænul; Tæwön; Til; Tisæc; Tyr; Twæd; Dasc (or Dasco); Dur; Wægæ; Uyæyllil; Uodn. — Gen. Tenæs; Tenes. — Dat. Æælæncæa; Ælæwinaæ; Ælewın; Altë-nilæa; Æloæææ; Aπ; Aulilysæ; Eælænæa; Houæa; Læucæa; Læwuloucæa; Tiwitæ. — Acc. Udyæ. — Gen. pl. Heldæa.

**Fem. Nom. Voc. Icæa, Yæca, Ycææ, Ykcæa, Yia, Ygoæa, Ugha; Sælw, Sælu. — Dat. Aivomia; Ælpedu; Auaæa; Cunimudiu; Elwæo; Glyøæn-giayyou; Hærængu; Liliaæiwu. — Ac. pl. Hæiticæ; Runøa.**

**Neut. Nom. Acc. Uia.**

### Nominal Endings

#### Sweden

| Masc. | -a²; -æ³; -æa; -ing; -ingi; -o; -u; -ö; -ø. — Gen. -es. — Dat. -a³; -æ²; -æa. — Acc. -a; -æ²; -ææ. — Gen. pl. -a; -æe. |
| Fem. | -a; -ia. — Dat. -æu; -u. — Acc. -æ³; -i; -o; -u. — Nom. pl. -æa; -oa. — Acc. pl. -ya; -oa². |

#### Norway

| Masc. | -a; -æ; -æŋ; -ing; -o; -r; -u; -ø. — Gen. -is. — Dat. -a³; -æa; -æn; -ingææ; - — Gen. pl. -æo; -yøæ. |
| Neut. | -²; — Acc. -e. |

#### Denmark

| Masc. | -i²; -r²; -s; -ø. — Gen. -æ; -inks. — Dat. -æææ? — Acc. -u; -ø. |
| Fem. | -; — Acc. -i. |

#### Bracteates

| Masc. | -a; æ-¹; -e; -i; -o²; -on; -u¹³; -i³. — Gen. -æcs; -es. — Dat. -a; -æ³; -ææ; -ææ; -yøæ; - — Acc. -ye. — Gen. pl. -æa. |
| Fem. | Icæa, Yæca, Ycææ, Ykcæa, Yia, Ygoæa, Ugha; -u; - — Dat. -a; -æo; -ia; -iu; -u³; -you. — Ac. pl. -incæ; -oa. |
| Neut. | Acc. -u. |

#### Scandinavian Old-Northern

| Masc. | -a⁴; -æ¹³; -æa; -e; -i³; -ingi, -ingæ; -æng; -o³; -on; -r³; -s; -u⁴; -ø; -ø. — Gen. -æ; -æcs; -cs; -inks; -is. — Dat. -a⁴; -æ³; -ææ; -ææ; -ææ (² 9); -ææ; -ingææ; -yøæ; - — Acc. -ææ; -ææ; -ææ; -yæ; - — Gen. pl. -æa; -ææ; -æo; -yææ. |
| Fem. | -a; -ia³; Icæa, Yæca, Ycææ, Ykcæa, Yia, Ygoæa, Ugha; -u; - — Dat. -a; -æo; -ææ; -ia; -iu; -u (³ 5); -you. — Acc. -æææ; -ææ; -ææ; -i; -o³; -u; — Nom. pl. -ææ; -oa. — Acc. pl. -æ; -incæ; -oa³; -ya. |
ENGLISH OLD-NORTHERN.

Masc. -a³; -e³; -i³; -u³; -ung; -g; -us (Lat.); -u⁴. — Gen. -æs³; -es; -s; -u. — Dat. -a³; -æs⁴; -i³; -yo; -². — Acc. -i³; -u³; -ing, -inge, -ung; -². — Nom. pl. -a; -.

Fem. -a; -o; -⁴. — Gen. -ia; -iea; -s; -u; -yo. — Dat. -a; -yo; -e³; -i; -io; -yonne. — Acc. -s. — Dat. pl. -um.

Neut. Gen. -æs; -es; -s. — Dat. -æ³; -u. — Acc. -s. — Dat. pl. -um. — Acc. pl. -

ADJECTIVES AND PARTICIPLES. A. D. 401—800.

SWEDEN.

Nom. s. masc. Illeæ (defin.); Mæ (defin.); Sbane (defin.). — Dat. s. neut. Niu (defin).


NORWAY.

Nom. s. masc. Almeyottig; Aluwaldo (defin.); Gasric; Grorn; Modig. — Nom. s. fem. Aliche; güærofeð; bisoten; bitemid; Timbl; giwormað. — Nom. s. neut. Dun. — Dat. s. masc. Lænum. — Dat. s. neut. Frumað (defin.). — Acc. s. m. Luke; Lim-wærig; Riicnae. — Acc. s. neut. Al. — Nom. pl. masc. Ællelæ; Fusæ; Giwæsæ; Twooden. — Acc. pl. masc. Ale. — Acc. pl. neut. Ba.

BRACTEATES.

Nom. s. masc. Háæ-curne (defin.); ? Liðpin. — Dat. s. masc. Sehs-cunæ (defin.); Tille (defin.); Ungae³ (defin.).

PRONOUNS. From A. D. 401—800.

SWEDEN.


NORWAY.

Acc. s. masc. Sin. — Acc. s. fem. Dææu.

DENMARK.


BRACTEATES, &c.

Dat. s. masc. Imæ; Dam.
VERBS. From A. D. 401 to 800.

SWEDEN.
1 s. pr. Hæte'c. — 3 s. pr. Æh, O. — 3 pl. pr. Hæbo; Mæla². — 3 s. p. Dænde; Hiuk: Oæg; (ræis)u; Sete; Wæryt, Wæritæ, Rui; Wortæ. — 3 pl. p. (I)ugo (or (W)ugo). — Imperat. 2 s. Gæa.

NORWAY.
3 s. pr. A, Ah², O, Oh. — 3 s. p. Fyæi; Wæ; Wreitæ, Wreet. — Imperat. 2 s. Ah².

DENMARK.
3 s. p. Kær; Faî; Sati. — 3 pl. p. Truknâu.

ENGLAND.
1 s. pr. Bim; Yce. — 3 s. pr. Ah², Oh; Coecas; Drygyþ; Recs; Shærædh. — 3 pl. pr. Fegtaþ. — 1 s. p. Darste, Darste; bineald; Hnag; aorof; Wæs. — 3 s. p. Becketo; Fœdæ; Fanæþo, Fuþe; onceredæ; aorof; Het; aorof; anærde; Ysetae, Sete, Settæ, Settæ; giswom: Walde; Warþ; Wæs; Wolk; Worhte; Uit. — 3 pl. p. Kwomu; Faîþu; binealdun; alegdun; Setton; bismæredun; gistoddun. — 2 s. imperat. genid! gisid! Wisæ! — 2 pl. imperat. gisideþp, genidæþ, gemideþ, gemiddæþ, gemiddæþ! — 3 s. pr. subj. Helipæ; Iwi; Lice; umæ — Inf. Buga; Hælda; Hiwan; gistiga.

BRACTEATES, &c.
3 s. pr. Ænn². — 3 s. p. Fihædu; Hæg; Hu; Vreito. — 2 s. imperat. Gib! Hæ²! Te²!

PREPOSITIONS. From A. D. 401 to 800.

SWEDEN.
Yfæta; Æt, Et; I (or Uti); I; Mut; Uti (or I).

NORWAY.

DENMARK.
Aft, Æft.

ENGLAND.
Aft, After, Æfte, Æftar, Æfter², Æfter², Æfteræ, beaftar; Ift; Æt, At; Foræ, Fore, For; In², I¹; Mib³; Of; On¹, O; Ti, Tyo.

BRACTEATES.
To.

ADVERBS. From A. D. 401 to 800.

SWEDEN.
Æ, Æiu; Geu, Geuw; Hærae, Heræ; Ni; Nu.

NORWAY.
Ao; Hær(æ).
ENGLAND.
Aici; And, End; Ean; Fearran; Ætoadre; Her; Hweþræ; Ni²; Eac; Sare; Đer², Đær.

Nouns and Names. From 801 to —.

Sweden.

Masc. Nom. Enruk; Halstun; liœurî; Inoafastî; Ruti; Samsi. — Gen. Æsmuts; Hariwulfs. —
Dat. Roaul. — Acc. Faþr; Sigi; Stun; Sul; Tœen. — Nom. pl. Stainar.


Norway.

Masc. Nom. Aluer; Bonte; Oþînkar; Prestr; Toue; Đormuþ; Đorrsonr; Đort. — Dat. Âensægui.


Denmark.

Masc. Nom. A(Rfîk)I; Æslaîkir: Olufîr; Skær; Siuarþ; Stœin; Tyw; Unitr. — Gen. Kunuœelts;
Ruhalts; Sikwulfs; Sunar; Tadîs; Đular. — Acc. Stain. — Dat. pl. Sal-haukum.


England.

Masc. Nom. Emundr; Hœlhi; (Hl)vdwyg; Myredah; Onlaf; Rikarth; Tidîrþ; Đornr. —

Fem. Nom. Dat. Merthe; Sav(le).


Bracteates, &c.

Masc. Nom. Iauligr; Iohn; Êlîenî. — Dat. Iauþîni; Simî.


Adjectives and Participles. From 801 to —.

Sweden.

Dat. s. fem. Uena (defin.).

England.

Masc. s. nom. Æernr; Siulîfûrn.

Pronouns. From 801 to —.

Sweden.

Dat. s. Đik. — Acc. s. m. Sin; Êansen; Êônîe.

Norway.

Acc. s. f. Êissa. — Nom. pl. f. Sin.
### Verbs

**From 800 to —**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Bracteates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 s. p.</td>
<td>Æa; Korphe, Karbi; Risti; Wraiti</td>
<td>3 s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prepositions

**From 801 to —**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Bracteates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yuir</td>
<td>I; Aa</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O, On; To</td>
<td>I; On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Adverbs

**From 801 to —**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ok, Uk</td>
<td>Afta; Heæe; In; Iwika</td>
<td>Æfr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FRESH FINDS,

TOO LATE FOR ROOM IN THEIR PROPER PLACE.
Here repeated, from drawings kindly forwarded by the Swedish Rune-smith Adjunct K. A. Hagson of Linköping, showing the stone as it now stands. There never have been any dots on the figure, and therefore the idea of chain-mail falls away. Adjunct Hagson thinks the bild that of a man praying to the Gods. Helped by this ingenious hint, I now suggest that the deceased was a Christian, the attitude of prayer reminding us of similar figures (orantes) in the Catacombs and elsewhere in the oldest West. Isolated Christian families were found in the otherwise heathen North hundreds of years before the historical Missions.
VISBY, GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1250—1300.


Golden Finger-ring, found by workmen digging near Visby in 1880. Is now in the Husaby Museum, Småland, Sweden. Here given full size. More than a dozen such, more or less of the same type, and all or nearly all met with in Gotland, are in the National Museum, Stockholm. The retrograde runes spell the name of the owner:

INOFASTI.

STRAND, RYFYLKE, STAVANGER, NORWAY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 200—300.


Found as building-stone in the roof of an outhouse, in the autumn of 1882. Had been lifted from a grave-mound near the farm-house. Another such rune-stone, with a short risting, had stood on another how nearby, but has disappeared. Taken out and sent to Christiania in July 1883. Coarse-grained gray granite, about 7 feet 7 above ground, 9 inches thick, greatest breadth nearly 21 inches. From the beginning, surface rough and weathered; runes not elegantly cut. Part of the tips of the staves in the right line has suffered from weathering, and one letter here (the L) is doubtful, as the top is gone. In general, the characters can be fairly made out. All wend-runes, readd from right to left (from below upward). I propose (right line, middle, left):

\[\text{HÅDU(L)ÆIG} \text{EA}, \text{ECM} \text{E} \text{SSI} \text{STÅDE} \text{E}. \text{HÅÆI} \text{W} \text{D} \text{O} \text{M} \text{Æ} \text{G} \text{UM} \text{IN} \text{NO}. \]

To-\text{HÅDU(L)ÆIG} \text{EA}, aye the-awe of-the-steads (coasts, = ever bravely harrying the foemen's harbors).

\text{HÖVED} (buried in his grave-mound) with-his-\text{MAUGS} (kinsfolk) \text{HIM NO} (= Ino laid him in his barrow, to rest with his kindred).
Now in the Bergen Museum. Engraved \(\frac{1}{15}\) of the size. Granite. Found in the spring of 1880 in a ruined grave-mound which contained a stone-kist built up of slabs. One of the long side-stones (the only one of granite) had been taken from a far older barrow, and had been slightly cut that it might fit in. But it bore rune-words in minne of the
dead man on whose grave it had stood, and, when used as building-material and a small part cut away, at least the arm of one letter disappeared. As the grave-chamber and its contents date from about the 6th century, and a long time must have elapsed before the olden tomb would be thus desecrated, and as the runes and word-forms point back to very ancient times, we cannot well fix it later than about the 3rd yearhundred. This is the first Old-Northern heathen stone found as building-gear in a still later heathen tumulus. The angle above the E and before the w, I take to be a dividing mark. As we have here the short type which may stand for either M (d) or M (m), we are not sure whether the name was Læmæ or Læðë. Should anything more have followed, it was most likely the usual WROTE or WROTE these-runes. What stands on the block is:

\[ \text{Læmæ (or Læðë) Wæringa.} \]

\[ \text{Læmæ (or Læðë) to-Wæring.} \]
A second stone, clay-slate, belonging to a long side of the same grave-kist in this heathen tumulus. Measures 8 feet 10 inches in length by 2 feet 2 in breadth, with a
thickness of from 2\(\frac{1}{3}\) inches to 3\(\frac{1}{8}\) inches. The runes rubbed-in, like those on the Einang block; they were first seen in June 1883 by the Norse Oldlorist A. Lorange, Keeper of the Bergen Museum, where this slab now is. A very faint beginning-mark ([|][|] as on the Forsa Ring and the Valsfjord Rock) stands before the first letter (t). The inscription is quite complete, the name of the sleeper below:

Meprodwenc.

This is equal to Medrolding or son, and is found here for the first time. Several of the staves have ornamental feet.

SÆBØ, HOPREKSTAD, SOGNEFJORD, NORWAY.

? Date about A. D. 750—800.


One of a class of Iron Wiking-swords; found 1825 in Norway, studied and identified in 1881 by the Norwegian antiquary A. Lorange, Keeper of the Bergen Museum. Engraved \(\frac{1}{5}\) th. but the runes full size. Many of these blades are damascened, and not a few have inscriptions on the one side and trade-marks or ornaments on the other, the letters or marks being first cut-in with a chisel, and then bits of steel wire hammered in. These ristings are in the older staves, or in Roman or mixt Roman and Runic letters. This sword has not only
the Old-Northern runes, but has also the Thor-mark, Þ, with its *phonetic or sounded* value thur, like as þ or Æ is often used with its phonetic value Christ. — The form of the m is a costly variant. The whole lettering, in revert runes, reads from right to left. The words are, quite clearly:

*OH DUMMUD.*

*OWNS (possesses-me) THURMUTH.*

---

**RÕMES-FELL, S. TRONYEM, NORWAY.**

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 800—900.


In 1880 two fine Walrus-teeth were found in a deep rock-cleft. They are now in the Tronyem Museum. The one bears, in the usual runes,

*KÆTIL A KÆTIL OWNS-me.*

The other, here given ¼rd of the size, has the Old-Northern o and the archaic k, and is therefore transitional. The letters, given separately full bigness, are merely the name of the lady Oßk whose property it was. The valuable teeth may therefore have belonged to husband and wife, or to brother and sister, and are from the time when the Norwegian landholder Ohthere told king Alfred of England how he got similar teeth by Walrus-fishing in the Northern seas.
In the summer of 1880, during the repairs of Eidsberg Church, a granite slab was found bearing the name of the builder, in later runes but also having one Old-Northern letter (g). It is here given 1/16th of the original. Four other runish slabs of brick also turned up, connected with later alterations. The name, chiefly used in Denmark in olden days, is here seen for the first time in Norway.

\textit{Oðinkar g(arþi).}

\textit{Oðinkar g(ared, made, built this).}

\bigskip

\textbf{SEALAND, DENMARK.}

\bigskip

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 1200—1300.

Copper. Engraved full size. Found in June 1879 by a man digging, sold by him to a dealer, from whom I bought it for a trifle in August 1883. Is now in the Husaby Museum, Småland, Sweden. Has a modern look, but the O. N. runes are absolutely genuine. I give it as I find it, looking upon the piece as a stamp or punch, for striking impressions with a hammer on soft lead or wax or terrasigillata flans or blanks. Such things were immensely used all thru the middle ages. Only 2 reverst letters, whose impression would give — perhaps the beginning of a name:

HU.

---

Chessell Down, Ile of Wight, England.

? Date about A D. 500—600.

The above drawing is half the bigness. Iron Sword, now in the British Museum. Found about the middle of this century in an Old English grave. But the runes were first seen in 1882 by Aug. W. Franks, Esq., the Director. Present length of blade from the guard, 2 feet $6\frac{1}{2}$ inches; from the guard to the tip of the pommel $6\frac{1}{2}$ inches. The runes are on the inner side of the silver scabbard-mount, and were only seen lately when the piece was cleaned. Hence their perfect preservation, tho so slightly cut-in. They have been hidden for some 1300 winters! I give them and the mount here full size:

? ACO SERI!

? AWE (terror, death and destruction) to-the-SERE (bryne, armor, weapons, of the foe)!

In this case the owner had cut this spell, singing therewith some chaunt of supernatural power, to overcome the easier his unsuspecting enemy. All such witchcraft and amulet-bearing &c. was strictly forbidden. Whatever the staves mean, this is the only such secret rune-risting yet found.

CHESTER-LE-STREET, N. DURHAM, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Found in June 1883, in repairing the Chancel of the once Collegiate Church. Closish-grained sandstone, 2 feet 11 high by 8 inches broad below, 7 above. The lowest uncarved 5 inches went into the socket of the grave-cross, of which this square pillar is all that is left. The back has knot-winds almost identical with those below the horseman on the front. All the writing seen here is the dead man’s name,

EADMUND.

Only the $\text{m}$ and $\text{n}$ are O. Northern runes, the other staves being Roman.
FRESH FINDS.

FRONT.

RIGHT SIDE PATTERN.

LEFT SIDE.

SELSLEY, SUSSEX, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700–800.


Two bits of a golden finger-ring, now in the British Museum. They were pickt up a few years ago, along with 280 small British golden Coins and other objects, down to the middle age. Such things are thrown on the coast there from time to time.

These ring-morsels are so much injured and the runes so faint from long friction, that I will not attempt any engraving. But my decipherment of the staves was approved by Mr. Franks and by Mr. C. H. Read, of the British Museum. The first fragment seems to bear $\text{RIM}$ (BRDRN), the second $\text{M}$ (ON EL). The $\text{u}$ in BRDR is not quite perfect. The distances between $\text{o}$ and $\text{e}$ and $\text{l}$ are from the shape of the ring, here slightly raised and past over. The $\text{n}$ is the beginning of a lost mansname — let us say NICLAS. The whole will then be:

\begin{align*}
\text{BRDR NICLAS ON EL} & \ldots \\
\text{BROTHER NICLAS ON (of) EL} & \ldots .
\end{align*}
FRESH FINDS.

THORNHILL, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.


Found at the close of 1881 in the Tower of Thornhill Church, up in the bell-chamber. Now taken out and carefully preserved in the holy house. Is 21 inches long, 12\(\frac{1}{2}\) broad below to 10\(\frac{3}{4}\) above, thickness 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches at bottom to 7 at top. Part of the tapering shaft of a sandstone grave-cross, raised by a Lady to a Lady. The relationship or friendship — then known locally to all — is not mentioned. Gives the earliest instance in England of ARÆRDE, and the only runic example yet found in England of BERG for BARROW, grave-mound. Only 3 other such runic instances are known in the Scandinavian mother-land. The woman-name GILLSWITH has never before turned up in England. Observe the bind-runes. — As we see, the grave-words are 4 lines of stave-rime verse:
DEARHAM, NEAR MARYPORT, CUMBERLAND, ENGLAND.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 850—950.

Taken out of the Church during its restoration in 1882, and the end-inscriptions found, by the Rev. W. S. Calverley, whom I have to thank for all details and materials. A later personal examination has convinced me of their entire correctness. This sarcophagus, of yellowish sandstone, once stood alongside a wall, where the further side and ends would not be seen. Length, 4 feet by 3 inches and a quarter; least width 13 inches, greatest 15, depth 6. Is the second sarcophagus slab bearing runes known to me in England. Dover (p. 140 above) being the first.

The principal scene, Man fallen and Man redeemed, is clear. It is shown in a masterly way, which I have never seen before. What strikes us is, that Adam and Eve are draped, a conventional handling. It is not the sin in Paradise; it is the Man-kind, the Human Race, for whom Christ died. And so the Serpent, his revenge and punishment, shown on the same plane by doubling his form, as so often in olden art, pagan and Christian. — We must wait for fresh finds, before we can speak with certainty on the other symbols.

At the bottom is the name of the deceased, probably an ecclesiastic, in early Roman letters.

ADAM.

Above, a corner of the stone is broken away. Originally the runes doubtless were:

(krist s)U(L) gi-NLEA.

May-Christ his-SOUL NÆRE (save, bless)!

First time this common O. Engl. and Scando-Gothic word NÆRA(n) has been found in runes in a prayer for the dead. We have otherwise helpe, lete, see, &c. The -A in gi-NLEA, 3 s. pr. subj., is an antique ending. The + in the bind for ær is also a rarity in England

BRACTEATES.

Nos. 90, 91. Old-N. R. Mon. Vol. 3, p. 463, 4. — The seller said, in Kiel, these pieces were found at GETTORF, not GETTORF. It is immaterial. Both villages are in the Danish province of Slesvig or South Jutland. — No 91 has lately been bought by the Kiel Museum, and its learned Keeper, Prof Handelmann, has kindly favored me with an Electrotype, here drawn and Chemityped by Prof. MAGNUS PETERSEN.
SPARLÖSA, WEST-GOTLAND, SWEDEN.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 700—800.

From materials kindly furnished by Adjunkt Karl Torin, Skara, W. Gotland. The base of this granite boulder is largely broken away, but it still measures about 5 feet 4 inches in height and 2 feet in breadth. It lies flat on its side in the outer wall of Sparlösa Church, in Wiste Hārad (Hundred). The runes by far the largest yet known, the longest measuring nearly 2 feet! They are not divided into words. The stone has been split centuries ago, but no great damage has been done. A narrow unwritten border has been used, a couple of centuries later, for a fresh inscription. The barbarous head and part-bust of Thunor, with the decoration of his Holy hammer-marks, are equal to the rune-formula on some Scandian heathen stones.

"NUR UIHI", = may-Thur wil (bless-these-runes-and-this-tomb)!

As I suppose, the oldest risting clearly says:

ÆGGIULS KÆF UGU, ÆIRIKIS SUNE, KN-PÆLÆKI.

ÆGGIULS (= sword-edge-wolf, = sword-wolf) gāve-this-minne to-UG, ÆIRIK’S-SON, his-gun-fellow (war-mate, brother-in-arms).

The later memorial is simply:

KISLI KÆM IFTIR KUNAR, BRÕR(Þ).

KISLI GÆRED (wrote this) after KUNAR, his-brother.

The name ÆGGIULS is another Old-Northern (overgang) example of the ancient nominative-ending in -s, which afterwards became -r and then fell away.
THE GOTHIC MARCH.

TORCELLO, VENEZIA, ITALY.

? DATE ABOUT A. D. 300—400.

Found by Dr. Ingvald Undset, the Norse Old-lorist, Oct. 1883, in the small local Museum at Torcello, an island in the Lagunes, about 2 hours' row from Venice. The Founder and Keeper of this forn-hall, Consul the Cavaliere Nicolo Battaglini, came across it last February in a farmer's house, where it had been as long as the family remembered; fitted with a wooden handle, it had done duty as a Poker! It is of Bronze, 16½ inches long, the incised lines filled with circlets and stars stampt boldly in. To judge from its patina, it has been dug from a boggy soil. For the drawings (each side 1—3rd, runes apart full size) we have to thank the Danish Architectural Designer J. T. Hansen. See the similar Spear-heads pp. 204, 205, especially the latter, of which this one is almost a counterpart, only much richer and larger.

This WANDERER, doubtless originally from THE GOTHIC MARCH, may have been war-plunder or what not, and is another proof how things change hands and may accidentally turn up. The small ring is a beginning-mark, as on the Müncheberg piece. Should my transliteration be right, the reverst runes give

TENINGE

the name of the owner, or of the officer by or before whom it was carried in battle, and which means DAN'S or DANE'S SON. The reader will please to remark the single-armed T and the straight-armed F. The peculiar and elegant workmanship of the runes and symbols has not, I believe, been seen before. — This precious old-lave reacht me at the very last moment. Just therefore it stands where it does.
Found by a man ploughing, Nov. 27, 1882. Here given full size. Is the largest golden brick yet known. Weighs 100.3 grammes. The loop is broken away. Bears 13 wendrunes, not divided into words. Reversing the letters, I read:

SNEIC ECÉA FÉH(đo or fēhide).

SNEIC (= SNEING = SOWNSON) to- or fot-ECÉ (= AGE, AGE, OVE) FAWED (made this).

There was no room to finish the verb. The i comes under the animal’s snout, and is therefore much shorter than usual, and the following -do or -de (or whatever the ending was) is therefore understood. This exceptionally splendid 6th century Old-Danish Jewel is now in the Stockholm Forn-hall.
BETTERINGS.

Page 8. — For Vanga read Vanga.

P. 27, l. 9. — Read HELENHEDEDE.

P. 156. ALMOUTH. — Plate 117 of the late Dr. John Stuart’s noble “Sculptured Stones of Scotland”, folio, Vol. 2, which reacht me after the publication of my Vol. 2, gives all the 4 sides of these Cross-fragments, tho not quite correctly. We can thus examine also the back of the large piece, which shows the Crucifixion. This is carved in the oldest way, the Sun and Moon above, the 2 Thieves under the arms of the Rood, and below them the Centurion and the reacher up of the sponge with vinegar, with costly interlaced work as the base of the Cross. Add hereto the very antique character of the Roman letters. — I therefore now think that Mr. Haigh’s first date (about A. D. 705) is undoubtedly the correct one. The EADULF here commemorated is thus the king who usurpt the crown at the death of king ALDFRID, but was shortly after defeated and slain. See Vol. 1, p. 462.

P. 159. — A French savant, Mons. L. L. H. Combertigues-Varennes, a learned student of Runic and other Calendars, has just (Jan. 1882) favored me with a valuable Ms. treatise on this curious Calendar. We will hope that he will make it public. Meantime he has kindly permitted me to say, that his paper closes as follows: “En résumé, ce calendrier, non terminé par son auteur, donne, pour la portion que Worm nous en a conservée (quoique avec de grandes fautes d’exécution), les Signes des fêtes, le Cycle Solaire et le Cycle Lunaire, c. a. d. qu’il appartient à la classe que Worm nomme Calendriers parfaits. L’année y commence avec le 14 Octobre et le nombre d’or du 1er Janvier est 3. Il offre, en outre, comme renseignements complémentaires, un Cycle Solaire complet, un Cycle Lunaire défectueux et quelques monogrammes ou dessins sans importance. — Ce qui constitue l’interêt capital offert par ce calendrier, c’est qu’il est probable que la Série de son cycle lunaire (correspondant, comme toujours, à un alphabet) runique, est tout-à-fait inédite.”

In this memoir the learned author identifies the festivals, among them those of S. Edmund (England), S. Thorlak (Iceland) and S. Knut, Duke and Martyr (Denmark), thus making the Calendar a century more modern than the date I had assigned to it.

P. 168. Bracteate No. 6. — I now prefer to take seis-cunæ in the meaning SAX-KEEN, sword-bold, falchion-daring. So, if I am right in my rendering of the Tjursåker stone, we have sakse-tondr = Sax-lord, Sword-Captain, as an epithet of and kenning for (w)oden.

P. 234. — The reader will please to add and tabulate for himself the grammatical forms and endings given in the Fresh Runic Finds. They are of the same general character, and abundantly strengthen my argument.
HAND-LIST

OF ALL THE OLD-NORTHERN WORDS

IN THE THREE FOLIO VOLUMES.

a, Æ, see under Agan, Æiu, On.
a, Braceate 81; Nydam Arrow. Doubtless first letter of a Name beginning with a. Aa, under On. — Æa, u. Hiewan.
Æesk, Björketorp; Stentofte. Mansname, nom. See sëksi and Word-lists.
Æeœsæ, under œki.
Æeræn, Belland. Mansname, nom. The broken . . . .Æn of the Tomstad stone was probably a part of the same name.
Æco, Chessell Down. ? Nom. s.f. ? Æwe, terror, death. — Ægli, Strand. ? Dat. s.m. The-Æwe, fear, fright. — Ægestia, Gallehus. Dat. s. m. def. superl. To-the-Æwest, most awful, most dread or venerable.
Æclihick, Brough. ? Place-name. ? dat. s.f. See Æcli.
Æedægæsli, u. Æwæ.
Adam, Dearham. Mansname, nom. (In Roman letters).
Æft, Bewcastle; Helnæs; æft, Vordingborg; æfta, Freerslev; æftær, Collingham; æftær, Falstone; æftær, Falstone; æfte, Thornhill; æfter, Thornhill; Tune; æfter, Devesbury; Wycliffe; Yarm; yeæta, Istaly; æft, Brough; b(æfter), Crowle. After, be-after, in memory of. Prep. gov. dat. and ac., and adverb.
[Agan]. — To owe, own, possess, have, enjoy. — A, Orstad; AH, Æthred’s Ring; Northumbrian Brooch; Sigdal, (perhaps imperat.), Thorsbjery; Vi Plane; ÆH, Upalsa; o, Björketorp; Førde; Hackness; Vi Plane; oh, Osthofen; Sæd. 3 s. pres. owns. — Ah, Sigdal. ? 2 s. imper. (perhaps 3 s. pr. ind.). — Ægi, Skâ-âng. 3 s. pr. subj. Let-him-keep, may-he-enjoy.
Ægestia, u. Æco. — Ægi, u. Agan.
Agrof, under Grof. — Ægisi, u. Æco. — Ah, Æh, u. Agan. — Æheker, u. Inge. —

Æio, Thorsbyrg. Mansname, nom.

Æiu, Stentofte; a, Tanum; Æ, Lindholm; Al, Skå-äng; Æ, Sigdal; e, Bracteate 63; ecal,
Strand. ever, aye, always. — iwka (= iwika), Freerslev. For ever, for aye. — aici, Brough.
Mansname, nom. — emundr. Hackness. Mansname, nom. — aivomia, Bracteate 65. Womans-
name, dat.

Æiwu, sec liilaæiwu.

AL, Jyderup. Eel-thou, help-thou. 2 s. imper.

AL = All. — Al, Ruthwell. Ac. s. n. — Ael, Ruthwell. Ac. pl. m. — almeyottig,
Ruthwell. Almighty. Adj. n. s. m. — aluwaldo, Whitby. all-wald, all-wielding, almighty.
Nom. s. m. def. — Alwin, Brough. all-wine, the friend of all, all-loving. Nom. s. m.


Ælewine, u. Ælu.

Ælec, Alh. — Alhs, Brough. Mansname, gen. — ælefrith, Northumbrian Brooch,
nom.; alcfibiu, Bewcastle, ac. Mansname.

Alhs, under Áelic. — Áli, Alla, u. Áelu.

Alteuíka, Bracteates 49, 49 b. Mansname, nom.

Ælitr, Alts, u. Wald. — Alu, u. Al.

Ælu, Bracteates 15, 16, 18, 68, 88; Ćolin; Elgesem; alla, Yarm. Mansname, nom. —
æli, Northumbrian Casket. Mansname, dat. — Ælu, Lindholm. Perhaps dat. of womansname
elwu, Bracteate 47. Mansname, nom. — eltil, Bracteates 43, 44, 45, 85, 86, 87. Mansname,
dat. — ælewine, Bracteate 67. Mansname, dat.

Æelucia, Bracteate 71. Mansname, dat.

Aluer, Holmen. Mansname, nom.

Alut, see owelulut.

Aluwaldo, Alwin, u. Al.

Æmilui, Bracteate 61. Womansname, dat.

ânehe, Möjebro. Mansname, nom. — ânenë, Bracteate 48. Mansname, nom. — eanred,
Æthred's Ring. Mansname, nom. — âenwil, Bracteate 25; âenwulu, Bracteate 75. Mans-
name, nom.

... en, see under Acebæn.

And, Bridekirk; Franks Casket; end, Franks Casket. And, also.


Ans. — ensægüi, Cjveddal. Mansname, dat. — oseberctae, Thornhill. Mansname,
dat. — Æesbo, Hackness. Placename, dat. s. m., asbo or asbu or asbyt. — osehol, Brough.
æsmuts, Sølveborg. Mansname, gen. — Æsügis, Kraghul. Æns-ugg's = (w)oden's. Gen. —

Æenwil, u. An. — Ao, u. Æiu.
... (AP)E, Crowle. Mansname, dat. or ac.


ÆRA-RÆDE, u. RÆS.


Arth, u. Heard.

ÆRÆNING, Amulet Rings. See text.

ÆS, u. Ans.

ÆSPING, Fonnós. Mansname, nom. = ASP-SON.

ÆT, Björketorp, Ruthwell; (? Seude): AT, Thornhill; ET, Varnum. AT, IN, ON, NEAR. Prep. gov. dat. and ac. See ÆT-GADRE.


Dat. s. m. ÆTHAL, ADAL, HOME, COUNTRY, PATRIMONY. — ÆDÆLE, Ruthwell. Nom. pl. m. ADÈL-ONES, NOBLES.

... ÆÆU ... (or ... ÆÆU ...), Kragehul. See text.

ÆUAIR, Holmæ. Mansname, nom.

ÆULÆYOEÆ, Bracteate 8. Mansname, dat.

ÆUSÆ (or ÆUSA), Bracteate 70. Placename, dat. or ac. ? m.

Auto, under APÆ.

ÆWELE, Björketorp. Probably placename in d. or ac.

ÆCÆ, Holmen. Steadname in d. or ac.

BA, Ruthwell. Ac. both.

BA, see TUNBA.

BAÈDA, Wycliffe. Mansname, nom.

BAÆLP, see CUNIBÆLP.

BAÆN, Franks Casket. Ac. pl. n. BONÆS.

BÆRÆH, under Berig.

BÆRÆTA, Björketorp. (If not steadname, then) BÆRÆTÆ, BARRATÆ, BATTLE. Dat. s. ? m.

BE, under Bi.

BEANÆPOÆ, Thames Blade. Mansname, nom.

Beartigo, u. Berhtæ.

BECKÈTO, Brough. 3 s. p. BIGGED, BUILT UP, RAISED.
HAND-LIST.

**BECUN.** Dewsbury; Falstone; Thornhill; Wycliffe. Ac. s. n. beacon, pillar, gravestone.

See **LIC-BECUN, SIG-BECN.**

**BEORNAE.** Dewsbury. Dat. s. n. barn, bairn, child, son.

**BERE.** Kraghul. See text.

Berg, u. Berig.

**BERHT.** See **EADBIERHT, ECGBERHT, RHTAE, ROETBERHT.**

**BERHTGO.** Bracteate 77. Mansname, (barting, brighting), nom. See **cmBE(RHTING.**

**BERHTSINE.** Thornhill. Womans-name. (? Dat.). — **BERHTVINI,** Wycliffe. Mansname, ac.


**BE.** See beart(e(r), bigoten, biheald, bihealdun, bismærẹdu, bistemid.

Bi, under Bua.

**GEBID,** Bewcastle; gibid, Bingley. 2 s. imperat. bid-thou, pray-thou. — **GEBIDAED,** Falstone; gibideb, Falstone; gibidd, Lancaster; gibidd, Thornhill; gibidd, Irton; gibiddad, Dewsbury. 2 pl. imperat. bid-ye, bede-ye, pray-ye.

Bierht, u. Berhtæ.

**BIOL,** see whubigi(3).

**BIM,** Fonnás. 1 sing. pres. I be, I am.


**BIRLNIO (=BIRLINIO),** Nordendorf. Womansname, dat.

**BLOD,** Ruthwell. Blood, dat. s. n.

Bo, Roa, Bœn, u. Bua. — Bœr(ing), u. Berhtæ. — Bonte, u. Bua.

**BOSO,** Freilauversheim. Mansname, nom.


**Franks Casket.** N. pl. brothers. — **BRUDER-SUNU,** Holnes. Ac. s. brother-son, nephew.

**BROK,** Brough. Ac. s. n. broke, sorrow, death.

**BROKTE,** Bridekirk. 3 s. p. brought.

**BUA,** Thames fitting. Inf. To boo, bo, bide, dwell. — See *esboa, unbo, unboesu.*


**BUCIÆHOM,** Brough. Placename, ? dat. s. m.

(n)co(a). Ruthwell. Inf. To bow, bend.

**BUL,** see OSBIOL, RAELBUL. — **BURE,** see HURNBURÆ. — **BURG,** see KUNNBURG.

**K . . . . . . . . . . . ,** u. CUMBEL.

**CADMON,** Ruthwell. Mansname, nom.

**CALLU,** see gægæcallu. — **KAR,** see GAR.

Kærpi, Kærpi. u. G.

**CÆSTRI,** see ROMECÆSTRI.

**CEARUNGA,** Brough. Gen. s. f. caring's, sorrow's.

Kearstin, u. Krist.

**KER,** see æhekera, and GAR.

**CLEGO,** Charnay. Ac. s. f. *(keeng), brooch, fibula.

CIL, see oscil.
cimokoms, Brough. Womansname, gen.
kloko, Holmen. Ac. s. f. clock, bell.
coeas, Brough. 3 s. pr. quetches, shall move, shall afflict.
cou, Brough. quene, wife, gen. s.
koms, see cimokoms.
cornilio, Bracteate 75. Mansname, nom.
kope, under G.
krist, Brough; Ruthwell; Kristus, Bewcastle. Nom. christ. — kearstin, Mörbylänga.

Womansname (christina), nom.
k, under Cünung.
cuhl, Brough. Mansname, nom.
cumbel. — k . . . , Mörbylänga. Ac. s. or pl. neut. cumbel, grave-mark. — cuombil-bio,
Brough. cumbel-boo, grave-kist. Ac. s. n.
cun, see seh-s-cuñe.
cun, cup. — cunibald, Lancaster. Mansname, ac. — cuibere(hting), Lancaster.
Mansname, ac. = cuibertson. — kénburg, Bewcastle. Womansname, nom. — cunimudi,
Bracteate 25. Womansname, dat. — kudumut, Helnaes. Mansname, ac. = gudmund. — gonrat,
Osthofen; gudrød, Northumbrian Brooch. Mansname, nom. — kuneswida, Bewcastle. Womans-
name, nom. — kénælts, Snoldelev. Mansname, gen.
cüneng, Bingley; kung, Bewcastle; cu, Bracteate 75; nom. — kungenes, Bewcastle,
gen. — küning, Bewcastle; cungen, Ruthwell; cun(næs), Leeds; cu . . . , Collingham. Accus. king.
cün(næs), Whitby. Gen. s. n. kin, family.
cuombil, u. Cumbel.
curne, see lecurne.
kwmut, Ruthwell. 3 p. p. came.
edes, Thames fitting. Gen. s. n. The deep, sea, ocean.
daer, under De.
ede, Elnang; dai, Osthofen. Mansname, nom. See godëges. — dægmund, Gilton
dæidun, Tune. 3 p. p. dealed, shared, took part in.
dæing(e), Thornhill. Mansname, dat.
darste, darste, Ruthwell. 1 s. p. derst, dared.
dærvei, Freilaubersheim. Gen. pl. Of the dæthe clan or family.
dæude, Björketorp. 3 s. p. died, fell.
der, under De.
dik, Ingelestad. Dat. s. To-thee.
dohter, Tune. Nom. s. daughter.
dom, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. doom, court, Judgment. Domgisl may possibly be the
artist's name.
dep-stan, Bingley. Ac. s. m. dip-stone, font.
drygyb, Franks Casket. 3 s. pr. dreeth, suffers; or, does, performs.
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HAND-LIST.

dromdh, see sunedromdh.
e, Ee, under Æiu.
eac, Bewcastle; ec, Brough; ok, Holmen; uk, Holmen. eke, and. — yce, Gilton Sword.

1 s. pr. I eke, eik, increase, add to.
ean, u. an.
eateyonne, Thornhill. Womansname (? eateya), dat.
esþlæua, u. Aþæ.
e, u. Eac and lc. — Ecai, u. Æiu.
ecbi, Brough. Placename, ? dat. s. m. See aclihck.
el . . . , Selsey.
eis, Nordendorf. Mansname, nom.
eltil, Elwu. u. Ælu. — End, u. And.
enruk, Mörbylånga. Mansname, henrik, henry, nom.
eomæ, eomæ, Falstone. Dat. s. m. eme, uncle.
eomær, under Æiu,
erhæ, Thames fitting. Dat. s. m. arg, wave-rush, trough of the sea.
erhæa, Kragehul; Lindholm. Mansname, nom.
et, under Æt.
f. Könighell. Probably for Fur or FOr,e, FOR, over. See FOR,e.
fæhí (no room for more), Bracteate 96; fæhído, Einang; fæhíþæ, Bracteate 89; fæipo, Flemlose; faði, Holnes; fæipo, Ruthwell; fæg(de), Alnmouth; fælepðu, Bracteates 49, 49 b; fyiði, Bracteate 92; fyiðæ, Charnay; fufe, Osthofen. 3 s. p. — faðu, Brough. 3 pl. p. — fawed, fayed, made, carved, stampt, wrote, built up, raised.
fæleþ, Björketorp. Ac. s. m. fele, multitude, much, many.
fasts, see ruulfasts. — fasti, see inofasti.
fæpí, u. Fæihido.
fæpur, Vordingbory; fæبر, Óby. Ac. s. father.
fæþæ, Bracteate 57. Mansname, voc.
fæurrán, Ruthwell. Adv. far-from.
fæg(æ), under Fæhído.
fægæl, Franks Casket. 3 pl. pr. fight.
færgæn-berg, Franks Casket. Ac. s. m. Steadname in Northumbria.
fih, Könighell. Probably = fur harri, for the army.
fæhædu, Fyði, u. Fæihido.
fíno, Berga. Mansname, nom.
Firth, under Frith.
físc-floodu, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. fish-flood, sea, ocean.
fyþæi, u. Fæihído.
floodu, see físc-floodu.
FOEDDE, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. Fed, nourished.
FORE, Irton, Lancaster; fore, Ruthwell; fur, Bingley. for (dat.); fore, before (ac.). See F. Roseus, Bracteate 14. Mansname, nom.
FREUERDEA, Möjbro. Mansname, dat.
FRID, see ALCFRITH, ALCFRIDU, ECFRIDE, TIDEFRID.
FRUMAN, Bewcastle. Abl. s. n. def. In the frum, first.
FUNDR, see DWYHO-FUND.
Für, under Fore.
FUSE, Ruthwell. N. pl. m. Fussy, eager, hurrying.
Fupe, under Freihido.
Fuwu, Bracteate 26. Mansname, nom.
G (= GARDI), Eidsberg; KERDI, Vordingborg; KORDE, Mörbylånga. 3 s. p. GARED, made, set up, built up, raised (the grave, grave-stone). — ONGERDE, Ruthwell. 3 s. p. A-GARED, prepared.
GÆECALLU, Bracteate 19. Mansname, nom.
ÆGADRE, Ruthwell. AT(-to)GETHER.
GÆFIN, Stentoft. Nom. = GÆF’S-SON; or — of the Gæf family.
GAL, Bracteate 7. Mansname, nom.
GALGU, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. GALLOW(S), rood, cross.
GÆILICA, Northumbrian Casket. ? Gen. s. f. Of Gaul, in GALLIA.
GAR, see ÆHEKER, ÆULIGR, ÆINKAR, WÖEGAR.
Gæli, under Gisli.
GASRIC, Franks Casket. Nom. s. m. GAS-RICH, gambol-rich, playful, tossing.
GÆSTIA, see SELIGÆSTIA.
GEAR, Bewcastle. Abl. s. n. YEAR. Gebid, &c. u. gebid. — On-geredæ, u. G.
GÆRN, Bridekirk. Nom. s. m. YERN, GURN, willing, glad.
GESSEUS, Bewcastle. Nom. JESUS.
GEU, Björketorp; GEW, Stentoft. Adv. YO, YAY, YEA, truly, indeed.
Giau, under Gib.
GIB, Bracteate 57. 2 s. imperat. GIVE, lend, send! — GIAYOU, see GIYOEU-GIAYOU.
Gibid, u. Bid. — GIBROÆRA, u. BRUPR. — Gileu, u. HLEIWÆ. — Gileuæ, u. HLEIWÆ and Licgan.
Ginia, Möjbro. Womansname, nom.
GYOSLHEARD, Dover. Mansname, nom.
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GIDEAEN, Franks Casket. Nom. pl. The JEWS.


GODEG E, Valsfjord. Mansname (GOODDAY), nom.


GREU, Franks Casket. Ac. s. m. GRIT, gravel, sand, shingles, coast.


GRORN, Franks Casket. Pp. GRUSEN, crusht, dasht in pieces, killed.

GUTE, Buzeu. Gen. pl. Of the goths.

GUD, see HILDBUG and GOD.

Gudr, under Kun.

H, Konghell. Probably for HARI, dat. s. m., the HÆR, HERE, army, fleet. See HÆRISO.

Hæ, under Hao.

HÆRO, Stentofte. 3 pl. pr. They HAVE, shall have.


HÆGSTÆLDA, Valsfjord. Dat. s. m. To the HAGUSTALD, chief, lord, captain.

HÆI-TINE, under Hao.


HÆLLE, Möjebro. Mansname, nom.


GÆHÆLEIBEN, Tune. Dat. s. m. LOAF-fellow, com-panion, mate, husband. — HLAFAARD, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. LORD.


HALSTUN, Æshy. Mansname, nom.

HAMA, Bracteate 58. Mansname, nom.

HAO. — HÆ, Bracteate 57; HÆ, Kragehul. 2 s. imperat. HIGH, lift up, raise, carry on, wage, cause, make, let. — HAO, Einang. Mansname, nom. — HÆ-CURNE, Bracteate 25. Nom. s. m. def. The HIGH-CHOSEN. — HEO-SINNA, Bewcastle. Dat. s. f. The HIGH-SIN, or HIGH-SINFUL. — HÆI-TINE, Tanum. Nom. s. m. HIGH-TINE, high token, grave-pillar. — HÆUC, VINGA. Mansname, nom. — See HEGES.

Hær, Hæreæ, Hæreæ, under Heræ.
HÆRINGE. Vi Moss; hæring, Skå-äng. Mansname, nom. (But hæringe, if we divide hæringe gileuge). — HÆRINGU, Bracteate 78. Womansname, dat.

HÆRISO, Himlingöse. (? Mans)-name, nom. — HÆRVULÆFA, Stentofta, nom.; hariwulfs, Röfial, gen.; hæriwulfa, Istaby, dat. — Mansname. — See wulftiere and H.

HÆTEC (= hæte ec), Lindholm; hætte, Krogshul; 1 s. pr. I hight, bid, command. — het, Bingley. 3 s. p. hoté, ordered, let. — HÆTICHE, Bracteate 57. Ac. pl. f. inceptions, imprecations, threats, the war-ban.


Hæ, Bridekirk; Franks Casket; Ruthwell. Nom. s. m. he. — his, Ruthwell; Yarm. Gen. Of him, his. — him, Ruthwell. Dat. To him. — hinë, Ruthwell. Ac. him. — hle, Ruthwell. N. pl. m.; hle, Franks Casket. Ac. pl. m. They; them. — See is.

He, under Hao. Hæfðum, Ruthwell. Dat. pl. n. head(s), temples, head. — Haufbuakú, Kongsheil.

Nom. s. m. (As if heading), Headman, Leader, Commander, Chief.

Heafunge, Ruthwell. Gen. s. m. heaven’s.

Biheald, Ruthwell. 1 s. p.; bihealdun, Ruthwell. 3 pl. p. beheld.

Heord, see gyoslheard, Ríkarth.

Hælæa, Bracteate 25; hælæda, Björketorp; hældæo, Sigdal; hæledæue, Stentofta. Gen. pl. m. Of helts, kems, heroes.

Helg . . . under Hælæo.

Heliæ, Whithy. 3 s. pr. subj. May-help.

Heo-sinna, under Hao.

Here, Stentofta; hér, ? Skå-äng; hér(æ), Orstad; Thisted; hér, Franks Casket; HÆRERE, Björketorp. Here, in this place.


Hæruwulfa, Istaby. Womansname, nom.

Hiewan, Bingley. Inf. To hew, carve, cut; stamp, strike. — ea, Hoga; hæg, Bracteate 68; hiuk, West Thorp; ho, Bracteate 62; hu, Bracteate 78; høug, Bracteate 61; uk, Freerstev. 3 s. p. hewed, made, inscribed.


Hæluwulfa-uge, Bracteates 49, 49 b. Mansname, nom.

Hlaðar, under Hælæo.

Hléwæ, Bö; hléwa, Stenstad; lau, West Tanem; leuwæ, Skærkind. Nom. s. m.

or n. — léwe, Sigdal. Ac. s. — low (lowe, loe, law), grave-mound, barrow, tumulus. The lewe of the Skå-äng stone is probably the same word; and we might, possibly divide: hæringe gileuge ai, or hæringe gileu gæal. Fresh finds may help us. See Vol. 2. p. 890.


Hluvdwyg, Alnemouth. Mansname, nom.

Hnæðmes (or hnaðdæa), Bö. Mansname, gen.

Hnag, under Niyæ. — Ho, u. Hiewan.
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HOR, Ruthwell, 1 s. p.; Franks Casket, 3 s. p. a-hove, lifted up, raised.

HEGES, Stentoft. Gen. s. m.; BROUGH, ac. s. m. how, grave-mound, tumulus.
See SAL-BAJKUM. — RÆÆÆÐO, Strand. 3 pl. p. howed, set in the grave-how, buried. —
See hao.

HOLEINGÁ, Gallehus. Dat. s. m. HOLT-INGE, Wood-god (= frea, froe, frey).
HOM, see BUCIAEHOM.
HORNÉ, Gallehus. Ac. pl. neut. These-HORNS. (Perhaps ac. s. masc. This-HORN).

HORNÉ, Gallehus. Gen. s. m. Of the Hrone (whale).
ROUL, Hoja, dat. Mansname, = HROFALF, ROLF. — RULFASTS, Voldingtote, nom. Mansname, = HROFALF-PASTS.

HU, Fonnás. (HO), she. — Sealand. Probably the beginning of a Mansname.
HUTHU, Bracteate 4. Mansname, nom.
HW, Børæ, Vordingborg. Probably H ... (a name beginning with H) and WRAIT, wrote.
HWÆÆTRED, Bewcastle. Mansname, nom.
HWEDÆ, Ruthwell. Adv. whether-or-NO, yet, lo!
HUÆÆR, Thisted. 3 s. pr. whiles, rests, reposes.
I, under In. — la, u. Is. — Yia. u. Inge.
IAM, see LACIAM.
IAULÆR, Bracteate 92. Mansname, nom.
IAUJIBÍ, under Aþ.
IC, Ruthwell; IC, Gilto; II, Fonnás; EC, Kragehel, Lindholm. The pronoun L. — MIK,
Gilto; MC. Osthofen; MC, Etelholm; ME, Æthred’s Ring, Northumbrian Brooch; MEH, Alnmouth;
ME, Bridekirk; ME, Ruthwell. ME. — UNGCET, Ruthwell. Acc. dual. US-TWO. — US, Bingley,
dat. pl.: Whitby, ac. pl. US. — USA, Björketorp. Nom. pl. fem. OUR.
ICÆ, YCÆ, YKÆ, n. Inge. — Yce, u. Esc. — Ichiay, Ikr, Ikkalaeg, LEWSUNA,
u. Inge.

IDDÆN, Charnay. Mansname, dat.
YFÆTA, Ift, u. AFT. — YGÆ, IHAÆE, n. Inge. — IGILSNIP, under ÆGILLI.
IGINGON, Stenstad. Man’s (? Woman’s) name, gen. = IGING’S.
IGLEUGÆ (if we divide HÆRINGÆ IGLEUGÆ), SKÁ-ÆNG. Nom. sing. def., the GLEG, bright,
prudent, wise.
IHB, n. IC. — IHAE, n. Inge.
IÆURL, Hoja. Mansname, nom.
IÆÆ, Lindholm. Nom. s m. defin. The ILL, fierce, destructive to his foes.
IAME, under Is.
IN, Franks Casket, Northumbrian Casket; 1, Björketorp, Bracteate 92. Brough, Holmen,
Thames Fitting. Varnum. IN.
IN, Freerslev. Adv. (in, en, an), but.
In, under Is.

INGE, INGWE, (and WINGS, &c.). — UNGiE, Bracteate 67. Dat. s. m. def. The young. — INKC, Brough. Ac. s. m. or n. young, renewed. — YGEA, Bracteate 84; YGEE, Bracteate 35; YGEA, Bracteates 36, 39; YKCEA. Bracteate 41; YGEE, Bracteate 41, l; VIA, Bracteate 37; Woman’s name, nom. — IKR (= inkur). Freerslev. Woman’s name, gen. — INKI, Bracteate 83; INKAY, Bracteate 38; ICMA., Bracteates 36, 39; YKCA, Bracteate 41; YGCA, Bracteate 41, l; YIA, Bracteate 37; Woman’s name, nom. — INK, Brough. Ac. s. — INKS, Nom. s. f. English, an Englishwoman.

INO, Strand. n. Woman’s name. — INOFASI, Visby, nom. Woman’s name.

IOD, Freilau bersheim. Nom. s. neut. A youth, child, son, daughter.

JOHN, Bracteate 62. Woman’s name, nom.

Yoie, u. Is.

Is. — IME, Bracteate 67. Dat. s. masc. To the. — IN, Strand. Ac. s. m. Him — yole, Charnay. Ac. s. f. The. The. — IA, Tune, (HIA), they, nom. pl. — See HE.

Is, under Wæs.

İSAH, St. Andrews. Woman’s name, nom.

Ysetae, u. (Set)a.

? ISINGE, Veile. Woman’s name, dat.

Isl, under Gisl.

IT, West Thorp; ITO, Bracteate 42. Woman’s name, nom.


IULIEN, Bracteate 61. Woman’s name, nom.


YDINGEA, Reidstad. Woman’s name, dat.

IW, Cleubury. eye, give eye to, show, point out; 3 s. pr. subj.

Iwka, u. ÆEin. — iWrokte, u. Wœrstho.

K, under C.

l, Nydam Arrow. A contraction, (beginning of a name).

—LA, —LÆ, see MIILE, NIUWÎE.

LÆ, under LÆwu.

LEA, Varnum. Dat. or ac. s. Placename.

LE-ORBÆ, Vi Plane. Acc. s. or gen. pl. LEA-staff, sithe-shaft.

LÆGCE, see IKALACGC.

LEDE (perhaps LÆDE), Torvik. Woman’s name, nom.

LÆewe, under Hlæwiwe.

LEF, see OLUF, ONLÆF, BRLÆF.

LAIC, see ASLAIKIR, HÆDULÆGÆA.
Laiciam, under Lícës.

Laing, Fonnáis. Nom. = La-ING, = LA'S-child.

Læme (perhaps Læde), Tórvið. Mansname, nom.

Lanum, Ruthwell. Dat. s. m. (lean), worn, death-weary.

Laoku, under Lícæ.


LÆsæwíngæ, Vi Moss Buckle. Mansname, nom.


Læuwæ, under Hlaeiðæ.


aLegdun, under Lícæ.

LEto, Holmen. 3 pl. p. let, caused, ordered.

LEbro (perhaps LEbro), Dalby. ? Woman's (? Man's) name, nom.

LEUBWINI, see æLEUBWINI.


LIA, Time. Mansname, nom.


LICE, Bewcastle. 3 s. pr. subj. Let-him-lie, sleep, rest. — aLEGDUN, Ruthwell. 3 pl. p.

A-LAID, laid down. — LEUGE, Skáþing. ? Ac. s. n. ley, couch, bed, grave. See u. HLAEIÐÆ. But also see IGLÉUÆ.

LIECK, see ACLEHCK.

LILIAEIWU, Bracteate 79. Womansname, dat.

LIM-WERIGNE, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. LIM-WERIGNE.

LIN, see BIRLINIO.

LONÆWORE, Nordendorf. Mansname, nom.

LOUCæa, under LÆvæa.

LIN, Bracteate 80. Perhaps a contraction of LIDIN, p. part. nom. s. LITHEN, gone; decease.

LUE, Nydam. Mansname, nom.

Lufr, under Lícæ.

LUL, Bracteate 70. Mansname, nom.

LULE, Bracteate 22. Gen. pl. m. LEDES, men, people.

Luþro, under Lebro.


N. s. f. (or neut.). MOT, stamp, die, mint, coin, minthouse.

ME, see HNEBMES, and under Lk, Magan.

[MAGAN]. — MÆ, Stenton. Nom. s. m. MO, great, mighty. — ALMEYOTTIG, u. AL. —

MUCNU, Stenton: Ac. s. f. A MUCKLE, MICKLE, multitude.

MEGI, Franks Casket. Latin. N. pl. m. MAGI, Wise Men.

MEGUM, Strand. Dat. pl. With his MAUGS, kinsfolk.
MÆLE, Björketorp, Stentofte. 3 pl. pr. MELE, MELL, say, tell.
MÆNIS, West Tanem. Mansname, gen.
MÆR, see EOMÆR. — MÆRIA, see NIWÆNG-MÆRIA.
MARIA, Ingelstad. Womansname (MARIA, MARY), dat.
Mc, Mec, Meh, u. lc. — Men, u. Mon.
MIA, see AVOMIA. — Mic, Mik, u. lc.
... (M)INCH(o) ..., Bakewell. See text.
MYREDAH, Ainhouth. Mansname, nom.
MIRILE, Sigdal. nom, or voc; MIRILE, Etelhem. nom. — MIRILEA, Væblingæs, dat.
Mansname.

MID, Ruthwell. Prep. (MITH), with.
MODIG, Ruthwell. Nom. s. m. MOODY, bold.
MOUD, see MUD.
MON, see CADMON. — MEN, Ruthwell. Ac. pl. MEN.
MUND, MUNDR, see ESMUTS, KUPUMUT, DEGMUND, EMUNDR, SDMYWT. — MUNDIA, see CUNIMUDIU.
MUNGØKO, Northumbrian Casket. Placename, probably dat. s. Now MONTPELLIER.
MWSYOUNGI, Krogestad. Mansname, nom.
MUTS, u. Mund. — MUD, see SCANOMUDI, PURMUD.
N . . . ., Selsey. rest of the word gone.
... NÆU . . . (or . . . EÆU . . .), Kragehul. See text.
UNNEG, Franks Casket. Prep. gov. dat. UN-NIGH, far from.
NÆTH, Northumbrian Casket. Mansname, nom.
NI, Lindholm, Ruthwell. Adv. (NE), NAY, NO, NOT.
GINLÆRA, Dearham. NÆRE, save, bless, 3 s. pr. subj.
NIT, NBR, see UNITR.
NIV, Stentofte; NIV, Buzev. Dat. s. n. defin. The-NEW, fresh. — NIWÆLE, BRAC-TEATE 80. Mansname, nom.
NI¥Æ, Kragehul. Prob. inf. To (NEEG), bow, bend, fall. — HNAG, Ruthwell. 1 s. p.

I inclined.
NIWÆNG-MÆRIA, Thorsbjerg Sword. Womansname, nom.
NOB, see BEANGOB. — NOUDIOGA, Tune. Womansname, nom.
NU, Björketorp, Bracteate 59. Adv. NOW.
NURA, Helnæs. Of the nur clan or land.
O, under Ágan. On.
OEG, Björketorp. 3 s. p.; (I)UGO. or perhaps (W)UGO, Stentofte. 3 pl p. (UGOG).
slew, hunted, routed.

OC, Brough. Adv. (AC. OC), but, but indeed.
OK, u. Eac. — OD, u. Wod. — ODU, see ÆODU.
of, Ruthwell. Prep. of, out of, from.
Oh, u. Agan. — ohnum, see birkoñum, and u. winl.
olda, Upsala. Name, probably fem., nom.
Olfr, Olwf, u. Onlaf.
on, Bracteate 70; Franks Casket; Hackness; Ruthwell; Selsey; AA, Holmen; o, Brough;
Snoldelev. Prep. gov. d. and ac. on, upon, in, at. See agrof, ahof, alegodun, usmæ.

Mansname, nom.
(On)gerede, u. Kærpi. — Ons, u. Ans.
orb(æ), see le-orb(æ).
Os, u. Ans. — Ote, Oti, (O)hæc(u), Oþæ, Oþu, u. Aþæ.
Owlþu, under Wulþu.
prestr, Holmen. Nom. s. m. priest.
pro, Yarm. Latin. For.
R, r...r, under Runse.
red, see ædred, eadred, eanred, ferwaerædæa, hwætred, piebrodwenc.
Ræw, u. Roæ.
rahæbul, Sandwich. Mansname, nom.
raira, Brough. ? Dat. s. m. (hryre), ruin, death.
raisa. — ..., Ti, Varunum; raisti, Freerslev; risti, Osby. 3 s. p. raised, placed. —
a-rede, Thornhill. 3 s. p. a-reared, alaised, lifted up, set up (the stone).
Ræisto, u. Rista.
raninge, Müncheberg. Mansname, nom.
recs, Brough. 3 s. pr. reaches, brings again.
Ren, under Ræd.
Rhoæl, Rhuulf, u. Hroþor.
rices, Beacastle. Gen. s. n. rake, reek, kingdom. — richæ, Ruthwell. Ac. s. m. rich,
ride, see woduride.
rigit, Vi Plane. Womansname, gen.
rings, see tilærings.
rista. — ræisto, Maeshowe; 3 s. p. risted, carved, cut (runes).
Risti, u. Raisa.
ريسي, Solæsborg. Nom. s. n. (hruse), rasse, raise, cairn, stone-heapt grave.
raæ, Roæ, Sigdal; ro. Bjørketorp; reæ, Orstad. Ac. s. f. roo, rest, repose.
Roaul, u. Hroþor. — Rod, see Ræd.
roði (or roæ), Ruthwell. Dat. s. f. rood, cross.
Roetberhte, u. Hroþor.
romægestri, Franks Casket. Dat. s. f. (rome-caster, rome-chester), Rome-city, Rome.
HAND-LIST.

ROMWALUS, Franks Casket. Nom. The Roman king ROMULUS.

Ronoa, under Runse.

Rune.; Freilaubersheim; Runa; Istaby; Runo; Einang; Ronoa, Bracteate 25, Varman;

rom.; Tune; R. Sigdal. Ac. pl. f. runes, runic letters. See øR-RNR, GINÆ-RUNÆA, GINO-RONO.

Ruth, Søvesborg. Mansname, nom.

Ruhalt, Ruulfasts, u. Hroþor.

Runa, Stentoft. Ac. s. m. (ROME, REME), lustre, praise, glory.

RUNNGO, see HÉIDAR-RUNO.

Runo, Björketorp. Nom. s. m. (RUNA, ROWNER), fellow-talker, comrade, friend. See HÉIDAR-RUNO.

s.é, Lindholm. Nom. s. m. — s.éa, Stentoft; s.é, Gjevedal. Nom. pl. f. (sá), the, these, yon.

s.éap, Björketorp. Mansname, nom.


Sésg(a), under Sigi.

s.élew, Bracteate 67; s.élu, Bracteate 20. Nom. s. f. séel, joy, luck, success.

Salhakkum, Snoldelev. Dat. pl. m. The sal-hows, now SALLOW, in Snoldelev parish, Sealand, Denmark. See hægeses.

s.élégéstia, Berga. Womansname, nom.

Sælu, under Sælew.

s.ælemg, Seude. Mansname, nom. or ac.

Samsi, Ingelstad. Mansname, nom.

s.érelú, Orstad. Mansname, nom.

s.érd, Maeshove. 3 s. pr. soredeth, wounds. — sor Gum, Ruthwell. Dat. pl. f. sorrows. —


Sæte, Sati, under (Set)a.

Saule, Bingley; Dewsbury; Falstone; Thornhill; sau ..., Alnmouth; sowhula, Bevcastle.

Dat. s. f. soul, ond, spirit.

s.äe, Björketorp. (øæe øæe). Nom. s. m. defin. The spaë, wise, counselor.

sberédh, Thames fitting. 3 s. pr. speireth, asks, requests.

scanomodu, Bracteate 74. Mansname, nom.

skær, Seoding. Mansname, nom.


Skwilfs, under Sigi.

sæhs-cunæ, Bracteate 6. Dat. s. m. def. To the sax-keen, sword-bold.

(set)a, Tune, infin.; ýsétæ, Yarm; sète, Gomnor; sati, Holmes; sete, Thornhill.

settae, Falstone; sette, Thornhill; sætte, Falstone; 3 s. p. — setton, Bevcastle; 3 pl. p. To set, set up, raise, place.

Sibe, under Sæ.

sæaelig, Kinneved. Apparently mansname, nom.

sikkeale, Holmen. Dat. s. f. Place-name. sigdal in Aggershus, Norway.

sigi, Gilton. Ac. s. m. sigé, victory. — Õsby. Mansname, acc. — sëg(a), Frøhaug.

Mansname, or (dat.) for-sige, for-victory. — sigerecn, Bevcastle. Ac. s. n. sigé-beacon, victory-

Signum, Yarm. Latin. Ac. s. n. This sign, pillar, grave-cross.

Simi, Bracteate 92. Dat. s. ? Sem in N. Jutland, near Ribe.

Sin, Helmes, Ósby. Ac. s. m. (Sin), his. — Siwar, Freerslev. Gen. s. f. (Sinre), his.

Siwars, see Heo-siwar.

S i w i s, Bracteate 92. Perhaps to be redd (o)po(u), which see.

Siuard, under Sigi.

Siwulfs(N), Coquet Island. Nom. s. silver, of silver.

Skulfs, under Sigi.

Usme, Whity. 3 s. pr. subj. May-he-(On-smee), look on, watch over, bless!

Bismereduu, Ruthwell. 3 pl. p. (Be-smeared),mockt insulted.

Smuhere, Kragsholm. Ac. s. m. (Smoger), thro-flier, darter thro. penetrater.

Sneic, Bracteate 96. Mansname, nom., = Sneinc, = sneing, snow-son.

Sol, Thisted. Nom. s. f. (Sol), sun, darling.

Son(r), u. Sun. — Sor gum, u. Seryl.

Seri, Chessell Down. ? Dat. s. n. ? To the sere, armor, weapons (of the foe).

Sowhula, under Saule.


Stain, Stone, mase. — Stain, Freerslev; Stein, Kollerup, Snoldelev. Nom. s.; Stain, Helmes; Stein(e), Tune; Ste(n)e, Gommer. Ac. s. — Stainar, Rosfel. Nom. pl. — (Stain), Truro. Absolute, as mansname. — Stun, Ósby. Mansname, acc. See deep-stan, halstun.

Steldia, see Hegusteldia.

Stein, Stene, u. Stain.

Bistemid, Ruthwell. P. p. (Be-stamed), bedabbled.

Gistiga, Ruthwell. Inf. To (steeg), step. mount.

Styopa, Holmen. Inf.; — Styöpte, Holmen. 3 s. p. To (steaf), yote, cast, found.

Gistod dun, Ruthwell, 3 pl. p. stood.

Strelum, Ruthwell. Dat. pl. m. With streles, missiles, darts.

Stun, under Stain.

Sul, Ingelstad. Ac. s. m. (or pl. n.). Sill, ground-frame, timber-frame.


Sunedromduh, Bracteate 64. Mansname, nom.

Swi(k), Franks Casket. Ac. s. n. (Swike), treachery.


Giswom, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. Swam.

Taε, Bracteate 94. Mansname, nom.

Tadis, Thisted Mansname, gen.
Tseen, under Tinæ.

TAL, see SIKKTALE.

TALLWE, Bracteate 9. Mansname, nom. — TELING, Vi Plane. Mansname, nom. = TELL's-

son. — TELINGWU, Gettorf. Womansname, dat. = TELL's-daughter. See TEL.

TAN. — TENAES, TENEs, Bracteate 75. Mansname, gen. — TÉNULU, Bracteate 71. Mans-

name, nom.

TEWIDO, Gallehus. 3 s. p. (tawed), shaped, made.

TEWON, Bracteate 27. Mansname, nom.

te, Bracteates 25, 59. 3 s. pr. subj. May he (tee), give, grant. show, bless, guard.

Tenaes. Tenes, under Tan.

TI, Ruthwell: tyo, Thames fitting; to, Bracteate 8; Bridekirk. Prep. to.

. . . . ti, under Raisa.

Tidfrip, u. Tipas.

TIL, Bracteate 46. Mansname, nom. — TILERINGS, Kovel. Mansname, nom. — TILLE,

Bracteate 8. Dat. s. m. defin. To the (TILL), good, excellent. See ETL. — See TALLWE.

tim, Brough. P. p. n. s. f. teemed, brought forth, begotten, born.

TINE. — TEEEN, Hoga. Ac. s. m. tine, grave-pillar, funeral stone. See HEL-TINE.

Tyo, under Ti and Dewæ. — Tisæcg. u. Tu.

TITUS, Franks Casket. Nom. The Roman Emperor.


Tyw, under Tu.

TITWE, Bracteate 32. Mansname, dat.

TOUE, Holmen. Mansname, nom.

TRCUBU, Vordingborg. Mansname, nom.

TRUKNA5U, Helnes. 3 pl. p. drowned, were drowned.

(tru)MBEREHCT, Yarm. Mansname, dat.

Tu, Glostrup; Tyw, Jyderup. Apparently the God of Tue'sday. — TISÆCG, Bracteate 78.

Mansname, nom.

TUE, see DÆTUHE.

tuma. Stentofte. Dat. s. n. (tume, tome, toom), open space or time, chamber, free
time, leisure, rest.

TUNBA, Balkemark. Mansname, nom.

TVTO, Bracteate 65. Mansname, nom.

TOWE, Bracteate 22. Nom. s. ?f. A (too), row, line, here a series of letters,

an alphabet.

TWED, Bracteate 32. Mansname, nom.

TWEEN, Franks Casket. Nom. pl. m. TWAIN, two.

D (? a name beginning with D), Sigdal.

DA, Ruthwell. Adv. tho. then, then-when, when.

Dea, u. Dewæ. — Dees, u. De.

DÆCT, see UÆCT.

DELLA, Bratsberg. Womansname, nom.

Dum, u. De. — DÆN, see ACEÆN. — Dansi, Dær, u. De. — Dier, u. De.
BASCO (or Tusco), Bracteate 3. Mansname, nom.
Dæt, Dætæ, under De.

de. — dis, Coquet Island. Nom. s. m. this. — dætæ, Bewcastle. Gen. s. n. Of this. —
bam, Bracteate 9. Dat. s. m. To the. — daef, Dewsbury; der, Bridekirk, Falstone; dær, Thornhill; dat. s. f. For the. — dansi, Øslby; de, the, Falstone; dönle, Hoga. Ac. s. m. —
dleu, Vordingborg; diisa, Holmen. Ac. s. f. the, this. — dat, Ruthwell; dæteæ, Sigdal; dis, Bewcastle. Ac. s. n. that, this. — dæfe, Stentoftæ. Gen. pl. their. — diyia, Istaby; disi, Freerslev. Ac. pl. f. (they, tho), these. — dæfe, Franks Casket; der, Ruthwell. Adv. there.

... des(i), Bärse. Probably this or these, ac. s. or pl. of de.
diæu, Dyiya, Disi, Dissa, under De.
diæroduwenc, Torvik. N. s. mansname, equal to deodradini or deodradson.
diwyo-funder, Frederiksborg. Nom. s. m. thief-find, finding out the thief.
dornæ, Maeshove. Nom. s. m. thorn; (or javelin, dart).
Dorrson(r), Dornæ, under Dur.
dréwingæn, Tanum. Mansname, gen.
Dræuf. u. Dur.
drui, Vordingborg; d., Alnmouth. Ac. s. f. thruch, thrôh, stone-kist, stone-coffin, grave.
dür(r), a (thȳe), Speaker, Chanter, Priest. — dular, Sneldelev. Gen. sing.
Mansname, nom.

uk, under Eak, Hiewan.
ukisi, Upsala. Ac. s. f. axe.
ugæ, u. Ugis.
Ac. s. Mansname. — ugeæ, Kragehul. Ac. s. m. defin. The (ugæ), fierce.
ultyo, Fonnás. Womansname, gen.

... umæ, Kragehul. See text.
unda, Bracteate 82. As this piece is broken, we do not know whether more letters belonged to this word.

Ung, Ugææ, u. Inge. — Unget, u. Ik.
unnæ, Freerslev. Mansname, nom.
unnæ(n). To (un), give, grant. — ænæ, Bracteates 24, 25. 3 s. pr. (uns), gives.
un-Neg, under Neg.
unu, Morbylänga. Womansname, gen. unu's (daughter).
ürribpon, Amulet Rings. See text.
Us, Usa, u. Ik — U-Smae, u. Smae.
ut (or uti), Björketorp; ute, Sigdal. out, out in.
HAU-LIST.

Charnay, Mansname, nom. — UPER, Björketorp. Mansname, nom.

UPER, under Up. — VA, see RALIUA.

WEIGE, Bracteate 29. Mansname, nom.

WALD. See ALWALD, KUNELTS, OLWFWOLD, RHOLE(T)RE.

WALDE, Ruthwell. 3 s. p. would.

WEILYA, Bracteate 57. Ac. s. m. weal, success, victory. See EÆWÆLÆ.

Weils, Waludo, under Wald.

WANÆREIH, Varumn. Mansname, acc.

Waerit, Waertite, under Writan.

WARP, Franks Casket. 3 s. p. warth, worth, became, was. — WARP, see SÆWAR.


WÆS. — BS, Coquet Hand. 3 s. pr. is. — WÆS, Ruthwell; was, Fonnis. 1 and 3 s. p.

WAS. — WES, Tanum. 2 s. imperat. Be-thou! Stand-thou!

? WATTET (? WETTE ET), Sendu. Mansname, nom.

Wele, u. Urylyw.

UENA, Ingelstad. Dat. s. f. (wene), fair.

WENC, see INGE. — Uer, u. VYserua. See Aluer.

Wi, Besew. Dat. s. n. (whi), temple, fane.

UYELIL, Bracteate 24. Mansname, nom. — UK, see AK.

UIGÆ, see HLYDYG, HLYæXGÆ. — UIU, Bracteate 57. Ac. s. n. (weg). battle, war. — WIWU-BIG(Æ), Kroghil. Dat. s. m. In his wig-hing, war-bed, camp.

WILL, see GISILONGWILL. — Win, u. Wini. — Wings, u. Inge.

WINI, friend. See ÄLEWINE, ALWIN, ÄLEUBWINI, BERCHTVINI, EDELWINI, IAUBINI. — WINIWONÆWYO, NORDENDORF. Womansname, dat.

WINI, pleasant mead. See BIRKOHINEM.

WIS(Æ), Valdoby. Mansname, nom. — USÆ, Bracteate 57. Nom. s. (wisa), leader, captain. — WISE, Gilton. 2 s. imperat. (WISE, WISE, WISS), lead out, show, draw, brandish.

WITE, see WÏWITE.

WITEI, Tune. Dat. s. m. defin. The (witty), wise, mighty, illustrious.

Uiu, Wiyu, u. Uigae. — WIWÆA, see ECWIWÆA.

WIIWIL, Væblingnes. Mansname, nom.

WOD. — WODEN, NORDENDORF; OD, Bracteate 59. Mansname, nom., and name of the God of wedens-day; woden. ODIN. — ONIÆAR, EIDSBERG; ODGER, BEWCASTLE. Mansname, nom. — WODURIDE, Tune. Mansname, dat.

WOLK, Brough. 3 s. p. WALKT, went.

WOLP, u. Wald. — WÓMIA, see AYOMIA. — WÓNÆWYO, see WINIWONÆWYO.

WOP, Brough. Nom. s. m. WHOOP, cry,weeping, tears.

WORÆHTO, Time; WORH(T)E, Northumbrian Brooch; WROOTO, Bracteate 65: iwROKTE.

Brideskirk; WÖRTJE, Etelhem; WÖRTJE, Alnmouth. 3 s. p. WROUGHT, WORKT, made, carved.

WORE, see LÓNSÆWORE. — WÆRIÆ, see LÆMÆRIÆ.

WRIITAN. — RU, Stento/te; WÆRIT, Italby; WÆRITÆ, Varumn; WÆREIT, Freilambersheim; WÆRIÆ, REIDSAD; URIT, Northumbrian Casket; WIT (= WRAIT), Sólvæsbyrg. 3 s. p. WROTE, cut, inscribed (the runes).
Wulf, nom. s. m. See æggiuls, ænivulu, ænwill, cadvlpes, hæriwolefa, hariwulfes,
hæduwolefa, hydwulefa, roaul, skwlfis, tænulu. — Wulfia, nom. s. f. See hyeruwulefia. —
wulfi. — owlufe-wulf, Thorshjorg Sword. Mansname, dat.
giwundad, Ruthwell. P. p. wounded.
y, see i.
MARKER.

A, stave for, 213 foll.
  " Y and A, 217, 218.
  .. e, e, &c. interchange of, 217, 219 foll.
A of AM, 218.
Adjectives, O. North. 223, 227, 231.
Adverbs, O. North. 225, 226.
Adjectives, 0. North. 223, 227, 229.
^Duwen, the war-lady, 66.
Adjectives, 0. North. 225, 227, 231.
Aetius, Roman General, 175.
Adjectives, 0. North. 223, 227, 231.
Agedal bracteate, 200.
Ægil, tale about, 147.
Akerman, Mr. 115.
Alfred, king, 243.
Allen, J. R. 142.
Alnmonth Cross, 156, 256.
Alphabet, runic, 106, 111, 174.
Alsterlund, J. W. 29.
A-M, AM, 222.
Amulet-Rings, 157.
Amulets, 24, 59, 90, 92, 98, 101, 103.
And, and, 220, 221.
Andrew, St., his Ring, 115.
Antony & Paul (Sts), 125, 130.
Anwelt, king, 175, 193.
Arendt, M. F. 66, 73.
Arrows, 81.
Åsum bracteate, 255.
Ælthred's Ring, 139, 218.
Auda stone, 74.
Axes, 28.

Bakewell stone, 123.
Balkemark stone, 79.
Barrow, 248.
Bärse stone, 102.
Batons, 15.
Battaglini, N. 254.
Baudot, Henri 60.
Bayeux Tapestry, 16.
Beauvois, E. 60.
Bolland stone, 65.
Bells, 73.
Berga stone, 9.
Bewcastle Cross, 128, 217.
Biliteral stones, 136.
Bingley font, 137.
Björketorp, 17, 217.
Bö stone, 51, 219.
Bohro bracteates, 184, 5.
Bone-snake, runic, 90.
Böringe bracteate, 191.
Bowls, 91.
Bows, 79.
Bracteate No. 6, p. 168, 256.
Bracteates, 163, 250, 255.
Bramham-moor Ring, 157.
Bratsberg stone, 66.
Bridskirk Font, 160.
Broholm bracteate, 166.
Brooches, 13, 61, 67, 70, 80, 109, 110, 111, 125, 210.
Brunswick Casket, 119.
Buckle, runic, 84.
Bure, J. T. A. 15.
Buzeu Ring, 203, 218.

Cadmon, 132, 221.
Calendar or Clog, 159, 256.
Calverley, W. S. 250.
Caskets, 119, 142.
Coerl's Wain, 114.
Chalice, 106.
Charnay Brooch, 60.
Chatham Brooch, 218.
Chatto, W. A. 185.
Chessel-Down Sword, 245.
Chester-le-Street stone, 246.
Cliff inscriptions, 49, 57.
Coffins, 133.
Collingham stone, 121.
Combri"i-Varennes, L. L. H. 256.
Combs, 30, 82, 119.
Coquet-Iiland King, 151.
Corlin bracteate, 177.
Cram on Ring, 155.
Crowle Cross, 125.
Cup-holes, 102.

Dalby Diadem, 80.
Dalum bracteate, 194.
Dearham stone, 249.
Dewsby stone, 140.
Diadems, 80.
Dialects, 213 foil.
Dials, 114.
Dice, 97.
Djupbrunns bracteate, 198.
Dover slab, 140, 217.
Drinking-horns, 85.
Duncan, Dr. 132.

E, given by M or W, 217.
Eastleach-Turville bracteate, 194.
Ecgberht, king, 191.
Echinute, 92.
Eckernforde bracteate, 178.
Eidsberg slab, 244.
Einang stones, 53, 55, 218.
Ekby stone, 40.
Elgesem stone, 58.
English bracteate, 193.
Rings, 151, 157, 158.
EREM, we are, 222.
Eskanborg bracteate, 183.
EST, thou art, 222.
Etelhem Brooch, 13.

Fall of Man, 250.
Falstone Cross, 136, 217, 218.
Fames, in gen. s. 220.
Faversham bracteate, 165.
Faxh bracteate, 171.
Fibula, see Brooch.
Finland bracteate, 187.
Fittings, 147.
Fjellerad stone, 9.
Flemobre Snake, 24.
stone, 218.
Font, 137, 160.
Forsa Ring, 242.
Fowler, J. T. 125, 139.
Franks, A. W. 246, 7.
Casket, 142—7, 217.
Frea, Frey, Frey, the god, 59, 86.
Frederikshald brooch, 180.
Fremerslev stone, 100, 218, 219.
Frei-Laundershein Brooch, 70.
Froisang amulet, 59.
FRE.
FROE.
FKEY, the god, 59, 86.
Frederiksberg amulet, 98.
Frederikshald bracteate, 180.
Gettorf bracteate, 199.
Gilton Sword-pomme1, 115.
Gjevedal wooden Pillar, 73.
Glostrup amulet, 92.
Gomnor stone, 20.
Göransson’s Bautil, 11, 14, 46.
Gospels, O. Engl. 221, 2.
Gotland bracteates, 181, 189, 192, 197, 8.
Greymoor hill Ring, 157.
Grimm, J. 216.

H, given by M or W, 217.
Haderlev bracteate, 173.
Hagsem, K. A. 237.
Heln, K. A. 216.
Haigh, D. H. 114, 115, 123, 125, 137, 140, 142, 150, 155, 156, 162, 256.
Hend-list of the O. N. words, 257 foll.
Handelmann, H. 250.
Handle, runic, 90.
Hansen, J. T. 254.
Harlingen bracteate, 186.
Hartlepool stones, 127, 8.
Haslef, P. 74.
Helm's stone, 98, 216.
Hesselagergård bracteate, 187.
Hexham, bishops of, 132, 154.
Hibbert, Dr. 124.
Hickes, G. 139.
Hildebrand, H. O. H. 5, 15.
Hillerup bracteate, 197.
Hidingø Brooch, 80.
Hindostanee Playing-cards, 165.
Hoddam Cross, 152.
Hoga stone, 42.
Holmberg, A. E. 32.
Holmen Bell, 73.
Holy Symbols, 166.
Horns, 85—9.
Howard, H. 162.
Jydersup amulet, 101.
Jonah’s story, 147.
Jones, M. 124.
Kemble, J. M. 78, 125, 132.
Kielland, H. C. 65.
Killerup braecteate, 196, 7.
Knife or Sword, 90.
Kock, A. 217.
Konghall Baton, 15.
Kfighter bracteates, 175, 178.
Kovel Spear-head, 204.
Kragelund Bone snake, 90.
“ Handle, 90.
“ Lance-shaft, 90.
“ wooden Lid, 90.
Krogstad stone, 14, 237.
Kryzing, G. 86.
Lancaster Cross, 124, 217.
Lance, see Spear.
Leeds stone, 154.
Lekende braecteate, 188.
Lellinge braecteate, 173.
Lid, runic, 90.
Liljegren, J. G. 44, 45.
Linder, N. 14.
Lindholm snake or fish, 24.
Lindisfarne Coffin, 133.
Lögstór bracteate, 184.
Lorang, A. 242.
low, grave-mound, 219.
Land bracteate, 199.
Maeshowe stone, 153, 223.
Mogi offer to Christ, 143.
Maglehiilde amulet, 103.
Maglomose bracteates, 168, 180, 185.
Manuscripts, 222.
Martyr-stone, 116.
Masso-Gothic sibilation, 214, 225.
Maugham, J. 130.
Mecklenburg bracteate, 196.
Midt-Mjelde bracteate, 167.
Mjebro stone, 11, 217.
Monk-Wearmouth Cross, 153.
Montelius, O. 164.
Mörbylänga stone, 46.
Müller, S. O. 208.
Münchenberg Spear-head, 205, 254.
Mashberg bracteates, 194, 5.
Nebenstedt bracteates, 168, 9.
Nethii’s Casket, 119, 217.
Ning clan, 78.
Nordendorf brooches, 109, 110.
Nordenfalk, J. 14.
Nordenskjöld, C. F. 8, 44.
Normal texts — wastepaper, 214.
Norse bracteate, 182.
North-English, 216.
Northumbrian Brooch, 123, 217, 218.
“ Casket, 119, 142. And see Franks Casket.
Nouns, O. Northern, 223, 226, 228.
Nydam Arrows, 81.
O, 3 s. p. ending, 224.
o or on me, owns me, 111, 218.
Ohthere, 243.
Old-North-English, 110, 116, 216, 221.
Olsson, O. 84.
Olst bracteate, 190.
one, and, 220, 1.
olaf = olaf, king, 155.
olantes, 237.
Ostad stone, 61, 217, 218.
Ösby stone, 44, 218.
Osthofen Brooch, 111, 218.
Overhornbek bracteates, 174, 176, 7.
Palimpsest stone, 155.
Passive verb, 216, 225.
Pauilli, J. R. 87.
Pennant, Mr. 132.
Pétrossa treasure, 204.
Philology, 218, 226.
Ficts-house, Orkneys, 153.
Fig of Tin, 116.
Planes, runish, 83, 4.
Post-article, 216, 225.
Pronouns, O. N. 223, 228, 231.
Puckle, J. 140.
Pudsey, bishop, 162.
Qville bracteate, 167.
-Š as nom. mark, 214, 218, 219, 226.
R and A for -r, 216.
Rafael stone, 31, 218.
Randlev bracteate, 170.
Read, C. H. 247.
Reidstad stone, 63.
Ricardus, architect, 162.
Rigbert, M. B. 2.
Rings, 115, 139, 151, 155, 157, 158, 203, 206, 238, 247.
Ring-mail, 15.
Rok stone, 32.
Roman stone, 118.
Römes-fell Walrus-teeth, 243.
Romulus & Remus, 143.
Ronja, &c. not Honor, &c. 218.
Rena, &c. not Rener, &c. 218.
Rêna, Rênu, Runo, no. pl. in later runes, 219.
Rêna-rap, 219.
Ritau, 219.
Runic Calendar, 159.
Ruthwell Cross, 130, 217, 218.
Rydqvist, J. E. 217.
Rygh, O. 59, 72.
S-rune, 135.
" as old nomin-mark; to the 3 examples on p. 223 add the names of the Sparlösa stone, p. 251.
" softened to n, 214.
Sæbô Sword, 242.
Sacerdos = bishop, 132.
Saxing stone, 104.
Sandwich stones, 112, 113.
Særb, 224.
Sæks, 218.
Säve, C. 12, 14, 32.
Scandinavian bracteate, 168.
Scanian bracteates, 172, 176, 178, 181, 182, 255.
Schönig, G. 58.
Sealand bracteate, 186.
" Die, 97.
" Stamp, 244.
Schested, F. 187.
Selsey Ring, 247.
Sende stone, 71.
Shield-bosses, 66, 77.
Sigdal stone, 64, 218, 219.
sins, 1 am, 222.
Skåäng stone, 5.
Skåkind bracteate, 189.
" stone, 7, 217, 219.
Skien bracteate, 200.
Skodborg " , 190.
Slangerup " , 171.
Slesvig " , 171.
Snakes, 90.
Snoledev stone, 102.
Snydstrup bracteate, 172.
Sogndal " , 180.
Solåsberg stone, 40.
Sparlösa stone, 251.
Spear-casting and War-ban, 90, 186.
" heads, 204, 205, 253.
" shaft, 90.
Stamps, 244.
Steatite, 5, 98.
Steenstrup, J. C. H. R. 76.
Stenstad stone, 52, 219.
Stentelle stone, 25, 218.
Stensvik stone, 74.
Strand stone, 238.
Strong nouns, 216.
Stuart, J. 256.
sin in gen. s. 220.
Sundial, 114.
Sutton Shield, 218.
Swastika or Felefoot, 102.
Swedish bracteates, 179, 180, 181, 188.
Sword, 115, 242, 245.
" chapes, 78.
" pommels, 115.
" sheath chaps, 82.
Syr, P. 98.
Tanum stone, 72.
Tanum stone, 3, 217, 218.
-T, -s, -R, verbal ending, 223.
Thames fitting, 147.
" knife, 111, 217.
Thisted stone, 105.
Thor, see THUNOR.
Thorgård stone, 74.
Thornhill stones, 148, 150, 217, 248.
Thorsbjerg Bow, 79.

Thorn boss, 77, 217, 218.
Swordshape, 78.

Thener, ther, thor, 175.

Hammer-mark, 252.

Mark, 243.

Thidrath, bishop, 154.

Titus & the Jews, 143.

Tjörk, see Körk.

Tjursker stone, 256.

Tommerup Chalice, 106.

Torcello Spearhead, 253.

Torin, K. 252.

Tomstad stone, 69.

Torvik stones, 217, 239, 241.

Trollhättan bracteate, 176.

Trumberht, bishop, 132.

Truro Pig of Tin, 116.

Tr, the god, 93.

Tune stone, 56, 217, 218.

Twig-runes, 155.

Ulerup bracteate, 187.

Mask, -om, -o, &c. 1 s. pr. ending, 222.

Mask, -m, -o, verbal ending, 224.

Undset, I. 5, 24, 48, 72, 254.

Upsala Axe, 28.

Væblungsnaes Cliff, 57.

Vadsten bracteate, 173.

Vallöby Vessel, 91.

Walrus ivory, 121, 243.

Våghjord Cliff, 56, 217, 242.

Vånga stone, 8, 256.

Wapno bracteate, 200.

Varnum stone, 29.

Visby bracteate, 183.

Vatn stone, 71.

Weak nouns, 215.

Vedby bracteate, 184.

Veils stone, 93.

Weland saga, 147.

Verbs, 3 s. pr. ending, 223.

O. N. 223, 228, 232.

West-Thorp Comb, 30.

Whale caught in the shallows, 143.

Whitby Comb, 116.

Vi-Moss Buckle, 84, 217.

Comb, 82, 217.

Plane, 83, 218.

Sword Chsp, 82.

Wiede, L. 43.

Vigfusson, G. 186.

Wimmer, L. F. A. 60, 61.

Visby bracteate, 192.

Ring, 238.

Wittenheim, Al. 87.

Woden's Wain, 114.

Voltoffe stone, 93.

Wooden grave-pillars, 76.

Word-hoard, 213.

Vordingborg stone, 96, 218.

Voreim stone, 74.

Worm, O. 18, 20, 42, 57, 71, 159.

Worsaae, J. J. A. 18, 23, 27, 40, 166.

Vowel-fluctuations, 219.

Wright, T. 222.

Wycliffe stone, 149.

Wyk bracteate, 191.

Yarm stone, 132.

York, battle at, 150.
LATELY PUBLISHED, BY THE SAME AUTHOR, AND MAY BE HAD OF THE SAME PUBLISHERS:

Two Leaves of KING WALDERE'S LAY, a hitherto unknown Old-English Epic of the 8th century, belonging to the Saga-cyclus of King Theodric and his Men. Now first published from the originals of the 9th century. Roy. 8vo. — On fine paper, with 4 photographic facsimiles, 15 shillings. On common paper, without facsimiles, 7 sh. and 6 d.

QUEEN DAGMAR'S CROSS, Facsimile in Gold and Colors of the enameled Jewel in the Old-Northern Museum, Denmark, with Introductory Remarks. Roy. 8vo. 2 sh. and 6 d.

REVENGE, or WOMAN'S LOVE. A melodrama in Five Acts. 8vo. 3 sh. — SEVENTEEN SONGS AND CHANTS to the same. Folio. 8 sh.


GHOST-THANKS OR THE GRATEFUL UNBURIED, a Mythic tale in its oldest European form. SIR AMADACE, from two texts, with introduction. 8vo. 1/6 d.


THE RUNIC HALL in the Danish Old-Northern Museum. Imp. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 1868. 2 sh. and 6 d.

RUNEHALLER i det Danske Oldhoirdiske Museum. Imp. 8vo. Med Chemityper. 1868. 2 kroner.


MACBETH, JARL SIWARD OG DUNDEE. Et bidrag til Skottlands historie fra Skandinaviens Rune-fund. Imp. 8vo. Med Chemityper. 1876. 1 krone.

MACBETH, EARL SIWARD AND DUNDEE. A contribution to Scottish History from the Rune-finds of Scandinavia. Imp. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 1876. 2 sh.

TORDNEREN THOR. Fremstillet på en skandinavisk Døbefont fra omtrent År 1000. Det eneste hidindtil fundne Gudebillede efterfået os af vore Skando-Gotiske forfædre. Med Chemityper. 3 kr. 50 øre.

THUNOR THE THUNDERER, Carved on a Scandinavian Font of about the year 1000. 8vo. With Chemitypes. 1878. 6 sh.

PROF. S. BUGGE'S STUDIES ON NORTHERN MYTHOLOGY shortly examined. 8vo. With many illustrations. 1883. 8 sh. 